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ABSTRACT 

Biornagnetism is a two-sided discipline encompassing the magnetic dmdation of 

excitable tissue and the recording of magnetic fields generated by the action currents in 

those tissues. The present work explores new avenues in deweloping potential research and 

c h i d  tools for magnetically stimulating and recording muscle actÏvky. This disseaation 

is presented within a cohesive experimental hnework of stimulation, recording and 

processing- 

W e  sought to improve the magnetic stimulation ofmannnalian nerve, wîth a view 

towards niche applications where a muumaüy invasive procedure may be juotified- 

hcreased stimulus repetïtion rates and excellent spatiai focus were achieved uSng smail 

implantable "magnodes" in dog and rat hindlimbs, respectively. Generally, a thrtbrec-fold 

increase in stimulus response was obtained, thuo enabhg a greater sustained stimulus rate 

at a given power level. An insensitMty to coi1 positioning was also obsaved in the rat. We 

believe two distinct mechanisms are responsiile for the observeci improvements in 

response, 

A toroidal coi1 magnetometer was developed, intended as a non-invasive tool for 

rapidiy assessing overaii activity in intact muscle. Design of the complete recording system 

included a low noise amplifier and a novel low fiequency magnetic shield composecl of 

amorphous aüoy. Employing non-physiologid test sources, the unshielded system cauld 



resolve a muhipole cocifiguration as an quivatent dipole sourcewce Udorhmateiy, the shield 

wdd not be completed aud the magnetometer's SCIlSltMty reniains indequate for 

physiological work at this tirne- 

A signal processing method was developed for the purpose offiltaùig indnridual 

toroid recordiags, and hena preclude the need for multiple stimuli. Due to the sbielding 

problems the method was appiied to data nom another magnetometer- The nItering 

strategy offers the Jpeed of- fihexïng with the quality ofsignal estbates typicdy 

found with adaptive techniques. 

This research bas demonstrateci the efficient stimulation of mammaüan nerve using 

magnetic fields; the d a d o n  ofmagnetic fields from multipole current sources using non- 

superconducting technology; the design of iightweight and robust low fiequency magnetic 

shieids; and the efficient filtering of individuai muscle response records. Continuation of 

the present work requires the design ofa high s p e d  magnetic stimulator and the 

completion of the magnetic s W d -  
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CHAPTER 1 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Biomsgnetism is a two-sided discipline emmpskg the recordhg of magnetic fields 

from propagating action curreats and the magnetic stimulation of excitable tissue- Both 

scenarîos an completely descr i f i  by Maxweii's equations- 

In tliis Umoductory section we sbali bndy r&ew the historical developmemt of 

electromagnetic @M) theory and the emergence of biomsgnetism as a science. Thorough 

accounts ofboth disciplines are to be found in nuwrous texts and j o u d s ,  several ofwhich 

were employed libaalty in preparing this Seaion and are induded in the references. 

1.1.1 H'istory o f  biomagmetism 

W e  it is possibk to f o m b  the uieory ofelectricity within the wntext of classicai 

pSgcs, rnagnetism is inherently a quantum mechanical phenornenon. Equipped with only a 

mdimentacy und- ofcharged particles, scientists of the last century were noaetheless 

successiid m fomnila0iilg a phenommologkd description ofmagnetism [1,2,3]. A mechnistic 

fordation would have to wait a century for the dewlopment of quantum theory. 

The first fecorded experhent in electromagnetism is credited to Rans Oersted, who 
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in 1819 obsaved that a current carryïng wire defiected a compas nadle.- In 1820 Jem- 

Baptiste Biot and Félix S a m  provided the equaion desaibmg the magnetic field so 

produceci. hinag the perïod of 1820-25, André Ampère observed the forces b w e e n  

conductors and formulated a description inv01ving both eI&c and magnetic qyantities. 

Michael Faraday in 183 1 d e s c r i i  the regProcai Siaiation whereby an electric potedal w d d  

be Ïnduced by a tim varynig magnetic fieci. He was acaially predated by Joseph Henry who 

did not publish the results of his 1830 experiments. 

The smiüarity ofthe cumat generated fidd pattems with those of permanent magIlets 

led to the correct reasoning that d magnetic fields weze electrical in origin Furthemore, it 

WILE understood even then that magnetic phenornenon always occurred in three dimensions. 

Much ofthe fwndption ofelectrornagnetic theov was thus b d t  in the short span of 

a decade. The story would not be cornpleted however, until 1873 when James Maxwell 

formulated his i d a  that dectrornagnetisrn could be propagated Wre a wave of finite veloaty. 

A relativistic formulation foliowed much later, and with the development of quantum 

mechanics, EM forces were United with the wealc nuclear and strong forces. 

1.1.2 Manvdl's equations 

We shali on& state Maxwell's equations, and only in their modem fom; as orighily 

presented, there were 21 equations in 21 unknowns. They are now usually presented as 4 

equafions and sometimes 2. It ù even possible to write a single augmentecl equafion, it is so 

generalized as to have Iittle intuitive value and is used mostly in numerical simulation work 

An intuitive apprdation of Maxweli's equations is as important as mastering the 



rnafhemaficai rigour; indeed t is very instructive to fobw various derivatioas. In their non- 

relativistic dinerentiai form for example, we have: 

The right band side of each equation represents the source tenns generating the 

observed fields. Shce not aU situations involve waves in a vacuum, there are aisa three 

ancillary equations to deal with the presence of materid boudaries: 

nie square-bracketed quantities are teasors in generai; for b a r ,  homogeneous and 

isotropie ma- they are scalars. 

Let us consider MaxweU's four equations in turn Equation (1.1) is an expression of 

Gauss7 Law for electrk charges describing how they completely o p e  the el&c field. 

Eq41.2) is the magnetic equivalent of Gauss7 Law stating the irnplausïbiiity of isolated 

magnetic monopoles. Faraday's Law cm be transfomed via the vector identity known as 

Stoke's Theonm into Eq(l.3). This same transfomation relates Ampère's Law to Eq(1.4). 

Much ofthe present thesis work is concemed with Eq(1.4) and the last t e m  merïts 

M e r  discussion: it prescn'bes the e c  fidd generated by the tirnevaryiag displacement 

fieid. The term was added to Ampin's Law by Maxweli for heuristic reamns to fit empirid 

results and has been confinneci in various experhental contnds. Ofsigdicance is that the 

complete eqyation can ais0 be derived as such refamsticaUy. That said, we wiii now jus@ 



the omission of this tenn fiom M e r  consideration in thh work Compare the relative 

contniutions made by the two source terms: 

raD/ari=oE/a (1 -8) 
[JI 

Restrictmg oursetves to biomgnetic signais, thae is very W e  energy above IkHk as 

we Shan sec. At these low mees we are m the so d e d  quasi-sîatic regime. Substituthg 

material parametas correspondhg to tissue, we arrive at a ratio in the range of0.0 1 to 0.10. 

We cm thus d e l y  ignore the magnetic field generated by the time variations of the 

displacanent field The aiadrnt aSSUIIlption is that tissue is considerd to be purely resistive 

at these f?equencies. Co~l~e~uently, biologicai matter is essentiaily transparent to slowly 

Miyiag magnetic fields. This kt wili k a g m t  bmeM to magnetic recordhg of biomagnetic 

fields but win cause conespondhg difüdies in magnetic stimulation of excitable tissue. For 

m p k ,  the rewrded amplitude ofbiomagnetic fields is in the range of tens of piwtesla @T), 

but the stimulus field needed to elicit a response is at least 1T. 

1.1.3 Biomrgnetic sources 

We now Nrn our attention to the magnetic field arhing fkom cellular aimats. W e  

shall initialiy consider dl source temu and then retain oniy the dominant contniutions. The 

third of Maxweil's equations (1.3) can be set to zero as we are not applying an external 

magnetic fidd Consider once again the fwnh ofhnaxwell's equations (1.4). The total current 

density can be expressed as the sum oftwo ment sourcesces The fïrst is the m e n t  deanty 

corresponding to transmembrane ion flow, Jb also known as the impressed m e n t  The 

second is the aimnt due to an elecaic field in a conducting space, aE, also known as the 
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volume m e n t  ma though the uoiu are Al& Takbg the pemeabiiÏty of tissue to be 

essentially that of free space and hoking Eq.(l.6), Eq(1.4) may be m e n  as: 

VxB = po(Ji+oE) (1-9) 

Sohriag for the mgnetic fidd ni a hornogmcous conducting space is a anrial caldus 

exercise. Taking the airi of Eq(1.9) and remanging, we obtaùi: 

'Ihus the magmtic field is soldy dependent on the impressed m e n t  density and not 

at al1 on the volume source, uE. The el-c field does not contribute because it is the 

gradient of a scalar potenW and the air1 of any gradient is ideatidy the zero vector. 

We now solve for the magnetic field under realistic conditions involving regions of 

diffaiag ~nductivities~ A useiùi approach is to replace the regions with one homogeneous 

region and represent each boundary as an quivalent wrent source d r i v a  by the voltage 

across the boundarydarv The solution involves applyhg Stoke's theorem to the volume term in 

Fq(1.9). Spe&dy, one talces a sum ofintegrah, each over an onented surfhce with inner 

and outer conductivities, ai and am aaoss which appears the voltage V, . We present the final 

resulting form for the field extemal to d regions containing active membranes: 

(1. il) 

Note how the volume tem,  oE, w longer appavs explicitly but as a summation over 

boundaries. An of the terms in Eq.(l.ll) can be comeniently classned as  primary or 

secondaxy soinces. P h a y  sources include the transmembrane Ji and aii equivaent currents 

associated with cellular intedkes. hkcroscopic boundaries associateci with organ and 
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extemai limb surfirces are thedore hown as secdndary sources. 

Io contrast to the homogeneou~ case, the trammembrane tam has ban shown to 

make a negligible contri'bution to the field measured extemai to regions ofinhomogaieity- 

Thedore, Eq(l.11) cm be simplifieci to two -*ors ofceIiuiar and macroscopic source 

tems [4]. 

For excitable cdls and mmbranesthe aurait sources are best repnsented as dipoles 

due to the doseci path the ions maice as tby Iink the intracelhilar and extfaceUuIsr spaces- The 

first pair ofdipola rrpnsaas the depolarizaîion wavefiont associaîed with the spread of the 

action potential as the sodium ions enter the cdl. One dipole in this pair exists on the i ~ e r  

surface of the maabrsne and the other lies adjacent to it on the outer d c e .  The second pair 

of dipoles is of equal magnitude as the first but travels in the opposite direction; they 

represent the outward flow of potassium ions duriag membrane repolarkation. Field 

calculations have shown that cumnt densities of the inna dipoles are two orders of 

magnitude larger than for the outer dipoles [SI. To a good approximation then, we msy 

regard the rmgneâïc field measured extemai to ail source containïng regioas to be generated 

by a pair of equal and opposite dipoles moWig on the inner surnia of the membrane- The 

mode1 oftwo dipoles moving away h m  the initiation site accouats very weil for the observed 

biphasic recordings of e l d c  and magnetic fields. 

Skeletal musde fibres am essartiany 1011- structures but with more complexity 

than isolated nave axons; the magnetic field will thmfore be primarily azimuthal. Cumnt 

diples gaiaate both the electric and magnetic fields and these should therefore be partially 

dependent [q. However, the presence of electrical, rather than magnetic, boudaries giws 
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rise to mirent formulations for the two fields. Furthermore, the MMG is a vectorial 

megaae d e  the EMGis a scrilrr guantity- ConsaFicatly, the pwsuit of rnagnetomyography 

may yield different information t h a ~  that wntained in the vast EMG knowledge base, 
- 

1.14 Lead fidds 

A very convenïent d e m a t i c a i  constnict is lead field theory- It is especiaiiy u d  

in d e d ù i g  mdti-channel systems of either detectors or sources. The lead field, L, is a 

sen9tivity fbction: a detection c d  will be seasitsie to the component of current parallel to 

its lead field. By definition, the magnetic field at the i* coi1 is @en by: 

= 14(r)- ~(r)dr (1.12) 

The dot podua mEq(1.12) indicates the projection of the source onto the lead field, 

wfiich in tum, takes mto account geometrical arguments- The apparent oversimplification of 

Maxwell's equations is not without wst The lead field depends on mil orientation and tissue 

condudvify; hence, a source and tissue model is required. The lead field itseif must be 

detemineci by solving for the field generated by this model, the so called the f o m d  

problem. 

1.1.5 Recipmcity and magnetic stimulation 

Helmhoh oigiiiany showed t h  two independent electric a d  magnetic field vectors 

were in fàct related in their curls. The mathematid description of this remarkable result is 

known as the nàproaty theorem- W e  can employ lead fields to describe usâul reciprocity 

relations in biomagnetism. 
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The opartion of deteminhg the electnkai values induced in t'issue by an applied 

magndc field W known as the herse problan Usiag lead field theory, we con descrii the 

Ïnduced electric field due to the current 1 in the stimulus c d :  

E(r) = -dI: U r )  (1 - 13) 
dt 

It is of grat pdcai signifïcance that lead field vectors embody both focets of 

Figure 1.1 : iIZmtrpfipfion of rk rec@roc~~ty theorem 

biomagnetism. Taken together, Eq41.12) and (1.13) can be combied to produce a unifieci 

formulation: 

The reciprocity theorem states that the current in a detector divided by the voltage 

applied at the source ranallis constant whai the source and detector are interchangeci, as long 

as the fiequency and impedances are left unchanged. 

To relate more concretely the physicai sigdicance of the reciprocity theorem, 

consider the simple mode1 shown in Fig.(l. 1). Whiie simple, the mode1 may Save as an 
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example of cortical msgnctic stimulation or magnetoencephal~graphy~ The scenario consists 

ofa CO- body wïth an interna1 cwmt dipoie p and an i n t e d  electrk fidd E. Thae 

is also an extenial magnetic field B and magnetic dipole m composed ofa CUIT- cPrrying 

c d .  For a smgle hquency y tbis partiailu arrangement reduces the nciprocity theorern to 

the foUowing equation: 

pE(rI) = jom-B(r3 (1.15) 
The j is not &Ka current, it is the imapinaiv operator, indicatmg the phase shiff 

b e e n  source and field Consider Eq.(l. 15) going fkom left to nght where active ceils are 

represented by an expivalent mmat dipole. The dipole is the source generating the external 

magnetic field which induces a ment  in the sensor mil. An interna1 electric fieId is dso 

generated which can be recordeci using surface electrodes- 

N o w  consider the berse situation where the current in the stimulus mil is the source. 

The generated mngnetic field induces an e l d c  field in the body, which drives a m e n t  in 

proportion to the cond~ctivity~ Cleariy, surfàce stimulating electrodes can also produce 

intemal currents. Reciprocity theory embodies a complete description of the inter- 

relationships between recording, stimulation, electricity and magnetism. 

Talcing a cue from multi-channeI detectors, reciprocity would suggest the ab'ity to 

focus magnetic stimuli using an prray o f d s  ['I]. However, the maximum induced voltage 

wiil ocair at boundaries showing the greatest jump in conductivity. In a sphericai body, this 

wdi be at the &, even for a layaed body of -caiiy symmetric conduaMty [8]. The 

foais of any extemal magnetic stimulation will be essentiaiiy restncted to a shallow surface 

layer and depth of focus wül be difiïcult to Ichieve. The situation is nindamentalty aitered 
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with the introduction of permeable regions within the target body, as is the case with our 

Focai Magnetic Stimulation- 

1.2 BIOMAGNETISM LITERATURE 

Having covered the histoiy electromagnetic theory and its relevant formulations in 

biomagnetism, we now turn to a rMew of the niilestones in biomagnetisn and the Nmnt 

state-of-the-art, with emphasis on elements pertinent to this work 

13.1 Magnetic stimahtion 

Rebble reports of magnetic stimulation first appeared in 1910 with the induction of 

phosphenes via a contuiuously operating electromagnet p II. Puised stimulation in a cluiical 

Set.g took place in 1985 [32]. Compared with el&d stimulation, the excitation of newe 

and muscle with magnetic fields provides a meam of accessing deeper structures without the 

d a t e d  pain. The potential of magnetic stimulation as a clinicat and research tool is vast, 

encompassing rehabilitation, respuology, urology and psychology 31. 

Magnetic stimuiation has found greata acceptance in European couatrks than in 

North America Even in Europe however, ts role is limiteci to rather simple diagnostic 

evaluations of neme condudon veiocitieses nie majority ofmagnetic stiniulator units are used 

in research, espsQany for the stimulation of cortical structures. Application of the technique 

to skeletal muscle has been comparatively -ce- 

Magnetic stinailation has advaaad Rpdly m the past icw years on three major fronts. 

Ofmniediate consecpence is the commercial a- ofhigh speed stimulators fiom a fcw 
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vendors, inchihg Dantec Instruments. These units are capable of providing up to 50 pulses 

per second at sub-maximal l d s  and with limiteci duty cycles. As hss ken the trend for 

several y- coaical stimuMon nrmmU the reseiirdi ara showhg the greatest actnrity. The 

advent of these stimulators has opened up new avenues of researcb into mapping our 

cognitive processes, including speech., vision and motor Iearning [lO, 11,121. Then is also 

ev-dence sugSesti9B the knenis ofpid rate shdatïon in patients dering nom depression 

and Parkinson7 s disease [13,14,15]. On a cautionary note, rapid transcranial stimulation has 

been show to cause sehres in healthy abjects [l6,17]. AppIr'cations of high rate magnetic 

stimulation to non-cortical targets suggest themselves, such as the nhabilitation of skelaal 

muscles foUowing injury, the conditionhg ofcardiac muscle p r h  to cardiomyopIasty, and 

restoring the v o i d 4  program in winary bldder incontinencece 

efforts to improve the technology ofmsgeetic stimulation have b a n  in the area 

of ahemative wii desigiu. Circular coüs are ôy far the most wideiy ufed and are adable in 

a variety of diameters. Because the current density is d o m  around the loop, the forces 

developed are mt concentrateci a -  ony point and the coi1 zhape is maintained over tiw. The 

generated fieM panan howeveq, is not necesdy  optimum for all appiications. The need to 

stimulate deeper neuronal structuns and to do so more focally have led to some interesthg 

coi1 designs, first of wbich was the figure98 mil. More recently, otha cox6gurations bave 

emerged, Uicluding the Cleaf clover, slinky coi1 and square butterfiy [l8,lg,2O]. The most 

ambitious design to date is the muiti-charmel coii with independent control of each mil section 

~91- 

ïhe third mteworthy devdopment in magnetic stimulation research is the moumiag 
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body ofevidence sugges@ the role fibre morphology plays in reducing a urne's activafion 

ttneshold Auaiyticai modds reiying on such niceties as infimtely long naves and semi-infinite 

media are e d y  CO-ed when end &ects are consïdered. More recent modemg efforts 

have demonstrateci the importance of nene boundWeS in S t e  and bent structures [21,22]. 

Experiments with isolated n a ~ s  han clearty coannned the mOLfked dependence of excitation 

on bencl angle [23,24]- In addition, there is evidence that uitrasound may produce changes in 

the membrane's sensitMty due to a mechanostrictive &ect on lealq ion channels or the 

Lorenz fore  on the ions thernselves [25,26,27J. These data have uncovered a wmplexity in 

the mechanimi undertying magnetic stimulation not presmt in the electrical case. For 

eledcaI shuhtion it is neaspsiy to induce M el&c field gradient dong the nerve's axis. 

Magnetic stimulation was also thought to depend solely on this field; howewr, a 

perpendidar electric field appears to mele te  weli with the data on bent nerves. 

1.2.2 Biomagnctic senson 

The vay k t  recordhg of a biogenic source of magnetism was achieved by Bade in 

1963 using a gradiometer made of enonnous inductors placed over the heart [343- The 

superconductuig quantum interference device (SQUID) was introduced by Zimrnerrnan in 

1969 and it emp10ys a minimum of coi1 t u m  [353. The SQUID remtins the gold standard in 

magnetometry, with wide bandwidth and su@ spatial resolution It is howewr, vay 

expensive to purchase and opeme, and o h  nquireJ the addition ofa costly shielded fkdity- 

High teqmüue superconducîors (Hi&-Tc) ofassorted compoytion and transition 

temperatures have yielded intaesting desigas for both SQUIDs and shields. To date, 



however, hi&-Tc SQUIDJ are banly a commercial reality with only one Company m, 
Denmark) o&ràig tben firot e f h t  [28]. The mataiPls are u W e  to withstand thermai cycluig 

and Josephson junctions made nom them behave somewhat unpredictaôly with respect to 

their current/flux ~haracte~stics, With the intense levet of research actMty into these 

matenals, it is simply a matter of time until more high-Tc SQULD desi- move out of the 

laboratory. 

In the area of commercial low temperature SQUIDs, two innovative products stand 

out Neuromag (E3e&nlci, Fiinland) produces a 122-cbannel system where each channe1 is an 

integrated pl- &radiometer on a chip. CTF Systems (BC, Canada) offers 43- to 150- 

chamel SQUIDs capable of simuitanews MEG/EEG- 

At this the, at least one Company is putting high-Tc materiais to large scale 

application. FuniLawa Electrk (Yokohama, Japan) mawf&ures a whole body shield 

operating at Liquid Nitrogen temperatwe. The shield can enclose a human subject and a 

SQUID magnetometer. Its noise palormance is superior to standard ferromagnetic shielded 

rooms eiaploying SQUID noise cancelation. CTF Systems recomrnend the use of this shield 

with their SQUIDs resulting in what is perhaps the most powerfbl commercial system 

available 1291- Pemsai of recent conference abstract however, reveals that s e v d  research 

laboratories are producing th& own high-Tc SQUIDs andfor shields. 

A SQULD magnaorneter is the ody imagïng modaiïty capable of assessing the 

viability of deep m u d e  fibres with gnat d d  in patients with fichene's m u d a r  

dystrophy, for examp1e7 MRï will revd apparently heaithy muscle tissue that nonetheless 

cannot be recniited- These fibres are on the verge of being replaced by comective tissue and 
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are not M o n a i  though they retain th& appearance- Because they do not propagate action 

ammts they are magnetidy dent and a SQUID wül not fiilsely pick them up as would an 

MR image- EMG techniques rernaïn p r d i  sensitive to local sources of adon 
- 

potentiak. Surfàce EMG in partiah, wbich d a s  not requirr peinfiil electrodes, cannot sense 

deep fibre activation. Magnetostrictive sensors and fluxgate magnetometers are both 

technologies linmed to less danaadnig appücations than mapping biornagnetic sources- They 

simply lack the spatial resolution, bandwuidth or response time for use in biomagnetisa 

In the area of ferromagnetic shiddïng there is ody disappointhg news. The 

manufacturer of amorphous high penneability doys (Allied Signai, Parsippany, NJ) has 

stopped producing woven fibres of its materials- These were to be made into vestments for 

MEG subjects and used as ntted magnetic shields. The spray-tormed amorphous alloys an 

stiU available as thin tape (0.08d) which wuld, in principle, be finely shredded and woven, 

though a final annealing might be neceSSacyeceSSacy 

1.2.3 Magnetic action flux recordhgs 

MacHattie achieved the fht  recordhg of the magnetic action flux ($hW) ofwhole 

muscle in 1987 [3q. The prepadon was an isolated fiog gastroc; the nerve was electrically 

stimulated and the WLF response resorded with a SQUID. The m a g n i c  signal was shown 

to be a puise wïth a dination ofseveral dikeands .  Such a time course is relatively long and 

corresponds to only a moderate bandwidth peakiag near 2 O O H i .  By cornparison, the noise 

generated by the recordhg electronics is essentially white and t h d o r e  quite broad band. 

Most magnetometer recordings wouid ben& fkom some mering of the noise as the signai- 
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to-noise-ratio (SNR) can be quite low. Ifminmial interfcrcnce is present at the power line 

fiequacies of 60 and 180B howwer, the nIterïr~g problem becornes manageable. 

Signai processin8 applications have advanced t r d o u s l y  with the advent of 

inexpaisive digital agnatl processiqg @SP) chîps. Most notable in tams ofeariy introduction 

and market peaetration are the product fidies fkom Motorola and Texas Iiistniments- Such 

products have enabied designers to impiement adrptive algonthms in hardware, thus 

achievùig red-tirne pe&onnance- This capability, Long desired, is now wkhh reach ofwen 

more designers wÏth the mtraduction ofuserfcïendly sobare development environments for 

high level coding- 

Adaptive algorithms figure proxnindy in the presmt work, pulling signais out of 

noise without the neaï for srveragingc Important to the success of these algorithms is that the 

data are composed ofnarrow band pulse signals and additive broad band noise. The signal 

processing üteran~e is S e  with trendy algonthms, many suitable ody for a narrow class of 

problems. A few of these paradigms have emerged to solve dasses of problans with wide 

ranging applicab'i, these include adficial neural networks7 fiizzy Logic and wavelets. The 

latter approach in particular is weli suited to dealing with pulse type, or non-stati0onary, 

signals [3 O]. 

Simulation software twk are needed for modelling decüic and rnagnetic fields in both 

MEG fonvard and inverse proôlems. As medoneci earlier, the role of boundaries is becoming 

increaSUIgiy important in magnetic stimulation; any r d s t i c  problern geometry must be 

Sunulsrtevi. The rnost sigmficant aâvances in this area have been the abiiity to solve problem~ 

wi* thrre dimensional bounderies, transient sources, and aaisotropic materials. Examples 
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of such advanced packages klude  the finite element method @EM) code fkom MSC 

(Milwaukee, WiscoaSm, US). The only commercial bounduy element method @EM) 

package is available fiom IES ( w i p e g ,  Manitoba, CA). Several researchers have d m  

their own proprietary FEM-BE. hyôrids, combinhg the baiefits of each. To date, no 

commercial prochicts have been O- this situationwill not likely change in the near future. 

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The thesis project is divided h o  three parts, following a logical experimentai 

sequence of stimulation, recordhg and processing. Chronologically however, the work 

progressed in the reverse order Early on in the work, it was convenient to expriment with 

aigoritiims appW to existing SQUID Inagnetometry data From early course work the idea 

of Compound Digital Fiitering evoIved. The subsequent unodability of the SQUID 

prompted the idea of explorkg altemative techuologies for magnetic recording. From thaî 

research, the toroidal sensor and thin sbields were desigaed. Funding was eventdy  

discontinued however, and the fùll shield wuld not be wmpleted- Consequently, the toroid 

and ampiifier systern caild not be expected to achieve the desired sensitivity and the designs 

were modifieci for use with stronger cumnt sources. FoUowing thïs deveiopment, fiinding 

was made avaüable to investigate the converse situation to magnetic record& The idea of 

focai mgaeîic stmulrtion wu conaived as an to the toroid work In the followuig 

sections the motivation for the research project shall be deheatd dong the lines of the 

aforernentioned experimentai fiamework- 
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1.3.1 Focai myint ic  stimulrtion 

A major Limitation of conventional magnetic stimulation is the lack of spatiai foais. 

When iitrempting to stonulate tbe biceps muscle for examplq it is often the case that the entire 

brachial plexus is ncniaed Amther shortcoming is the low repetition rate. Some high speed 

stimulators exist but they carmot maintain their pulse trains for very long, and they do so at 

reduced field IeveIs, 

An investigation uito the field equations goveming magnetic stimulation reveals tbat 

permeability may be exploiteci to advantage in focussing the field and in reducing the power 

requirements, thus increasing stimulus rates. We have applied the term ccmagnodes" to s d  

pemieab1e beads placed adljacenî a nene to foas the magneîic field. In light of recait r d t s  

k m  our lab and others regardhg the ene* of nerve displacement, we extemd the definition 

of magnodes to include non-permeable beeds capable ofenhancing the stimulus nsponse. 

Magnodes enable what we have simply temied focal magnetic stimulation WS). 

The objectives w a e  to mipn>ve the stimulus rate and focaiity ofmegnaic stimulation 

with the use ofgnPlantable magnodes. It was determineci that simulation work wouid reveal 

information conceming the e&a of magnode pemeab'iîy on spatial focus and intensity 

magnification. There is nimntly no method of simulating the bending a e c t  Fînally, 

prelunliary animal acpaiments would serve as proof of concept. 

1.3.2 Toroidd senson 

SQUlD gradiometexs can often resofve extrernely week biotnagnetic signals without 

averaging, unlike Bade's room temperature inductors which also lacked the necessary 
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resolution for source mrpping. These technologies represent extremes in resoIution and 

inductance; we Mm there is room for otha designs based on tradeoB in these 

parame!tersers The toroid sauor is one such des& it has moderate inductance and potentiaüy 

grrater resoIution than the &ge inductor. It is incapabte ofgnSgmg, however- In d o g y  with 

acoustics, the toroid is to SQULDs what a stethoscope is to diagnostic dtrasound+ 

The h c h m d  idea behd  the tom-d serisor is an implernentation of Ampere' s Law 

(1.14) which -es the closed path intcgrPl ofthe mgnetic induction to the sum of currents 

through the path. The tomid apptoxhates the mtegral with a hite sum. For muscles, the s u m  

of currents will always be identïcally zero since all sources are dipoles, equal and opposite. 

The uidividuai corstriions to the zero sum however, are in g e n d  non-zero; therein lies the 

usefd idonnation, 

The objective was to develop a relatnrely inexpensive mahod of recordhg the 

azimuthai magnetic field in crder to resolve compkx current dipole arrangements into a single 

equivalent dipole. Due to the shielding difficulties, the system was not expected to be usable 

with biological sources. Stronger m e n t  sources would nonetheless help verify the 

hypothesis that information can be extracted nom a net zero Jource distribution. 

1.3.3 Compound digitai fdtering 

The sirnplest method ofreducing white additive noise is to employ a fixed lowpass 

filter above the fiequency of interest. Depending on the type of filter, the Limitation of this 

approach is to distort the signai in the time domaiq eitha through stretching or peaking; both 

particularly objectionable with pulse signals. As an alternative to hed  filtering, one may 
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average many recordings taken unda ideritical expehental conditions, d g  that 

critaion can be ma. The gratest drawback ofthis brute force approach is the requlrernent 

for increased patient cornpliance. Furthemore, averaging obscures the subtlety inherent in 

individual records. 

One of the more s u d  tactics for seporPting narrow band information fiom a 

broad band imckpwi  is abptive Pi& p d g ,  a colledon oftechiques arising fiom 

the work of numerous researchers in the late 1950's. Compand with fixed filtas, adaptive 

methods produce optimal sigoai m the meanqgm sease, at the expense of greater 

computational comptexity. 

The objective was to d d o p  a signai proces@ methoci capable of filtering individuai 

SQVn, fecodngs with the sp&d of- filters and the quaiity of adaptive fiitem Simulation 

studies were p l a n d  to q&& the processing method010gy for u r  with MacHattie's SQUID 

recordings. 
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CHAPTER 2 

FOCAL MAGNETIC STIMULATiON 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Magnetic stimulation of the phrenic nave was first reported by Mouchawar and 

coiieagues in 1990, whae they noted the n a d  for greater stimulation rates Cl]. The focai 

magnetic stimulation project was conceived to a d h  the shortcomings of traditionai 

magnetic stimulation, namely, lack ofstimuhis s p d c i t y ,  duration and low repetition rates 

[2,3]. The basic strategy behhd FMS is to concentrate the magnetic field ofa mil ont0 a 

desired site, whüe not Stimuiating nearby tissue. The desired e f f i  can be achieved by a 

c o m b i . o n  oftwo approaches: 

1) The use of magaeticdy permeable granules placed adjacent to the target site. 

Temed mgnodes, these grandes greatiy foais the applied field by providmg a path of least 

resistance for the magnetic k The h x  is thus drawn away fiom other areas and is 

concentrated ont0 the target site. For a gÏven-required stimulus amplitude at the target site 

this mognincation e&ct resuits in a reduction in the field that a c d  mua generate, and 

consequently, a d e r  di and powa supply can be utilised. A mil of d e r  radius wiii 

in tum produce a fieid whor amplitude fâils off hsta with distance, fkther mhancing the 

focussing effect. 



2) The power savings redisable with EMS resulfs in the need for d e r  powa 

supplies and d e r  coils. For a gMn adable powa, we cm generate puises more 

fkequently and with sharpa nse thes. Faster pulses in tum, achieve threshold at lower 

amplitudes, consaving yet more energy per pulse. In addition, smaller power supplies are 

lighter, more portable, cheaper to mamhcme and srfa to operate- 

2.2 MODELUNG AND MMIJLATION 

The concept of focal magnetic stimulation was invdgated with the numerical 

simulation of a simple three dimezwional nerve and muscle model. This section reviews the 

fundamentds for deveiopùig meankgfùl models then proceeds to report on the simulation 

experirnents. 

2.2.1 Moddling prdiminaries 

Ali modeiling efforts require the selection of the physid systern to be approximated 

as weli as the phenomena ofintaest. 1t is not possiie to model every structural detail and aü 

behavioral nuances, even with unlimited cornputer resources. Judickus choices result in an 

acceptable compromise between r d s m  and ease of soIution. The solution tirnes are 

especialty important when, as for the FMS project, the resowces were available only for a 

shoa tirne. Téese choices must alsa bear in mind the type of numerical dgorithni that will be 

applied to solve the model. For the FMS project, it was decided that a single nerve 

surrounded by musde tissue wodd adequateiy represent the phnnic nerve lying dong the 

sterno-mastoid muscle. Furthetmore, no attempt was made to account for the Hodgicin- 
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Rinrley kineb'cs For olmiad stirmli above threshold, the solutions are siippshots in tirne, just 

before the membrane spikes- 

The modellbg war paforrned with a techniqye belonghg to the class of F i e  

Element Metbods @?El@- The remaiader of this section descn'bes the production of the FEM 

model- 1t is necessady briefand somefImes technid, and with the exception ofthe figures, 

may be omitted d o u t  much l o s  ofc~ntinuity~ 

The govemhg equations for electromagnetics assume a uniform unbounded space, 

and carmot be SOM anaiytidy but for vay simple geornetries (spheres, cubes, planes) [4]- 

The Finite Element Mahods ~presatt one appro<lch to dealhg with compfex shapes. In FEM 

the modd is fkst represerited by many d contiguous volumes of simple shapes, the o v e d  

shape behg an apprownaaion to tbe ideal rnodel. The edges of the volume elements foxm the 

W e  element me&, and this w s h  must be r-ed in regions of particular interest (near the 

nerve). This idea follows sïmply h m  the need to use many smaller volume elements to better 

approlemate the rnodel in regions where pater accuracy is required. 

The electromagnetics equations are then easily sdved for within each volume element, 

uniike the original model itself For an appropriatedy coastructed mesh, the o v d  solution 

to the model will be smooth across element boundaries and the mesh wiU impose its shape 

oniy niinimany on the solution, the ody exception of course beïng where the mesh semes as 

a material boundary. A few ploys can be ut*ad to d u c e  the compubtiod burdm of 

solving so many simultaneous equations and these are discussed below as we trace the 

evolution of the Fuiite Elexnent Model particular to the FMS project. 

Refer to Fig-(2.1) for a sketch of the tbree dimCIlSionai conceptual mode1 of the 



nerve/musc1dmagnode anangement- The parts an colour d e d  such that musde W green, 

n~eisrrdaadmsgnodesrrtpnple~Bymrlàngfiüluseofsymm~we~gr~red~ce 

the computational c m  ofobtahïng a solution, In fhct, we un obcsin an eight-fold reduction 

in solution time by malaag the eequired cuts for 1/8 symmetry as indicated by heavy Iines in 

fig(2.1). By careftlly applyùig appropriate electromagnetic boundpry conditions to the cut 

sides, the mode[ behaves as though mthiiig was missing- 

The conceptuai modd has to then be npresented by a  et of discrete volumes to be 

solved by the F i  Eiement Method. nie discretkation proceeâs by h t  producing a plane 

cut through the model and tüing t with a me& of straight lim segments. A cut through the 

rniddle of the 3D model of Fig(2.1) produces an XY piane bisecting the magnodes and 

renders the 8at d o n  sfiown inFig(2.î). Only the quadrant repuireci for a solution is shown 

in colour. 

For n a ~ o n s  that may appear counter-iauitZve, a mesh ofmany straight line elements 

wili yield a more aarirete solution than a cuMd dement, even though the latter more closely 

approxïmates the original geometry- This is because the Fie Element Methoci, as derived 

m the presan software pa&age, assumes the electromagnetic fields to propagate dong purely 

-ght paths. Violations ofthis asswnption lead to mors larger than the discretkation error. 

The computatiod costs of a few straight sides vs a w e d  one are comparable, and the 

software control is simplifieci. 

The colored quadrant of Fig.(2.2) can now be extrudeci out in the z-direction to 

produce an octant, that is, 118 of the 3D finite element mesh as show in Fig.(2.3). A close 

up of the newe-m~~gllode d o n  is shown in Fig(2.4). 



symmetry + 
line 

X 
symmetry 

line 

muscle 
magnode 
nerve Figure 2.1 : nerve surrounded by muscle showing coordinute system 

and octant used in constructing the finite element mode1 



Figure 2.2: end view offiIl m d e l  



Figure 2.3 :fiJI 3Dfiïte elentent mocrol 



Figure 2A: nerve and magnode sections of m d e l  
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The vast range m the rdative sias ofthe d e  fibrrs, the pMc nave and the ne& 

necesritate modd simplincations. Muscle fibres wae  simuiated as a buk matenenal since their 

sheer numbers w d d  h a .  mpkd uiaw>nabIe cornpita rrsouras to account for each one 

individudy. In the same vein, the model's outer bundaries are artificiaily tnincated as it 

would be impracticai to adend than out to the size of a human neck and to mode1 ail 

intervaiing -*cal fî&ures- F-re, the size of the elements is incteased toward the 

outer bounchy Sna we do not require as detded a solution fàr nom the nerve. 

The magnode was firmeci as a short cylinder rather than a sphere, which would have 

ken  far more d.iEcuit to incorporate into the rest of the mode1 by extrusion Using a cyhder 

also enables a stuây of the effects of the mgnode's shape on the field since it pnsents both 

flat and curved surfhces. 

2.2.2 Assigning physicrl parmeten 

Sinœ we are interested in dectromgnetic phenornena, compIexity in the electrical and 

magnetic properties ofthe d e i  *m o h  compensate for simplifications in its geometqr. For 

example, the bulk of muscle tissue can be assigneci an anisotropic conductivity whae the 

conductiviry dong the lerigth (2) of  the fibres greatly ex&s that in the transverse directions 

(x and y). This ploy effèctively models the presence of non-conducting sheaths sunounding 

each fibre. As an added future, it tomaticaiiy accounts for the sheath around the axon of 

the nerve- 

Reliable values for the physical parameters are scarce and as sucb, can ody be 

approximated. Nonerheless, the simulation r d t s  wül be meanin@ as long as we are in the 



baU park The folowhg table srnmnarizes these physical constants [SI. 

Table 2.1: mnmary of m o M  tissue parameters 
-- 

O I % 

2.2.3 The appücd fieid 

1 
- - .- 

muscle (2) 

muscle (=y) 

nerve 

Just as we are mt înterested in madehg individual muscle fibres, neither shoukl we 

I 

300 

attempt to d e m i  individual tums withm the stimulus mil. Whüe it is certainly possible to 

values &kenfiorn: Modem B f ~ d e ~ a o c k r n I ~ . y  [SI 

30 

300 

mode1 a current loop, the magnetic fieid's spatial dependence wouid obscure the field shaping 

effects of the magnodes [q. As a maglletic dipole source, the curent lwp's field is weli 

10 

1 
L 

understood 171, and we wish to acamine the focussing afforded by the magnodts. 

The field excitation was chosen to be a spatialiy uniform magnetic field, orienteci in 

the ydirection, and to folow a shusoidd time course of 1- thus, we are seeking a steady 

state solution, The field's magnitude was chosen to be B 4 2  Tesla, corresponding to a 

magnetic induction of H=4eS Ahm accordhg to: 
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B=c~oa (1.3) 

Conœptdy ,  we miy think of the fidd as being geaaied by a vcry large wii h e d  

outside of the modd's top boundary- The chosai excitation is close to that gensrated by 

commercial rmits [8], and more importantly, also results in field values that are neither 

extremely large nor smaü, thus moiataining numerical a c a m q -  

As will be d i d  iater, the response to arb'itrary stinnili c m  be estimateci Eiom the 

steady state solutior The software does allow for transient stimuli but at much greater 

wmputational cost and a slight reduction in numerical accuracycy 

23.4 Modd limitations 

Any mode4 however weU constructed, has limitations imparted to it by virtue o f  ail 

of the compromises made aloag the way. As mentioned earIier, mors arise nom the use of 

a fioae rwmiba of piece-wise linear segmmts to repfesent  continuous armd boundaries The 

resulting field distortions are minor however, and and be neglected when the solution appcars 

smooth overali. A more serious attifpct is d by the abrupt t erminaîion of muscle fibres 

against the magaode's flat face. In reality, the magnode wouid sirnply depress the regkm and 

the fibres would form smoothiy around it. 

Another source of error dong these b e s  cornes fiom the model's outer boundq 

bang truncated closer to the magnodes thaa the neck would be in realiv- A dassic exampie 

of the tradeoff between accuracy and speed of solution, the r e d t  is a slight error in the 

electrical quantities due to diBiirent condu-ctivities across various mode1 bomdaxies 1991. 

These mors however, are Iess than those causeci by a combination of anisotropy and 
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increasing elexnent size near the outer bomdanes, which overestimate the induced m e n t  

density- 

One h h e r  rssumption rrgslding the mode1 is that the magnodes do not saturete 

under the applied field conditions- In reality, most n u t e d s  sanirate above O 5  to 0.8 Tesla, 

beyond which they can provide no nInha wllcenfrafion in the field [lO]. Their recovery afta 

the pulse would depend on the Speanc material used and the fkquency of stimulus. The 

software am accomt for this &kt, but again, at the arpease ofcomputational t h e  and the 

need for spedc data on the material's Irystaesis characteristics. Implicit in the project is the 

goal of produchg a substantial powa savings using the magnodes, enabling the use of low 

power coils, and mhhkïng saturation, Thaefbre, we feel the assumption of unsaturable 

magnodes to be justifïed. We wül return to this issue when disaissing the simulation r d t s  

vis-&-vis the rat expcriment. 

22.5 Experimtntd puuneters 

This section explains how the mode1 parameters elaborated upon in the previous 

discussion were used to organize the series ofFMS experiments, including the test case. A 

suite of preümînary experiments were perfiormed at various excitation fiequemies and 

strengths to deterrnùie wtrat e&ctthis would have on the solution, and to compare the results 

with theory- The remking induced stimuli were seen to be a linear hction of both parameters 

over a range ofat least four decades, ie: doubüng the magnetic field frequency or ampiitude 

resulted in exactly twice the i n d u d  stimulus, as predicted by theory [Il] and some 

experimental work messuring force [12]. From this vdcation one can utiiize Fourier 
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synthesistomaipitethensulttbatwddbe~withstmniluspd~ofarbinary~hspe 

[13]. SaMied with these ~~ the cxpaiments repcxted h a i n  were paformed 

at field smngtbs of about 0.5 Tesla W e  wül tdce this case to be representative of traditional 

mageetk stimulation where the stimilus amplitude is just SutfiCient to reach the membrane's 

depolarkation threshold- 

Another prebinary experhental coatrol was the rnagnode's relative permeabihies 

of &=1,1@ and 10'. As eqected, the r d t s  did not scale lineariy with this parameter, and 

it remains the only -entai variable. The value of ~ = 1  corresponds to the case ofno 

magnode being present since this is a h  the vahie one must assign to tissue- We WU take this 

case to represent thaî ofaaditionai magnetic stimulation. 

In cornparhg arpaimental r d t s ,  the test case wül be our point ofdeparture, and 

will serve as a comenient method of cornparhg FMS for all other permeabiïties and 

excitations we may envision, as well as the rat An additional advantage of making 

cornparisons relative to the test aise is to circumvent the influence ofmodel aaifiicts on the 

visual interpretation ofthe r d & -  

2.2.6 Nature of induced stimulus 

It is important to remernber that the mechanism of stimulation in FMS is identical to 

that in conventional magnetic stimulation. As d e s c r i ï  in section 1.1.5, the applied time- 

varying magnetic fidd induces an elecüic fidd wïthin the tissue in proportion to the fiequency 

of the current m the stmuhis c o l  The spaîiai chribution of the induced E field depends very 

W e  on tissue geometry and is maximai at the outer edges. 
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The gradient ofthe eiectrk field however (voltage uni&) wiii cause cunents to flow 

throughout the tissue, degmdiag on geometry and I d  electricai conductMty (nem aud 

muscle membranes have ody leaicage conductMties until they reach thnshold). Whatever 

their shape, the induced currents attempt to push away fiom one another- due to a 

phenornenon known as the skïn effect- îhe extent ofthe skui e&ct wül depend upon the 

fkequency content of the stianihis pulse and the tissue conductivity 1141. Fortunatelyy the 

effect is negiïgiile in this model and wilI not compound the problem of overestimation of 

currents at the model bomdary- 

Conceming the degree of foassing provided by FMS, it is worth emphasizing the 

foilowing point in comparisbn wah mapetic field/voltage distributions, current densities are 

vay dependant on the tissue model and can better relate nal world idormation such as skin 

effects, but they are also subject to model-speQfic errors such as over-estimation at the 

boundaries- Thediore, the mgnetic field wil) always be more focussed than the curent 

density, and di field qpanWes need to be evauated when cornparhg the focus under diaerent 

conditions, 

One final point to remember conceming the focus. The induced stimulus fiom a 

unifonn field WU be les  focussed than that resulting fkom a finite coi1 since the mil's field 

diminishes siwzry h m  its edges [ZS, f q. From the foregoing discussion, it is evident that the 

simulation wili wnse~atively esbimate the true focussing abilities of FMS. 
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2.2.7 Visuaiizing symmcfrg plots 

nie software s o k s  for a fidd h w n  a9 the magnetic v e d ~ r  potentiai, a rather arcane 

cluantity, but one that dom the derivation ofthe better hown quaatities ofmagnetic field, 

voltage and current d e -  

Sohrtion vatues for the various field quantities are dioplayed as colour contour plots, 

where a &en contour repiesmts a constant vahe o f t h  variable. Before dealing with the 

wealth of experirnentd r d t s ,  it would be usenil to point out how to visualw the contour 

plots. Each fidd solution is plotted on the 118 model and must be pioperly visuallled as part 

of the whole model- Ifwe were to look at the total picture, as in Fg42. l), there wouid be 

very little to see since we would be fàcing the outside surfhce ofthe model. W e  would need 

to make phne cuts through the model to look inside at the regions of interest; the symmetry 

&es of the octant are these very same cuts- An example is sketched in Eg-(2.Sa) showing 

constant contour levels of some field quantity- We can visuah 112 of the model by re- 

assembhg four octants with the proper orientation, as in Fig-(2.3). 

2.2.8 Discussion 

The ht test case (&=1) was to determine the error i n m e c i  as a r d t  of using 118 

symmetry rather than the whole model. For the case of no magnodes present, the 

discrepancies in the magnetic vector potential wem less than 0.16%, an error easily justifid 

by the eight-fold hcrease in solution speed- 

From the magnetic vector potential we obtain aii otha usefiü field qU1Ulfities. With 

no megnoQs present, the aiagnaic field within the model is simply equal to the applied field. 
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as shown in Fig(2.6a). Since the appiïed stimuIus b o&nd no prefmed path, the contour 

plot is d o m  except for the occasional spot where the mesh changes shape. These muaite 

discrepancies are typicaiiy due to numerid errors at m d  boundaries, and are smail enough 

not to appear in the colour range table wahin the nrst f ie  sigaifiant figures- As a check on 

model perfbrmance, we note that an applied field of 4 6  A/mm d a s  indeed correspond to a 

theoretical magnetic fiw: density of OS265 T, 

The model has a non-uniform conductivity and the induced uments will bring out 

these f ~ r e s .  Tuining to Fig.(2.6b), the mode1 begins to reveal itseifthrough its electncal 

properties. whae we can see how, wen witiiout magnodes, the induced currents are 

preferentidy foassed onto the nexve-muscle boundary- There is also a slight increase in 

current near ali mode1 boundaries due to t ermination artifiicr as previously discussed. The 

close up in Fig.(2.6c) shows the stimulus site nom another view- 

We note the smooth appearance of the contours as another check on the modeî's 

behaviour. The contours wül be smoother in the XY plane than the YZ plane due to the 

denser mesh. Once again, this case corresponds to traditional magnetic stimulation. In the 

plots to corne, we wili refa to these values and field distributions for cornparison 

(NOTE: in the magllode's absence, the volume conesponchg to its location shouid 

have been given muscle properties- Instead, it was assigned C H I  in error. The current density 

plots shouid show the contours continuhg aii the way to the YZ plane). 

For the second study case we have a magnode in place (h=l@ providing a region 

of high magnetic permeabiüty to influence the flux p h .  Referring to the contour plots of 

Fig.(2.7a), we sa a amendous focussing offlux onto the magnode, where the field has a 
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maximum of 2.05626 T, that is, 1.55361 T above the test case for a magdication fkctor o f  

4.09. In the nave itseff the mrignificatïon Eictor is 1-14 to 2-61. With the exception of the 

elements in the vicimty of the rnagnode, the magnetic field is not sienificantly greater in the 
-- 

buIk of the muscle. From the close-up in Fïg.(2.7b), we see that dong the length of the neme, 

the field spans a -ow range ofvaiues that indudes the test we. 

bpectbg the aimnt deasity contours of Fig(2.k) we see how the focus is at the 

i n t e  ofthe nave and muscle, just below the magnode. The rnagninC8tion -or is 1.50, 

and the value at the boudaries have not bcreased sigaincantlyy No inducexi currents are 

present in the norrconducting magnode, and the contours adjacent to it are below threshold. 

From Fig-(2.7d), the region of excitation projects beyond the magnode by approximately 1.5 

magnode lengths, and appairs weli contained. 

For the tliird +entai case (k.10') a rnagnde was in place with a permeabiliity 

10 times that of the prewïous case- From Fig.(2.8a) and Fig.(2,8b), there is very litîie - 

improvement in performance The peak magnetic field in the magwde and nerve has only 

i n d  by 0.3% aad 0.296, nspectively. This @@le improvernent over Case 2 is echoed 

in the anrnit deasiry plots of f ig(2 .8~)  and Fig.(2.8d), whae the induced stimulus has been 

increased by menly 0.1 1%. The results of the previous section are Summarized in Table 2.2- 

Table 2.2: summary ofpeak field amplitudes 

h=l I &=le3 I p,.=leA 





Total flux denslty (T) 

see p,39 regardng 
range of values 

Rgure 2,6a 
Source: H = 405 Nmm 
magnodes: out p, = 1 



Figue 2.- 
Souce: H = 4e5 A/mi 
magnodes: out &= 1 

~otal curent den* (~r~/rnrn') Figure 2 . 6 ~  

2.50205 - 2.78006 Source: H = 4e5 Nmrn 
2.22405 - 2,50205 magnodes:outh= 1 

. - . . . . .. .. . ...>. .- . 1.94604 - 2.22405 
1.66804 - 1.94604 
1.39003 - 1.66804 - 1.11203 - 1.39003 
0.83402 - 1.11703 
0.55602 - 0,83402 
0.27801 - 0 .SS6OZ 
5.2e-O6 - 0.27801 

X 



Figure 2,7b 
Source: H = 4e5 Afmm 
magnodes: in &= 1 e3 

1.58714 - 1,743 
1.43077 - 1,587 



Total cm 

Y 

f 

Figue 2.k 
Source: H = 4e5 A/mr 
mognades: in h= le; 

Total curent densiiy (pA/mm2) Figure 2.7d 

3.74879 - 4.16532 
Source: H = 4e5 A / m  

3,33226 - 3,74879 magnodes: in &= 1 e3 
_- : 2.91573 - 3.33216 -. - 

2.49920 - 2.9l.573 
2.08267 - 2.49920 
1.66614 - 2.08267 
1.24961 - 1.66614 
0.83308 - 1.24961 
0.41655 - 0.83308 
2.4e-05 - 0.41655 

Y 

t 



Figure 2.- 
Sacarce: H = 4e5 A/mm 
mognodes: in &= le4 



~dol curent de- (p~/mms Figure 2.8d 
3.75280 - 4.16978- S o ~ r ~ e :  H = &5 
3,33583 - 3,75280 

-: . 2.91885 3.33583 
2.50388 - 2.91885 
1 2.08490 - 2.50188 

mgnodes: in & - 1.66793 - 2.08490 
1.25095 - 1.66793 
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From the preceding discussion, it is evident thot the peak anent loops are mduced 

in the y=O plane, as predicted by theory. W e  wiii now examine how the induced stimulus 

varies dong p a t l ~ ~  tbat the constant current loops depicted in the previous contour plots. 

Refer to Fig(2.9) for the location of paths 1 to 9; we wiii be interesteci in paths 1,8 and 9. 

The combined path 1&8 starts at the centre of the neme and extends to twice the 

m e  radius Frm the contour plots we apa a peak to occur at the nerve-muscle interfâce, 

and this is connimd inFig(2.lOa). The pfe~ence ofthe magnode d e s  the induced m e n t  

non-unZordy, wÏth the magnification deCrrraag away fiom the neme centre- This &kt is 

more evident in Fig(2. lob) where the currents have bcen normaiïsed by th& peak value to 

compare the two cases under identical induced stimulus conditions. For case 2, this is 

equivalent to recklcùig the source amplitude so as to just achieve threshold. The focus is not 
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as great in the X ' o n  as one wodd expect fhm the magnetic field plots. As mentioned 

earlier, the induced currents are extremely dependent on mode1 geometry and wnductMty 
% 

values. 

To examine the Iodzation of the iuduced stimulus in the y-direction, we can wmpare . 
the above distniution along paths 1&8 with those along path 9. Tii Fig.(2.11) the induced 

airrent d d e s  are sbown for an three cases ofpermeebiiity- It is intaesthg to note how the 

current peak shitts dong the path with an increase in perrneability. The test case current is 

now fiudy udiormly d i s b i i i  d is samiai+d by two ordas ofmagnmide wmpared with 

path 1 & 8. The case 2 m e n t  is now much gr- thon the test case, but is still weil below 

threshold to be of si@cancece Only the case 3 current, for -odes of v q  high 

penneab*tyy begins to approach threshold. Evai so. the d u e  near the nenemuscle interface 

is seriously attenuated. It is evident that the inducecl stimulus is more locaiized dong the y- 
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The shiftnig pako can k socamted fbr by cunsidaiag the bahce offorces at w o k  

On one hand, cumn~ stda out the shorten path offeast resbtance to complete a loop. On 

the other hand, current loaps tend to push away fiom each other due to electricai repuhion 

oflike charges. When a significaat de* ofa>mnt &sts in the outer regions, it becornes 

energetidy fiivounble for the m e n t  Ioops to begVl piling up near the axis of symmetry- 

As noted in Fig.(2JOb), this déct is not vay  noticeabfe dong paths 1 and 8 which fom a 

hee F q ,  W& s&kht f d g  ûccüï~ with  mode^ of modest 

perxneabiiity, the shift in foais may play a role in optirnizing the -ode technique. These 

graphs demonstrate how the use of magnodes imparts the dual benefits of a focussed 

stimulation site with reduced power requirements. 

2.2.9 Supporting work 

Theoretical work by others preâicts an induced current deasity spanning 0.01 to 

lpVrnm2 [17,18]. In another case, theory was verified by a novd curreat probe; this paper 

dso offers an excelient discussion of the diflticuities of making m&@ current 

meaSuTements [19]- Our ~ n n t  densities peak at approximately 3 for the test case 

and are therefore in general agreement with these hdings. Given the diBiirent media that 

were considered, the ~ c u i t i e s  in accunteiy modelling their anisotropy, and the 

simpiifications inherent to both analytical and FEM solutions, the agreement is quite good. 

Basic simulation experïments were perfionned pnor to proposing the FMS project. 

The rudimnts ofFMS wae evehiated using anotha mathemaiticai tezhmque callecl Boundary 

Elemeat Method (BEM). 0fparticui.r interest at that time was a demomtratïon of proof of 
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concept in a simple gemmtqr, as d as an e s t h t e  of the forces generated on the msgnodes 

by the applied field. 

The concept proved feasi'bfe and the fbrces acpaienced by the magnodes were on the 

order of mN/g weigùt of magnode material- These results were enc~uraging enough to 

p r o d  with the present EMS simulation work 

2.3 PHYSIOLOGICAL EXPERlMENTS 

The smniksion reJults were encouraging enough to warrant in vivo studies. W e  first 

imrestigated a single rat and later a d group of dogs. 

23.1 The rat experiment 

m e  the FMS snnulations were in progcess, a srnall pilot experiment was conducteci 

as prwf ofconcept in vch- The expriment was perfîomied on a 250g Sprague Dawley male 

rat- Tûe sciatic nerve and tiiialis anterior muscle were selected for convenience. A pair of 

magnodes was used in conjunction with a Cadwell stimuiator (MAGSTIM). The magnodes 

were in the fonn of large flakes obtained by chipping a f e t e  r d  Each rnagnode's planar 

dimension was between 0.5 and lan, with a thicbiess varyiag fiom 1-3mm Their 

permeability and fiequency dependence are unlaiowa 

The aiumal was pnesthaized and a portion oftk sciatic nave arposed by p u h g  back 

a flap of muscle tissue- The m e s  were insated on eïther side of the nave and were kept 

in place by closing the flap of tissue over than 

The coi1 of the stimulitor was heid close to the skin with its edge onented dong the 



nerve. Due to the d working volume compared to the mil, the magnodes would r d e  

a spatidy uniform field- In addition, it was not poss~i1e to use exïsting EMG equipment to 

detect the M-wawe wïhu t  satmahg the pre-amp, but with modincations, it was possible to 

disceni the stimulus art* fiom the response by viewing the events on an o d o s c o p e .  1t 

was decideci that visual coCfObOration was needed, and so the stimulus was increased beyond 

thshoId to evoke atwitch ofrneasurable and equPl displacement. The limb was nturned to 

the same resiiiig length pnor to each stimulation. This experimental produre is adrnïttedly 

semi-quantitative at best but mes to dernonstrate the salient features of FMS using 

permeable magnoâes. 

2.3.2 Discussion 

As saturation ofthe EMG amplifier precluded any ncording ofthe traces, we report 

on the stimulus levels required for equivalcnt hhdlimb contractions resulting in 2cm 

displacement- 

Without the magnodes, the stimulator required a d g  of 40% of its maximum 

power output in order to elicit the required twitch. Wfi the rnagnodes in place a sethg of 

30% was required, providùig a 25% power savings, which corresponds to a 13% rduction 

in stimulus ment .  This rough estimate is less than the 5% increase in simulated induced 

current due in part to différences in magnodes and applied field, but mostly to the greater 

anisotropy in rat muscle; this latter e f f i  was v d e d  on other FEM models. 

Tk rat eqmhent was npestcd several times, taking the magnodes in and out, with 

essentially the same r e d t s .  This provides support for the hypothesis that some -ode 
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materials are eMe to recover &om repeatcd excursions h o  srturation W e  were dso able to 

v w  the vast decrease in sarpaMty to misrlignment ofthe applied field, and the resulting 

high rate of success 51 eliciting a response. 
- 

We were dso concemed with assessing the forces dedoped on the magnode~. 

Wrthout covering the neme-magnode preparation with the muscle flap, the magnodes codd 

be seen to twitch in placelace With the tissue flap ni piace however, no appreciabie movement 

ocarnedThisfàctcanbeMnnedbyvisuaimspeaionaftermanystimuli, andbyconsidaing 

that when the magmde flakes do move, theywill eventually touch on one side. This provida 

continuous path for the flux and effkdvely shunts the neme, produchg no respoiw. In fk~& 

this is one way in which we am shïeid nemes fiom stimulation, and bas p o t d d  applicatio~~~ 

in shielding smaü branches adjacent to the main neme- 

F i ,  no tempaahae incregse was detected in the tissue or the magnodes, though 

more sensitive instruments would catainly vaify the expenditure of energy- In fàct, due to 

their apprrciable waductivity, the M G  dectrodes present a greater threat ofheat burns thaa 

the rnagnodes [20,21]. 
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2-33 Dog esperiments 

FoiiOWmg the t d e  success ofthe rat experiment, we undertook to demonstrate 

rapid focai magnetic stmnùrtion of the proneal nave iu the buidlimb of dogs. The 

e q x r b n ~  wen con&cted in Dr. larcn Bates' Lboratory at Meakins-Christie Laboratories, 

McGiU University, Montreai, PQ. 

Our primary outcome was the force developed by the ti'bialis antenor muscle. The 

force transducer (Gouid/Stdum UC3 with a UIA-2Oib load ceil) was comected to an SC- 

14 four Channel Signal Conditions and LABDAT software. This data acquisition system 

provided both transducer excitation and data collection. The transducer and amplifier were 

calibrated with a known weight of 1.07kg within LABDAT. The LABDAT software was 

setup to acquîre 10 seconds of data ot a rate of 1,000 samples per second. The SC-14's a d -  

aliasmg filier was set to 200- The cornpita data acquisition board was a Data Translation 

DT-2801 which has a resolution of 12 bits. A Grass S2 e l e d c a l  stimuiator was employed 

to find the nerve and periodically veri@ its viabiity. The magneîic stimuiator was providexi 

by Dantecy wh6 made &le a MagRo unît capable ofhigh rates of  magnetic stimulation 

Monophasic pulses delivered with the large flat coi1 was famd to be most effsctve at eIiciting 

a response and this combination was used throughout the experimemts. Various magnode 

matexiai and Szes were employed. Local ethics approval was obtained; three dogs in all wen 

studied. 
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2.3.4 Mtthoâology 

Each dog wu anaesthetised and intubateci. The anterior aspect of the right hindiimb 

was exposed. The four lateral tendons were ait and iidMdually fixed to a metal ring by a 

hot ,  sutures and cyano-acryiate (CA) glue. These four terminations were thm CA giued 

together one last the More attacbing the ring to the force transducer- A hote was dnlIed 

throughthe tibia to permÏt bolthg it to a stan6 The resting length ofthe ti'bialis anterior was 

20an. An incision was made dong the outward Surna ofthe knee to expose the peroneal 

newe. The eiectxïcai sQmibtor was used to locate the nave by obsaviag the response at the 

force transducer. F i y ,  a badine was established by zeroing the system's static response 

within LABDAT. The viabiiity of the naerve was regulariy confinneci with the electrid 

stimdator, 

Photos ofthe -pment and a close up of the neme are shown in Fig.(lZa and b)- A 

general difncuity was the innuence of our intervention on the normal muscle response. 

Methods were devisecl to mininiize the displacement of the nerve fiom the muscle dong 

which it lay. Th progres m thïs area is doaimmted m the Discussion section 2.3 -5. With the 

exception of the -ode's presence, the e l d c a l  environment of the nerve and muscle 

remained intact. 



Figure 12ar tqprhnenfol se- (dog 2) 

Figure 12b closeup of lltagnodepir along m e  (dog 2) 
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2.3.5 Discussion 

Ali dogs were viable expe r jmd  pnparations, as aiidenad ôy thek response u, 

electricai stimuhtion over the course of the experiment, up to five hours- We had set about 

hding eviâence to support the hypothesis tbat permeable magnodes couid f-s a magnait 

. * .  
stimulus, thus augrnenting the muscle's response and reducing the seostMty to d 

positioningi As our QIPeZiMmS progrcssed however7 we obtained &dence ofanother W o r  

which overwheims the pameability &ectect 

The first dog to be hvestigated was a 55% fernale. Cylindtical ferrite beads were used 

as magnodes. They were threaded and imroduced h t o  the preparation via p d e I  sections 

of polyethy1ene tub'mg. The assembly was held in intimate contact with the newe and 

surroundîng muscle by closing over the fiap of tissue. In this manner, the magnode pair could 

be siid dong the tubes and pomtioned at wiii. Unf~rtwiately~ there was no discernab1e &ect 

with any of the magnode pairs in piace- W e  attniuted this to the reduction in electncaliy 

conductive space around the nerve and its &sct on the induced cuxrent density- 

For the nad expcriment a 401b male dog was prepared. Ferrite beads of vanous 

composition and donensions were introduced adjacent the nexve by simply placing them with 

tweezers. M&netic stimuMon was applied at 65% of fûll power. An increase in response to 

magnetic stimulation was not obsaved with ali rnagnodes. One rnagnode type did produce 

an increased response as shown in Fig(2.13). With no magnodes the mean(sd) force 

deveioped was 0.305(I0.008) when correcteci for badine. A sïngie magnode e v e  rise to a 

mean force of 0.695(t0.082)kg, yidding a 170.h improvement- Two magnodes yielded a 

rnarginaily greater force of 0.674(to.O82)kg for a 19PA Unprovernent 
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F- a nduction in the threshold levd of magnetic stimoilation required wu 

sometimes observecl. We begm to see ewidence of the role played by nave dispiamnent 

within the preparatioa, 

W e  investigaieci this possib%ty with a tbird dos a 51lb nmrk. As always, the viabiüty 

of the preparation was ascertaineci with eleztrical stimulation A series of electncai pulses of 

2ms duration was appl id  increasing in ampfitude b m  0.1V to 0.W. The responses are 

plotted in Fig.(2.13); a martsmmi of 2.- of- ans gauiated- The Mponse to magnetic 

stimulation was also rewrded for pulses mging nom 55% to 1W/o of nin powa. The 

responses are plotted in Fig(2- 14); a maximum of O.7lkg of force was genemîed. The 

response to 70./, power is indicated for fuiure rderence in what follows- With no magnodes 

in place and 70% stimulation, the mean (-) of ten responses corce~fed for baseline was 
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O. i 19 (I0.011) kg- 

Wrthout mg8tlodes in place, the response wouid be inhi'bited ifthe nerve was puîied 

away b m  the mude or vice versa If however, the nave was dightiy constricteci or tugged 

at without breakhg contact with the musde, the response wouid increase siificacantly, This 

last artifaq tq&g at the me, might be accounted for by the membrane's proxhity to the 

stimulus coiL However., w h a  the coil ans brought closer to the preparation by a Jniiilar 

distance, the e&a was not as grat. It appeared that smaü distortions of the nerve's 

membrane had a profound e&ct on the stimulus response- 

Oui-next eirpanaair cornidacd the added ben& of using a pair of -odes rather 

than a single implant. Two magnodes were inserted by hand and could be removed 

UidMcluaIiy by puiiïng on the attacheci thread One magmde was located b e h d  the nmrc and 

the other to the fiont, just beneath the flap of tissue covering the preparation. Magnetic 

stimulation was applied at 70% fùii power. Responses were recorded for two magnodes, then 

one rnagnode, and finally no magnodes in place- Resuits are show in Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3 : force response (kg) 70./. magnetic stimulation for O, 1 and 2 maplnodes (dog 3). 

Trial 1 

2 magnodes 
" 

1 magnode 

O magnodes 
1 

Improvement 210 

Impmvement f /O 

0,441 

0.368 

0,139 

3.18 

2.66 

0.421 1 0.268 
0.351 

0,067 

6.28 

5.24 

0.241 l 

0.077 

3 -48 
1 

3.13 
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Wh two IiislpMdes herted, the hpovemen~  m q n s e  hcreased ôy 1694  (S. 1) 

more than when oniy one magnode wss in place- &ch of the -ab- between the three 

trials couId be accounted for by the tendeny of the rnagaodes to slip fkom their intended 

positions, thus a k i n g  the dectrical properties surrounding the nerve. Also, it is possible that 

the nerve was not left in intimate contact with surrounding tissue after a -ode was 

removeci- 

It was now possiie to reliabiy miprove the stimulus response with artam magnodes- 

It remained necrssary to establish wbdba a rnagnode's permeability or its buik presence was 

principally accountable for the obsend responses. Short d o n s  of polyethyiene tubing 

were cut into which magnodes muid be loaded or usexi sirnply as spaçers. Fora responses 

were recorded for three cases: spacers (sp), magnodes (mag), magnodes in spacers (sp+mag). 

For each the magnetic stirnulator was set to 70% of fûli power. A single spacers 

ador  magnode was positioned by hand behind the nem,  and the data acquisition uiitiated. 

A series of stimuli was applied, the motaial was thai gmtly rernoved by pulhg on the thtead 

so as to not disturb the preparation, and a second series of stimuli was applied. The recorded 

responses are shown in Fig(2.15) and summ&ed in Table 2.4, corrected for badine. 

Table 2.4 : force respome M) to 70% q e ~ c  stimulation for spacer and/or magnode. 
SP 1 SP+MAG 1 MAG 1 

IN 

OUT 
L 

Impmvernent 

0.423 (0.006) 
I 

0.143 (0.010) 

2.96 

0.391 (0.008) 

O. 106 (0.03 1) 

3 -69 

- -- 

0.428 (0.016) 

0.038 (0.025) 

11.3 
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In al1 cases, the presence of material had a dramatic e&ct on the stimulus force 

response- A dight but iasignificant increase in the IN responses was obsaved when f d e  

was present, compMd with aiipty spacas. For the second case the OUT respouse 

diminishedafkthe sphnagwereremoved, AsbefOre, wemay1iPwaproblemwitfithenerve 

not being l& in intirmte contact with surromding tissue. If we consider that set of 

OUTrespows to be anomalo-as, we can condude that a slight membrane distortion 

improvesthe response to magnetic stimuiation approxirnately tbnafold. 

We have successfdly demonstrated the feasliiiity of f d  magnetic stimulation o f  a 

siugie nerve, both in simuIo and in viw- As predkted by eIectromagnetic theory, the induced 

stimulus was found to scaie linearly with both source fiequency and amplitude o v a  a wide 

range. As expected, the induced stimulus did not d e  linearly with magnode permeabiiity. 

The stimdus was weii focussed in the XZ plane baween the rnagnodes, and extremely weîi 

focussed in the Y direction. 

An eariy animJ experiment imrolved a single nit and two large farite flakes for 

magnodes. This experiment demonstrated a 25% rexiuction in required stimuiator power to 

achieve comparable muscie activaiion. There was also clear and reproduable evidence of 

insensitivity to coi1 positioning- The shunting of the magnetic field aML subsequent blockmg 

of the response was also danoastrated. 

A more thorough physiologiical study involving the titibialis anterior in dogs was 

completed with interesting r d t s .  Smrll cyluidricai rnagnodes of various composition and 

size were investigated- A 1-1 of magnetic stimulation of70./. of maximum power was 

chosen to keep the musde's response withm its linear range, as determineci by electrical 
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stimulation. We hîtïdy experienced di&uIty in obtaining reproduci'bIe O ~ ~ O I I S  and 

&trhted this to the presence ofnon-conductbg spaces around the newe as the bulL ofthe 

magnodes separated ï t  nom the surrounding misde. The mcrease in response d e n  two 

magnodes were in place was only l7?? greater thna when a Sngle m o d e  was uscd 

Surprisingly, this nse in response could be elicited using non-permeable magnoda. 

In ody some instances ans there dear evidaia of hwndkky to wii posÎtion or reduction 

m sctivation thresho1d We colicldcd tbd the major coatr ior  to the obscrved increase w u  

the slight deformation of  the membrane caused by the magnodes and not their p a w a b i .  

While the underlying mechenism retnains unclear, the answer U lkely to be found in the 

electncai nature oftissue boundmies rather than in nave physiology Recent theoretical and 

.- - 
experimental work by 0th- researchers has demonstrateci similar inaeased semîmty to 

magnetic stimulation in bent or short neurons [22,23,24]. 

Fiiy, a sunmiary ofour findings with these three dogs is Wed in Table.2.S. 

Table 2.5 improvanait in response to magnetic stimulation ugnR 1 permeable msgnode. 

do43 

sex 

weight ab) 

2 

M 

40 

65 

170 

1 

F 

55 

3 

F 

51 
1 

70 

268 

magnetic stimulation 
IeveI(%) 

response 
improvement (%) 

65 

O 
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CHAPTER 3 

RECORDING THE MAGNE= ACTION FLUX 

3.1 INDUCllVESENSORS 

D e t h o n  of  time-varyiag magnetic fields is typically, though not necessarily, 

accomplished with an inductive method. Alteniativeiy, we may employ the Hail effkct or 

magnetostriction, though neither of these two methods has played a role in biomagnetism- 

Within a relativeiy short span of cime, two milestones were reached in biomagnetism 

iilustrating v d y  dinerent technologies. 

The vexy ht rrcording of a biogeaic mgnetic field was realised by Bade and McFee 

in 1963 El]- Working at ha, Bade used a very large gradiometer to detect the human 

magnetocardiogram withait the benefit of a shielded ficility. Later, in 1968, Cohen used the 

induction coi1 to record the xnagnetoencephalogram in a sbieided room M. Zinmiennan 

deveioped the superconducting quantum h s k e n c e  device (SQUID) sensors throughout the 

1960s [3]. The fint SQUID recordhg of the rnagnetocardiograrn was achaved in a shielded 

rwm without avcragiag by Cohen, Edelsack and Zimmemum in 1969 141. Work on various 

flux transformers and high order grdiometers quickly foliowed. 



3.1.1 Tachnid perspective 

Baule's inductive sensor was specincally designeci to record the kart's field. 1t 

consisteci of two inductors in a fïrst orda gradiometer configuration. Each mil was 30cm 

long and had two milion turns givmg an mductance of O.= a resr*stance of 1.5- and 

an interWincihg capacitance of 8ûpF. Howeva, there was an additional 48ûpF of stray 

Cap aci*mce ï~ thegradiometer d g u d o q  whichrrduad the resonaut neqUency to 9.& 

The core was a 1.2cm f-e r d  with an initial wi of ~ i ,  = ld. The wüs were 

comezted as part ofa f d b a c k  circuit to equaüze the kquency response and =der it fiat 

betweai 2-30- The ampIifier's noise was OSpV, dominated by llftube noise. The overail 

signal to noise ratio was 50dB. The seasitMty wdd be iiiproved by opaatiag both the eoil 

and preampmer at much Iower temperature; o f  course, this was not possible with vacuum 

tube technolagy. 

The SQUID semors themehm have an inductance below l a  The flux transformers 

have inductances in the 1-3pH range. Overali, the system sensitivity can be l f f e  in the 

1-1ûûEii band. The advad of high temperature superconductors has made SQUIDs easier to 

maUnam as laboratory instruments but does raise the noise levei somewhat. The use of hi&- 

Tc rnatenals as ideal stiidds in dewar walls may prove to be the most signiî~cant contribution 

A third type of instrument, the flux gate magnetometer, has bem wed in studies of 

iron con tamination in the lung wtuch invoives relativeiy strong and slowly varying fields. In 

temis of inductance and SCZlSitiVity, this technology is situated midwmy between the induciive 

wii and the SQUID. The SQUID technology developed so rapidly on the h d s  ofBade's 

early inductive pick up however, that flux gateo were never dciendy tefined. Their 
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limitations in sedkky ,  bandwidth and -aUy response the precluded their use in 

biomagnetic studies. 

-- 

Another way ofpositionkg c o n p u a b  technologies is in te= of spatial resolution 

A large inductive sensor and preamplifier system an be cooid to match the SQUID's 

se&i&yy but it w d d  never fesoive d source detail- At the other -et dti-channel 

SQuIDs coupled with nige9smsty s ~ p ~ c a t e d  signai pmcwJmg and source modeiling con 

be used to image bioxnagnc sources. Perhaps thae is a tradesff between these two 

eidem$ one thpt m v O b  technology of modcrrte cost and retums some source information 

3.1.2 Toroid sensor 

We d e s m i  in this section the design of an inductive seasor characterised by 

moderate inductance and resolution compareci to the extreme approaches ülustrated in the 

foregoing section* The sensor in question is a closed loop toroid and acts as the secondary 

ofa transfo-, the pcirnary bang the active muscle fibre under investigation- The design is 

part of a entire detection system relying on other enabhg technologies, m e l y  low noise 

amplifiers, thin shields and compound digital filtering. 

An analysis ofthe toroidal senoor begms with Ampere7s law reiating the integral of 

the magnaic induction around a loop to the surn ofaü  na^ threading that loop [q. 

For dipole aimm sources, the sum on the ngbt hand side is identidy zero and the 

integral vanishes. Howeveq ifwe apprommate the integral with a finite sum ofN elements, 

we am obsave the indnndual non-zero cnitr'busions to that zero sum. Hence, we may d e :  



A more usefiil fom would k in tams of the magnetic flux. To r e a s t  the above 

equation, r d  the foiiowing relationships: 

B = p E  (3 -3) 

W e  can lump ail of the material and geometric W o n  into one tem, the magnetic 

reluctance Es 

The product of reluctance and flux is the magnetic potentiai, Who's sum around any 

closed 1wp must be zero, m direct anaiogy wïth electrïc circuits. Presuming radiai 

symmetry for the toroid's composition and shape, al 4 ' s  are equai and can be eliminated, 

Ieaving only the k tenns- Separahg these hto P positive contn'butions and w-P) negative 

contributions we can d e :  

The set (h} can be thought of as the coefficients of the N"L order polynomial 

describing the radial flux distriiution around the toroid. 

While the integral -shes for any currmt dipole distribution. the values {A) are 

fùnctions of source strength, number and loden H- meamring these parameters reveais 

iofomation about the ment  dipole distriion We have not cheated Ampere's law shce 

the ordering of tems in the sumnations is a r b i  rnd does not correspond to the radial 
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distibution of flux. RepreSenting the integrai by two lump surns un ody reved, via the 

parameter P, Information nguding the ofdistn'bution; the inf idual  flux terms 

must be measured to extract any additionai Iriformation 

Viewing the toroid as the secondaiy of a transformer Aows us to pediom these 

p r e s c r i i  measamm@- LcaZs kw gives the ihduced voltage per tum as the time daivative 

of the flm in such a direction as to oppose changes m the applied Buxr 

v = - d+/dt (3-8) 

SuitabIy ampiïfied and iiitered, the set (v,) constitutes the signal of interest. For N 

tums the induced voitage is p r o p o r t i o ~  larger. 

One such toroid was built and is comprised of a single layer ofhims wound ont0 a 

high permeability cote. The wiading is sectioned into 10 sel#aate coiis of 125 tums each The 

outer diameter is 6.75" and the inner diameter is 5-25", the thickness is 0.75". The core itself 

is tape-wound nom an amorphous magnetic aüoy with initial penneabiiity of = IO*. Each 

coil section has an Mhiaance of 1 l&(IO.lmR) and a resistance of XlQ. A cross sectionai 

view is shown m Fig(3.9) which also includes shieldhg layers to be discussed subsequently. 

3.2 TOROlD SIMULATIONS 

N i c d  srmilation e x p e r b m  were.c8m*ed out to investigate potentiai of Eq.(3 -6) 

and (3.7) in using 1- 0la to detect dipole current sources- A propn*ary Finite Element 

Method was d e d  and is reporteci here- A commercial Boundary Elancnt Mahod 

@EMJ was also ernployed but is not included in this work 

A 2nd orda isoparametric h i t e  element method 0 bas been deve10ped for use 
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with two dimensionai e c  bamday d u e  problaas @VP) foliowing established methods 

[6,7]. Its appIidon to magnetostlatics is reportcd The problem to be solved is that of a 

toroid of magnetic material, with low fkequency curent sources threadiag the opening- In 

particular' the ces0Mon of nnjltïpole sources into a net equivaient dipole in the far field is of 

interest, 

3.2.1 The finite dement method 

The 2D approximation of the toroid's 3D gmmetry assumes no end effects on its 

f';ices- The 2D mtbod D identicai to modehg a cut through an infimtely long cyhder. Due 

to the smooth and symrnetric nature of the toroid's outa bomdaqr, the lealcage flux to the 

outside is considaed negiigible. We can then impose a zero Dirichlet conâition (A = 0) for 

the magnetic vector poMtiel on the outa bouadory, thereby pllowing an interior formulation 

of the FEM 

A g e n d  overview ofthe 2D nnite deznent m&od is first presented, afkr which we 

wiii develop the FEM partidar to this projet. The conversion of an eiüptic BVP Uito the 

algebraic e q d o n s  ofthe FEM is summerized in the tableau ofFig.(3.1). 

Poisson's equation for the magnetic vector potentiai in a b a r  isotropie medium is: 

VA = -pJ* (3 -9) 

The conesponding energy functional throughout the domain D a n  then be written 

as: 

-e<4 = J&WA)~ - r J * ) ~  (3 , 10) 

W e  caa relax the condition that Poissa's eqyation should hold exactiy throughout 
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the domain and tiy to satisfy it, in an amrage sense, in many sub-domains. This is the so- 

cailed weak fonmhion, and attaapts to satk@ both the natural aud essemiPl boundary 

conditions @C) equally weli. To stniy  enforce one type ofBC over another is to bios the 

solution in that direction, 

For a FEM we must discretize both the domain and the solution- Provided the 

pot- is sxfficientiy smooth, we can approrrimate it with interpolation Nnctions N ushg 

the nodal values ofA. Over an element e with nodes &j,k ...) then: 

A-&% (3-11) 

&= = {& Aj7 & .-.} (3.12) 

The geometry can a h  be expanded using the nodai coordinate vectors >C' and y,f. 

dong with some interpolation fbctions. The fimctionai can now be cast in compact form 

such that each element contniutes to it via a local matrix P, and a local source vector q. 

These are respectRrely, symmetric biIinear and hear operators, and are descn'bad l d y  as: 

%A) = C {@PA - 4'e) (3.13) 

These locai contributions take th& place in the global systern eqdon:  

%A) = {@3& - &AG) (3-14) 

The minimization of the fimctional with respect to A leads to a system of hear 

equations: 

Hence, the stationary point ofthe fiinctional is the approxhats solution to Poisson's 

equation. 



Figure 3.1 : converthg a bounctmy value problem hto the aigebraic epations of 
a m e  elemenf fonnularion. Thme zs no 22 boudny  for the toroid 
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A pro- formuiated FEM results in a synmetrk, positive d a e  systern maiix. 

The symme&y ofP, depends on the hotompic nature of the mataial. A phfical interpretation 

ofpositive defiaite is that a an amount ofenergy must be supplied for the system ta change 

state, ie flux canuot appear without a source of m e n t  or applied field. The system of 

equations can be SOM by any ofthe usual mthods such as direct eIimination, or an iteratÏve 

scheme. Once sdved foq the n d  values ofmagnetic vector potential& qi 4 ...) can 

be used to compute the magnetic fiux density components: 

This grandiose title simpIy indicates that: 

0 the geomerry's sbspe W o n s  and the solution's interpolation bctions are identicai 

ii) these functions are 2nd order correct, ie the error is oforder 3 

iïi) the domain h disaaized with four-sided tiles haviag one mid-point node between 

each corner node, for a total of 8 nodes. Sometimes referred to as QS elements- 

Of al1 admissiile shape functions, the Lagrangians were selected. In order to 

accomodate a e e t y  of geometries it is best to thmk in terrns of Jacobians of tramdiormation 

which map the parent ekmem hto the recpiaed global dements. The elements of the Jacobian 

3(s,t) are detiwd in the routine JACTSTM (see appendix). 

Straight lines in l o d  coordinates becorne paraboias defming the edges of the global 

element. The d e t m  of the Jacobian must rrmrin positive and fiu enough away from 

zero throughout the i n t d  for the mapping to be Omrt'ble. In terms of the discretization 
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emr, the ideai situation is Snnpiy to map into square elements, in which case the aSSOCiZIfed 

local ma& P, bacornes diagonal and the Q8 dement is said to be sub-parametric. Global 

dement shapes too difkent fkom a ri@ quaMaterai render the Jacobian ill-cunditiond A 
- 

g d  d e  of thimb is that '/i of the shortest side must be larga than 113 of the longest side. 

3.2.3 Domain -tien 

The geometry ofthe tomid strongiy suggests using plane polar coordinates for the 

tiling. In this mamer, the material i n tedb  is foiiowed exady with 2nd order shape 

hctions. Furthemore, the azimutbal elment edges wiU be weli matched to the expected 

solution since the flux near the intahce and within the iron must be essaitially azimutid 

dong much ofits path. 

A problem arises however, near the centre of the circular domain where the Q8 

elements becorne s m d y  distoaed The ideel sohrtionis to ernploy some trianguiar elernents, 

but this would necedate developing a second set of mat& equations, as weil as added 

bookeeping- 

A few gmmetnes were investigated in tenas of ease ofcoding and the condition of 

thek Jacobiians. F e ,  the Q8 geometry ofFig.(3 -2) was used. For clarity, the geometry has 

been m e d  and cropped. Key dement and d e  mimbers are show the ohers follow the 

patterns. 

The outer ~g only is the toroid proper with relative pameabilïy greater tban unity. 

A fiidy smooth transition is provided towsrds the ceatrr, wbich empIoys some sub-parametric 

elements though aii nodes an used. The tweive corner elernents in the transition regions wiii 
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. . provide the greatest source of -on error. 

Throughout the experbents, a wuiety of elements were selected to contain curent 

sources. The cufrent d d s  were modeiied as b i w c  hctions to mllrimize the a b ~ p t  

transition fiom tile to tile. 

3.2.4 Eqerimeut 1: monopdt sources 

The 6rst Seties of experïment employed monopole current souras to test the o v e d  

FEM programs. A symmetnetndy located source produced a d o m  azimuthai field- As 

fha liaes did indeed pnfer to follow the inner surfàce ofthe toroid. The observed 

error is a r d  of using a single aimuhis of penneable mataial. The solution wodd have been 

smoother ifthe toroid had been composed of two rings. 

An off-centred source reveaed the flux lines spliauig to follow the path of least 

- reluctance. Comparing tomids o fh=  100 and 1000, the 10- pamcability leads to smoother 

solutions, in keeping with the prior observation. The induced field is larger with the higher 

permeabiIity, but the variation dong the toroid's path is reduced due to the smoothing out of 

the source's positional information- 

3.2.5 E x p e h m t  2: dipok sources 

Current dipoles of srnail and large separation were investigated next for a toroid of 

p, = 100. The s m d  dipole invoIves adjacent elernents Q(14) and Q(19); the larger dipole 

ernpioys elements Q(55) and Q(115). Elements of identicai shapes were selected to ensure 

p d d y  dipolar aunat sources. 
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Fig@ -4) shows a contour plot of the d e r  dipole- Becmise we are dealing with a 

2D system, contours of coiutriat vector potentiaI en simply d e d  versions of the flux Iines. 

As reported fbr the monopoie cases, the solution a p ~  jagged near the materiai interfkce- 

For dipoles this Séct  worsais for d e r  source separations. 

One other possible source of error in the contour plots is the plothg routine hl£ 

Sime tbe geome~ry does wt prwide a rmfom gn4 neither p d y  rectanguiar nor polar, the 

plothg routine must interpolate the solution to conform to its i n t d  format- 

The solutions at the mid-nodcs ofthe toroid are plotted in Fig-(3.4) for both cases. 

The two dipoles are deariy discemable by way of their orientation and separation- As a 

Nrther check ofthe FEM solution we «in attempt to d v e  Eq.0 5) for the net zero sum of 

a dipole. In rrality we d d  need the h or mgnetic vector potenfial throughout the toroid 

elements, iritegrated over aii d e s  However, b s e  the toroid was represented by a single 

layer of elements the solution is too jagged on the inner boundary to be of value. 

Using only the nid-de  &es as an approximate check we h d  thaî for the narrow 

dipole the contn'butions can be reso1vd into 11 positive and 13 negative values. They sum 

to a value near zero, with a small discrepancy- Compared to the mean of the absolute value 

of the positve and negative sums, the error is 6.1%. nie wide dipole divides into 12 and 12 

values, with an error of 1.4%. 
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Figure 3 -4: mclgnetic wctorpofenftkd f i  m o w  md wi& &polos 

3.2.6 Experiment 3: multiple sources 

The finnl expriment utüled a multiple source; s p d d y 7  a qiiadnipole on 

elements Q(lO), QQS), QO) and Q(85). The first t h e  elements are dose together and the 

fourth is distal to them. Thus, the source is off-centred and non-udormly distriiuted. 

The quadrupolar nature of the source is evident in the contour plot of Fig.(3 -5). As 

the previous experiment suggested, the solution is rough where sources are close to one 

another and where the potemial changes sign. Partjcularly troubleme are closed loops 

where there an no sources; a physidy umeakble result due to the p10tting routine having 

to deal with an inegularly spaced grid. 

Despite these di&mbies, the solution rppeus well behaved at the material intefice. 
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A plot of the solution at the nid-nodes ofthe toroid reveals a quadruple pattern thaî is 

barely disceniable; in practice the minor f- mi@ not be evidemt above the noise 

background. The indiWM contribua'ons divide into 14 positive and 10 negative values, with 

a -on error of 10,00/o. 

3.2-7 BEM apcrimen& 

The Boundary Elanent Method employs an integrai formulation of Maxwell's 

equations. It's mairi advantage is tbat or.@ the boundary between regions reqykes 

discretization, not the entire domain. Thus the system matrBr can be much d e r  and  les^ 

wmputationaliy intensive- One shortcotning howe~ef, is a adty in dealhg with very small 

objects, such as current sources in our case. 

A commercial 2D BEM package (Magneto@ by ES, Wdipe& Manitoba) w a ~  

ernployed to pafomi a series of experiments with a variety of dipoles and accumulate a 

database of solutions. ExpaVnental parameters included: spacing and orientation of the 

dipoles. The r d t s  wae qualitative& comparable to the EEM experiments but the contour 

plots were ofhigher quslity due to fher source d i d o n .  Perhaps this compilation mny 

serve to derive a modd for the inverse problem of source localùation in fùture work 



3.3 TEIN L A .  SHIELDS 

The first mcodng ofa biomrgndic neid by Bade anis accomplished &out the help 

of a sbielded mm. Soon after however, use of a magnetidy shielded room of one type or 

anokbecame the &I f t ?  standad Since the time of these p i o n d g  efforts great Stndes 

* - 
have been made in guarding biomagnetic sensors Corn the multitude of contarmnatiag 

sourcesurceS The 2uivent ofhigh order SQUID gradiometers alîows the rejection of d o m  fields 

and ttieir gradients. Nonetheless, some form of shielded rwrn is di necessary for the most 

demanding applications. Furthemore, all SQUID cryogenïc dewars incorporate both 

magnetic and elecîromagnetic shielding- 

3.3.1 Shidding mechdsms 

Magnetic and low frequency electro-magnetic shielding techniques can be 

conveniently divideci into four categories as detailed in Table3.l. regard le^ of which 

shielding techniques an employed, the overall @ormance is s c p r d  as the shielding 

fktor, S, When expressed in deabes (dB) the shielding fkctors of successive layas of 

shielding simpiy add The shielding factor is simply the ratio of the applied mpen& htensïty 

to that f o d  within the protected volume: 

s f = w  (3-17) 



Table 3-1 : magnetic shieldinp: metbods, 

Shielding method 1 PrincipIe of operation 

I Enrgiietidy soft material a n  fhxx lines and shunts them 
around the shieided volume- 1 

Eddy cvrent 

Active 

Of these methods, magnetic and eddy ainent shieldhg are relatively easy to 

ïmpleniait fôr small vohimeshimes Neaha adive mr supaconducting shielding wiU be considered 

hae. Mignetic sbidâing is best understood in d o m  with parallei elecaic circuits, in tams 

of a flow <Iuantity d conducting media In tbïs case, a highly permeable d o y  provides a low 

reludance path iE to &nt IMs 4. Reluctance is &ted to the material property ofpermeability 

Electxicaliy conducting materhl repels no&y incident flux 
lines by induchg an opposing fidd rccording to Lenz's Iaw. 

Seasors dete!ct the mgnetic field vector components which are 
used to costrol the current in field cmdhion coils- 

Superconducting 

by geometrical arguments: 

= ~ ( P O C C S )  

Superconductiog materiai repels flux lines by makîahbg a 
zero-flux condition accordhg to the Meissner effect- 

where &? is the magnetic path length and S is its cross-sectional ana Driven by a common 

magnetic p o t d  & the fha lims divide dong ail paths and preferentidy foilow the shape 

of the aUoy which defines the shielded volume. Flux splittllig and shunting are depicted in 

Fig.(3 -6). 

4 = O& = d% (3 - 19) 

Eddy cumnt shielding stems f?om Lenz's Low of induction which premiba the 

voltage induced in a body by a t h e  \aryiag magnetic flux. This is the same relation used to 



descn'be induction in a toroid's windmgq see Eq(3 -8)- 

The iaduced eiectromotance wül drive a curr;ent loop proportiod to the body's 

electrïcal wnductMty, as dictated by Ohm's Law. In tum, the current loop gaKRtes an 

~i~ 3 -6: fIiIx splitting and shunting 
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accompanying magnetic fidd Who's diion is dictaid by the right-hand d e  and the 

neg- sign in Eq(3 -8). 

Consequentiy, the inducad field wili tend to oppose changes in the applied field as 

shown m Fïg(3.7). The appiieû field is most d y  acluded h m  withïn materials with both 

a high conductivity and large permeabiiity. For an dternating field of fkequency f ;  a 

C O I I V ~ ~ ~ ~  parameter to charr*erize the flux petration is the skin d e -  

6 = ~ar*kxf)-" (3 -20) 

ProMded the mataial is thick enough, at a depth of6 the flux will be menuated to 

lie, or 31 .4  of its external value. Ifthe d thickness is not larger than the skin depth, the 

flux is not attenuated expondally and penetrates with relative ease. 

The mechankms undaiymg sofk magmtic and eddy sbiefding appear to work 

against one aaother as the former ateacis flux whereas the latter repels it. Indeed, the overall 

shielding &or of a shield wül display a fiequency dependence with a broad optimum, Thus, 

even a p d d y  spherical geometry does not provide absolute shielding due to finite 

permeability and conductMtyctMty 

3.3.2 Practid shidds 

Most detrimentai to the shielding &or is that sphekai sbiefds are not possible in 

praaice and one must yield to many hpafections. A p d c a l  design for a usable M d  

acknowtedges the n&asay of stams, access ports and jïxîures through whkh flux may ltak. 

Other mundane and unavoidable constraintS include limitations on space, weight and cost 

resdtbg in d e r  d sqrilmr Shields. The consequence ofthese coa~auction f w e s  is to 
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attenuate the shielding -or at higher fkquencies. 

Another fkctor mipsctii>g on ideai shielding Wors is the decluie of permeabiiity with 

large fields as the m a t d  satwates. The saturation fia density of high-li, aiioys is 0-4-0.81 

whereas for low-k mat&als it can approach 2ST. Once saturaîed a materiai can no longer 

provide magnetic shielding. Furthemore, the saairation region will creep into neighbouring 

unsatwated regions if  there are any- As a pr-on agabt cripplàig an o t h d s e  good 

shield an outer layer of inexpensive low-~i. materiai is placed around the entire shieid to 

sustain the bnmt of the power fiequency fields. An additional point, it is better to place an 

eddy shield as the outermost layer and then the low-% layer, rather than the other way 

around [SI. 

Tradiîiody the sofk shiddhg materials of choice bave been allos of -80% ~ c k e l  

and -15% irmi wah some amount of copper, cobalt and/or molybdanuh The nrrt such d o y s  

were trademarked ~umetal'? Today many man<aicturw produce similar Nie alloys and we 

shdl refer to them geaeridy as mu-metal. The most notable property shared by al1 mu- 

metals is th& very high relative pameabiity once annealeâ. Unfortunately, the initiai 

permeabiiity is si@cantj. degradeci by mechaiiicai work For example, is reduced by 5û% 

with a pressure of 4kg/mm2 or reduced to 3% after 1% strah deformaton Shield 

formed fiom stock mu-metal must therefore be aanealed befon finai assemblyy Even so, the 

construction itseifd eady lead to stress deformation at joints, necessitating laminations 

with additional pieces Finnlly, the entire structure must then be equipped with p r o t h e  

inner and outer wds. Understandab1y, these shieids are b- and expensive. 

A relative newcomer in the clm of soft Inagnetîc doys  is the group of maallic 
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gktsses- Ladring the usual crystalline structure of metak, unorphous ailoys are produced by 

e x t m d y  @d quenching oftransition-md alIoys (e-g. iron, nickel, andlor cobalt). These 

metallc glaJses &bit mique mecbnmcel, magnetic, and electricai properties depending on 

the alloy and quenching technique. Aiioys simiIar in composition to mu-metais exhibit the 

same range of permeabiiity but a siightky reduced conductMty. Of greatest signifimce 

.- - howmr, is the pamesbility's kem&mty to mechanical stress; hence, these materhis do not 

require mealing &a king fomed into shield pieces. 

Table 3 2  Nustrates the relevant properties of a m u - m d  d o y  and a comspondiag 

glassy alloy, Maglas 2705M? (Allied Signal, Parsippany, NI); aiuminum is included for 

cornparison. The skin depth bas been computed at 180- It is important to note that )<, 

varies with the applied field and cen range fkom 10' to greater than 10'. The 2705M is 

avaiiable as 0.8d fd (O-Mmm) which is mrcb smaUer than the skin depth et that fhquency, 

co~l~eqllently, we caanot expect any appreciable eddy cunent shielding at power frequencies 

to take place within this material. The foi1 wili however, provide eddy cment shielding 

against higher fkpency EML These rrrains demonstrate that t would be expensive to obtain 

appreciabie eddy shidding at low fiepuencies with any ailoy. Ifwe rely on magnetic shielduig 

alone the 2705M alloy leads to lightweight, robust and afEordable shields. 

Table 3 -2: skin depth at 180Hz 

1 1 2705M 1 mu-metal 1 alUIIilI1um 

t permeabiüty c m  vary consïderably, thus affkcting the slan depth. 



Focussing sody for the moment on soft magnetic sbidding, A aiperior shieldmg 

f3idor can be achieved with a givm quantity of merial if its mus is distr'buted as many thin 

hyers ratha than one thick sheli. Recall the boundary conditions on H and B fields and how 

Iight ben& at the intediace of materials with different indices ofrefksctio~ Shielding is best 

understood as a speasl case of &action where we neglect îhe electric component of an 

incident EM wave. A materiai's &active index is a hction of its relative 

penneabirity and relative pamatiMty, or diel- constant: 

n = (+IQK (3 -2 1) 

Considertwo sqamted piane shkts ofmagnctic material with nonnally incident flux 

lines. As they peneirrte the nrst layer the flux lims bend toward the material in m attempt to 

follow its geometry- The flux now emerges into the spaciug and approaches the subsequent 

laya more tangentiany where it is re-ed yet again- Single thick slabs of mu-md are not 

in use and multiple layers have long ban recogniad as superior- For reasons unbiown 

metallic glasses, with thek near-zero magnetostxiction, have yet to find widespread 

application 

Solutions to muhi-layered shieldùig problans can be expressed adytically for the 

case ofconcentric sphericai sheiis or i d d e &  long cyünders. For other geometries Maxwell's 

Laws are not amenable to direct soiution and must be approximated numericatly using m e  

elernent (FE, fiaite difference @D) or boundary elanan (BE) methods. 

W e  can investigate the b e n e  of layering with a simple sphericai mode1 of inner 

radius R,=lScm and outer radius &=19cm as depicted in Fig.(3 -8)- 



We wiJi compare the shieldhg W o r  ofa singie sheli of 4an thick agaïnst multiple 

layen offoii O.ûû2an thick Dismissing the negiigile eddy canent effêcts, the applied field 

is taken to be static- Table 3 3  summaks the r d t s  ofshielding and weight calculations. 

The improved shielding factor of a muhi-loyer design becornes more signincant with 

increasing permeabiity 191. 

Table 3.3: efficient use of magnetic materiai in thin layered shields 
r 

S f ( W  

Compareci to a single thick shed, 5 thin foüs render the seme shieldhg -or at the 

hi* -- The wsght ofthe entire shield is reduced by three ordas of magnitude. 

Gnuded, no one w d d  snmipt to purchase a 4cm thick slab of doy  containhg 80./. nickel. 



Let us turn to a more practïcai thick shiefd des@ and examhe how best to 

two smgle s k i k  The &st case is the second row of Table3.3 comespondiug to 5 distri'buted 
- 

foil Iayers- Case nimkr 2 Eivoives a single thick &eu of a waght aqual to the 5 foils of case 

1 at a cadius of 15cm. Thirdly, we place a single thick shell of the seme weight place at an 

Ïnner radius of I9cm. The thi'ckiiess, Ary and sbieidiug fàctor for increasîng permeability have 

Table3 -4. : effect of mated distn'bution on S, for a Eixed mass of alloy. 
1 

Once again, unda conditions of high permeabiity, the overd shield performance is 

enhanceci by deploying nieny thin shidds ratba than a single thicka sheii. We also see a slight 

bene& in keepiag the radius small and the inner wafi close to the space we are attempting to 

pro= Srnalier spheres provide a shorter magnetic path length and thus, a lower reluctance. 

There is a practicai linnt to this phemmmon however, since we wish to avoid the leakage flux 

associateci with finite permeabilities and the hinging incureci with non-sphericai geometries- 

Kt is worthwhiie qeatïng the d e r  point regarding saturation of hi&-& shields. To 

maintain the highest possiile pemeabüity the foi1 layers should only be d e d  upon to d d  

with reduced field hknsi tk-  Hena, they should be encrued Bi an o v d  low-h sheli; siücon 
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steel is a common choie As a single sheü, this outer laya may perhaps be made thick 

enough to provide some eddy current shielding. One flurther techique someQms anployed 

to optmiu+ a sbield is to provide an exdation coii for contùnious demagnetizatioq so-called 

shakÎng- Reducing the appfied field and sbakjng are means of TeStLicting the shield's excursion 

on t s  B-H m e  to the steepest slope. In d o g y  with electronic circuits these methods 

control the bias on the magnetic circuit for optimal pediormana. 

3.3.4 Cylindrid shidds 

Due to th& ease ofam@&, sphericai shdls are usenil for developing an appreciation 

of shielding fùndamentas. Space limitations and fàbrication considerations however, may 

make spheres prohiitively expeasVe. In some of these instances cylindrical shelis, whether 

round or rectanguiar in cross-section, may k preferred. 

The case of an intinitely long round cylinder fàced widi a transvexse appiied field is 

qualitativeiy s idar to that o f a  sphere. For Gnite lengîh cylinders the boundary conditions 

preclude solutions by analytical means. The most efféctive stnitegy for achieving adequate 

shielding with finite cylinders is to try and mimic the boundary conditions of spheres or 

infinite cylinders. When shielding nom a transversal field a smaiier radius is superior, as it is 

with spheres. Subjezt to other design constraiutq adding material to lemgthen a cylinder is 

muck more effective than addiag more or thicker shelis. Wah a length at least twice the 

radius, the applied fidd can be reduced an order of magnitude. Ideally, the sheli shodd be at 

Ieast ten times the cbmeter* Adding a lid to each end, whether fiat or rounded, fhctiohs well 

to shunt flux away h m  the protected vohme and may even double the shielding Faaor. It 
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is evenperniissi'bleto iachdeahole o r d . a x s s  portmthelidwithout serîously degrpdllig 

the shield. Multiple shels work somewhat bette with the l o w s  on the inside, surrounded 

by hi@-k mat&. Such an arrangement however, may be prexmpted by consideraîion for 

satudon restrictions. 

An applied field paralle1 to the axïs of a finite cylinder m e s  rise to a fiw exceptions 

to the foregohg diliaissim Fiat Iids CM a c b d y  degrade the shielding factor as they p d  the 

flux in towards the centre of the volume; sphericai caps are thdore required. For the same 

overail thidmeJJ. multiple low-h sbdls are as effeaive as féwa hi&-& laym. For example, 

two layers of&= 100 provide similar shieldimg as a single ~ i ,  = 500 shell and the seme hoMs 

for three layers ofli, = 100 us a = 1000 sheli- 

Cyiïndrid Shields ofrectangular cross-section can be in the form oflarge rooms or 

used in conjuncton with toroidal transformersers In the latter ucle the shield is S t e  in 

cirderence but closed on itselfand thenfon pafonns Iüce an inhite cylindeq again we 

see the miportance ofboudary oonditions Finae lemgth opai sliields are capable of excluding 

transverse fields but do allow wnsidaable leakage flux at the corners. The flux actudly 

fringes in such a manner as to distort the shape of the protected volume; the region of 

minimum flux is longer coincident with the geometric centre. When the applied fieid is 

pardel ta the c y h d a  the behaviour wül be qyalitatively similar to the case of f i te  length 

shelis of circular cross-section, 
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3.3.5 Suppkmentrl wuldemtiwr 

Our shiclding agenda was to f5bricatte of a rrmjfl-laye& structure to encornpas m 

adult human a m  witb the biceps in the window of the toroid. Funding restricions prevented 

the shielding program f b m  comiag to nuition An outline of the proposed s W d  is shown in 

Fig- (3- 10)- 

A single laya shidd for the tomidai transducer uns fihicated from the 2705M alloy 

and an additional hyer was planned- Each layer is composed of tm overlapping arcs which 

mate according to Fig.(3.11). 
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Fi,- 3 -9: tomid cross section 

Figure 3.11 : one section ofthe tomid's shield 



3.4 LOW NOISE PRE-AMPLIEïERDESIGN 

Noise is COllSidered to be any deterioration of signal qiirrüty. Such degradations may 

take the form ofelectroMc mise ongulating &om within a device: thermal, l/fand shot noise 

processes- Noise can dso take the form ofelectromaglletic interfaena @MI) at the pwer 

lhe fiequencies of 60az and its 3rd harmonie of 180- and the much hi@= n.eqUency 

emissions nom cornputers and 0th- hosptal equipment. Both electronic and EM noise 

sources can be aggravateci witbh a circuit by an bproper layout of components or traces. 

The ear&h's m@c fieid cm genenite aitinrts ifconductors are Aisplaceci normal to the flux 

lines- Certain physiological responses may be deerned undesirable as would be any stimulus 

artîfàct. This section wiii deal wîth the prablem of minimiPa8 electronic noise in the design 

of the toroid's pre-amplifier. Otha types of noise are d d t  with in their respective sections. 

Preamplifiers an a necessary hterfke between the aansducer and the remahder of 

the signal processing chah. They serve to condition the transducer's low levei output for 

M e r  ampMcation and pTOCeSSi11g Attcmpting to accomplish aii of tbis within a single stage 

usuah, results m signal d-on due to the thamal noise of large gain resistors et the 60nt 

end. 

3.4.1 Noise terminology 

W e  begin by reviewing some basic and essential noise texminology [lOJ 11. The 

symbols for noise are e, and i, which are the mean voltage and m e n t  noise densities, in 
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UlZits of and [ m l ,  respectiVe1y- They refkr to the equivaent -c noise 

sources in any electmnic componeat; all actual sources ofnoise are lumpd hto these two 

parameterseters In the case ofm inpdoutput amlysis the sources are ofien râered to the input 

(noise rti) for co~venience~ A singie value ofe, or 4 is rrfned to as a spot value, and must 

include the fiequency at which it was mea~u~ed or caidatcd; the spot value is then 

understood to withia a I H z  band Dbwt this 6equency- In the literaaire7 noise is 

sometimes explidiy d e n  ushg the tamiliar notation for mean values: ë, and &. At 0th- 

times in physics, it is customary to use the expeaation operator notation: %> and <i,& 

Analyshg a circuit's noise behaviour typidy requires expressing the sources as 

magnitudes squared, e2. or iZn since they add dïrectiy7 whereas their RMS values do not. 

Fortunateiy, we ofkm only deal with noise sources which are uncomlated to one another, in 

which case there are no cross terms to carry. One m e r  point, since & or i2, actually 

represent noise power in a unit impedance, the second law ofthermodynamics dictates that 

the sum oftenns m u t  be positive and UKxéasing. Thus, noise tams can only be adde4 never 

3.4.2 Design consideirtions 

A v ~ e t y  of mcthods exkt to quanti& the noise performance of a device or system. 

The first figure of merit to consider is the Noise Figure (NF) which applies to systems 

domiaated by th& noise, ie: where e,, is entirely descriibed by: 

= 4kTR (3 -22) 

w k e  Boltmüui's constant k = 1 .3Wa v/KJy device temperature T is in Kelvin My and R 



is in ohms [Q. Hence, the source is assumed to be r a v e  aiid not reactive. The NF is 

defined as: 

NF = IOlog, (SN&lSN&J (3 -23) 

The NF is really a voitage specification indicating how much additional voltage noise 

the device d e r  considemiion adds to a bigh impcdsna circuit Cl-, a low NF is desirable 

and the f"unctïon is mrmmized . W .  

at the optimrl source resistaace % detemiined by: 

I&=a (3 -24) 

For values of saurce resistances below %, the NF becornes quite large even though 

the output noise remains d. Therefore, the NF cannot serve in the design of low 

impedance ampliners with both reactive and omPll resistive murce ekrnents. 

Impedance matching is amtherd  es tabW design aiterion and is used to achieve 

the maxirnum transfer ofpower, voltage or ainent For our purposes however, a more usenil 

form of this p d c e  is d e d  noise matchhg and involves matching for the noise impedance, 

Z, defineci in the same mannes as but reflecting the fàct that we have a reactive source 

in the fonn of an inductive pick-up. The quivalent noise impedance of an amplifier is the 

impedance a source should have for the amplinds own noise contribution to be minimal. The 

parameter Z, is a comp1ex-vaiued fimaion of b q ~ e n c y  whos magnitude should be optimized 

near the mid-band ofinterest. The value ofnoise matchiag lies in its use ofboth voltage and 

current noises, and in predicting how they intenia with the traasducer impedance to shape 

the overall noise spectnim. 

When considering a variety of amplifying devices for a low noise application, some 

may represent simüardues of Z,,. These contenders must then be examineci on the basis of 
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noise power, Pm dehed as: 

P. = I C i - i W  (3-25) 

The device with the lowest noise powa, integrated over the signal bandwidth of 
A 

interest, sbouid be selected- 

30403 ProunpliTii design 

Most biomedipl applidons involve the d a d o n  ofa bioelecnic potentinl acroso 

a pair ofdearodes which possess a very high impedance7 necesPitating a very hi&-% fkont 

end. Traditionalfv, diffaadtsl type pre-ampiifiers have ban used for such purposes. Even the 

use of operationai ampiifïers, aii ofwhich have differential fiont ends, usually involves three 

of them configureci in a diffkrential topology, the so-caiied instrumentation amp @A). The 

hïgh impedance of the AI is ofkt by an incrase in thermal noise: ifeach input stage has e, 

noise, tba 42 + noise wJI k amplifiexi by the gain, which then gets addd to the third stage's 

noise contribution- 

The tomidal transducer m tbis project prrsents a voltage across a low impedance mil. 

Given the weak megnaic signais to be detected, the pre-amplifier's impedance shouid be 

optimizcd for noise and not neccsJanly maxmzed 
. . - The tme differential topology of an AI 

will be discardeci dong with some of its desirable features, the Common-ModeRejection- 

Ratio (CMRR) and DC stabUy, in i n n ~ u r  of thamJ noise reduction, Msrgnetic shieldbg can 

then be used to d u c e  the EML This approach is in contrast with the tradition of first 

rninimizing the EMI with a high CMRR amp, and then reducing the th& noise by 

ave-g- 
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A survey ofcommercidiy available dm*ces reveals an ogarnp, and not a discrctt 

componmt, to be the choice candidate. The device is the LT1028 mpminctured by Linear 

Technology, Mipitas, CA The LT1028 is Speaned to h a .  typid spot noise values of 

1 n V m  and 4.7~- at 10Hz The low e, is achievec' at the expense of a slightly hi@- 

i by operaihg the input at a relMively hi* coiiector surent The LT1028 is 

avaiiable in a d e t y  of packages, and in two temperaaire mges- Devices specined for 

operaton at the lower range have somwhrt grnita variance in their specs but this Merence 

can be compensated by cooliag the package. Some discrete bipoîar transistors have 

adequately smaii e, values, but they necessarily lack any intrinsic CMRR or large gain- 

We now preseat a coqlete noise analysis of  a single stage pre-amp built around the 

LT1028. Fig.(3.12) depicts a generai opamp noise equivalent circuit [12]. The total voltage 

noise rti is given as: 

We now genaalize the source rnsistance R, to an inductor's impedance: 

with the magintude squareci &en as: 

z2, = R*, + 02LI 

Note how the fkst current term is d e d  by the m d u s  of the impedance whüe the 

first thetmal term imrolves only the r d  part ofthe impedance, the coi) resistance- 



Figure 3 -12: noise equiidènt oopm~p m&Z 

Figure 3.13: amediqwtpre-amplz~er 
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One M e r  tef"u!ement invohres input tuaiag the source impadance [13]. We know 

that the MAF hs its peak power at approrrimateiy 200& 1t is thecefore possiiie to shape 

the amplina's nsponse about this hqwmcy by placïng a capacitor in p d e l  with the 

inductor. Such a capacitor, C, , is ùicluded in the circuit ofFig(3.13). This wili re$ect high 

fiequency noise and pass most o f  the signai, thereby improviiig the SNR in the band of 

nie appropriate value for the tuning capacitor C, is found by solving for the tank 

impedance at resonant fkequency O,, aud reamnging: 

C, = 1 jo& - oo%r (3 -30) 

For wise cddations we can cornpute the tank impeâance at aay frequency using: 

Z, = joU(i - dLCJ (3 -3 1) 

With this modification, Eq(3.8) now becornes: 

The LT1028 is equipped with a compensation terminai and this allows us to fùrther 

bandlinnt the wise by employing a fiequency over-compensation capstcitor C, This is used 

in lieu of a capacitor in paraiie1 with the feedback resistor, a cornmon technique with other 

opamps. No simple *on exists for m o d ' i g  our noise equation and so we must turn 

to the data sheas. The effea of C, is to reduce the gain-bandwidth-product (GBP) and slew 

rate (SR). Because a pn-amp is never codgured for high gain, a reduction in GBP still 

aEords us enough gain, yet adds wther zero to the high frequency respoase. 
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3.4.4 m e r  circuits 

Once suitably pre-amplified, the signai must then be condltioned for the analog-to- 

digitai conversion. Addia'd gsin is provided by an ampLificr built around the LT1028ACN. 

A commercial 4th orda lm Bu#erworth low-pass mter @equency Devices, MA) supplies 

the aat i -abhg  Tha is a linerv active filter, hence tkre are no dock pulses to fiiter nom the 

output as there d d  bewiih sraitchcd capador techniques- The c i r d  is powered by tl2v 

supplied by a commercial AC-DC module, 

For improved noise @ormance, the amplifier is loc8ted on the same sudl printed 

circuit board as the pre-amp. Tk enclosure is has a rernovable iid for a<.neJsing the h g  

capacitor. Input and output are via f d e  and male BNC connectors, respectively. The Iid 

also has a smaü ho1e to acass the o5et trim poted~metef~ The nnall ampMer box comects 

to the toroid âirectiy by the Iatter's ten male BNC connectors, one for evay coi1 section. A 

iarger enclosure contains the anti-aliasirig filta and powa suppk A shieIded multi-conductor 

cable withBNC teminations savcs to bring power to the ampHas and the signal out to the 

fiher. The foregokg circuitxy is diagrammecl in Fig-(3.14) while the toroid's connecter ring 

is detailed in the Results section- 
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Figure 3.14: power supp &, ampZzjier d mtidi&gfiZfer 



The toroid and amplifier system, together with a partial thin shieid, were employed 

to veri@ the bypohsk embodied by Eq(3 -7) and (3 -8). Speci f idy ,  that informafion codd 

be elicited aôout dipole aimnt sources in the form of merourable leakage flw As st;rted 

d e r ,  the thcelding project did not corne to M o n  due to fûnding comtnhts. It was thus 

nece- to abandon the hopes of m d g  the magnetomyogcam and instead work with 

a surrogate com*sting of current carrying wires thrrading the toroid. 

Each of the tomid's tea coi1 sections is connecteci to a male BNC, all of *ch are 

mounted to a wpper ring against the toroid as shown in Fig.(3.15). Current sources 

configureci with wpper wire were mounted through holes in a plexiglas hamess as shown 

in Fig-(3.X). A cylindrical Iayer of Aluminum wraps around the harness and provides some 

EMI shielw The toroid slips over the stndd sniggty a d  this assembly fits over the hamess- 

Wre placement wnfonns to the source template illustrateci in Fig.(3 -17); key positions are 

indicated and WU be refêrencd throughout the text. 

3.5.1 Equipment 

The foliowing experiments were wnducted with a IIewlett-Packard instrumentation 

suite controllable via HP's Benchiink sohare. 

HP54600B Digital oscilloscope (SCOPE), lûûMHz, 8bits 
HP33 120A A r b i  wavefonn genaetor (ARB) 
HP3440 1A Digital multirneter @MM), me-RMS 



Figure 3.15: toroid anci BNC cotateetor ring mamted on AIrmrimmi shieId 

Figure 3.16: expZddvicw of m e n t  sutuce hantes 



Figure 3.17: temprrfe for murce horraes showing c d  section ntllllbers. 

3.5.2 System noise 

This section reports on a series of expabents desi@ to d u a t e  the noise 

performance of the amplifier-toroid system. The pre-amp was fitted with a 48.8pF input 

tuning capacitor which shouid pu& the resonant fkequency to 228Hr out of the way of the 

180Hz power hannomcc The pre-amp's grin was set to 10 and the ampma was set to a gain 

of 100. Uvedl, the circuit posses a gain of 1000 in the passband. All circuits were allowed 
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the lhour wam up recommended for LT1028 chips- 

Offsets were trimmeed on both circuits to within 0-lmV. When the pre-amp's input 

was terminateâ with a c d  section the o fk t  M e d  by 4.N. A coi1 off- such low 

resiStance that it is possiie the increased ciment draw heated up the pre-amp's input stage. 

The p a m p  was aIso very sensitive to air aunm~ ifthe Iid was removed. Attempts to cool 

the pre-amp with a cool b1ast ofFreon aaosoi produced o diamatic o & t  swing- It should 

thus be possible to lower the th- noise in thio -011 i f  it were the dominant noise 

wmponent, which was not the case. 

Thermal noise was measured by on the SCOPE using averaging of64 sweeps to 

e k k t e  power ~equency cornponents. The output noise of the amplifier was 1SmV RMS 

with the input terminatecl with a rhorting plug and the tuniag capiator in phce- This noise 

value is a few times higher than expected tiom the manufàctur's specification sheet. One 

possible expanaDion is the damage incumd by experimenting with the o f k t  adjustment. AU 

preaS*on opamps are g e n d y  prone to this type of damage though no derating curves are 

available for tbeir noise Speeiscatiom. Prior expaiments with another LT1028ACN pre-amp 

displayed much worse noise f ier  behg subjected to the offkt treatments described above. 

The noise at filta's output was 1.2mV RMS with the input shorted. When the 

amplifier was co~mected to the fiiter input the total noise increased considaably, mostly at the 

power fiequencies of 6OHk and 180Hz It was found that the toroid wdd be oriented to 

niiimiiize this interference and remda the 60Hk cornpanent dominant. It was not possible to 

eliminate the power line interference to our satisfhion, though future Vaprovements rnight 

include a more heaviiy shielded cable. 
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3.5.3 Eqmïment 1: coil balance 

This hisr cxperÏment verifics the o v d  fiinctionnüty ofthe amplifia-toroid system 

Refariog to Fig.(3.17), a siogIe m01lopoiar source was pkad  m the middle position The 

ARB was set at 2Vpp @ûûHk The high fhquency was seiected to avoid the 180E 

int-. A resistor (51n nominal) was used as a load wïth a value of47.23Q as verified 

withtheDMU Theaimntsairawasthreiore 1497mARMS. Theinputtmbgcapacitor 

was removed to minimize picking up 180- noise. The SCOPE was setup to perform 

averages of64 samples at its ni1l sample rate of 20MSds and to display the r d t s  in volts 

peak-to-peak. This was the standard SCOPE setup for dl ofthe experiments. 

The amp was p W  intum at every coü position and the SCOPE display aliowed to 

d e e  In all cases the resuit was an output ofLLVpp (iO. lVpp). The low observed varïability 

between ail voltages is due to sections being comprwd ofexady 125 tums; r d  the low 

spread (M. ImH) in the inductauce values. It was concluded that for ali p d c a i  purposes, 

subsequemt maisurrmads m s s  any coi1 section would not have to be d e d  for imbalancece 

3.5.4 Experiment 2: a m p h d e  nrponse 

This experiment determineci the amplinide response of the amplifier-toroid systnn, 

both with and without the input tuning capacitor. A single monopolar current source w a ~  

located at position S neai coi1 seaion #1. The mput was adjusted on the ARB and ranged 

nom 0.5V to 10V. Each volt corresponds to 7.28mA of aimnt threading the toroid. The 

fiequency was 9ûûHz &out the tuning capacitor and 3 û û B  with it in place to better 

simulate the MAI? peak fkquencycy The meSlSUTements were averaged through 256 sweeps. 
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The resulting measurements are ploaed in Fig.(3.18). 

The overd behsviour is as expected. Wiihout the capacitor in place the 

response is approrrimateiy linear for much of the range. The response flattens as toroid 

saaades with aiwgh input aimm. The presence of the tunîng capacitor sacrifices liaeanty 

at the low end but improves the response's o v d  hearity- It is expected that a source 

fiequency of 300- without the capritor would rroult m a very hear response, but this 

wodd be difficult to detect with the present cquipment. 

3-55 Espcrimtnt 3: fn~uency respnse 

This arpamimt detennllied the fkeqyency response ofthe amplifier-toroid system, 

both with and *ut the mpd himiig apociior. The ament source w u  the Mme as in 3 -5.3. 

Othenvise the equipment s a p  is identical to the previous experhnent- The pre-amp was 

connected to coil#l and the fltered output was averaged through 64 swaps  as bâore to 

attemuate the power üne componems. The resuiting measurernents are plotted in Fig(3.19). 

mthout the tudg eapacitor in p i e  the response is approxbately linear weii past 

the bandwidth ofinterest, widi the peak amplinide of 14.13V occuning at 9ûûHz This roC 

off is due to the anti-aliasing Glter's -off fiequency of 1LFL. Tuning the pre-amps's @ut 

with a 48.8pF capacitor reduces the remnant fiequency to 26ûHi and the peak response 

drops somewhaL to 10.75V. ïhe recorcfed peak hquency is close to the dculated d u e  of 

228Hz- 
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3.5.6 Experiment 4: monopde source 

As a prelude to detecting diples, tbis qerïment sought to map the position of a 

single mompolat ment source located at the " S  position The ARB was set to produa a 

2Vpp signai at 900Hz- The SCOPE was set to paform averages on 64 sweeps. The tunîng 

capacitor was Ief t  out to miriimim 180Hz interkencece Resuiting induced voltages for each 

coi1 section are plotted in Fig.(3.20). As expected, an asymmetric simis WEe m e  appears 

about a rnean value o f  8.99V. A peak induced voltage of 10.W occurs in d # I  and a 

minimum of83 1V ncar position These extrema would d a x w  in amplitude ifthe source 

were moved nearer the centre position as was the case for the coü balance experiment- 

3.5.7 Experiment 5: dipole souires 

The purpose ofthe final ertpaiwnt was to detect dipole current sources. This provd 

to be very d i f n d t  to do reliably, as anticipated due to the noise floor. Attempts were made 

with and without the tuning capador, and with dinarnt dipole separations and positions. 

White the expected trends were always disceniable, one expriment in particular gave 

readings above the honnonic noise background for ali c d  sections. 

For the seaip m question, the ARB was set to lOVpp at 260- The tuning capador 

was in, and the SCOPE performed averages of256 sweeps. The dipole source consisteci of 

two wires, one each at positions 'Wt" and 'W2". Eaeh measurement was preceded by 

turning the toroid assembly to rninmiize EMI pick up. Measu~ements were redone at least 

three times to obtain an idea ofrepeatab'ilty which was found to be bat- than SûmVpp. 

Results are pl- mFig(3.21) as an d o p e  ofaU peak-to-peak voltages obtained. Hence, 
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the plot shows ail p s i t h  vahies- In nslily ofcourse, one baifofthe plot hos negaîive values 

due to the phashg o f  the wavef~rms~ 

GÏven that the dipole's axk U psrSnei to the coii's magnetic path, we expest symmetry 

about the axis joining mils #l and #6. From the values distributes srbout wiW6 we see that 

the dipole was plaad syrrmietricalty and the current sources were indeed equai in mgnitude. 

Readings a mils #1 and ##6 wae 034Vpp and O - S N p p ,  mqedveiy- For a 

syrmnetnc dipole these c d  sections shodd each have a net zero induced voltage. The non- 

zero values obtained were obsewed on the SCOPE to be hannonic noise which was 

autocorrelated, and tbus could not be eliminated wiîh avaaging- It is assuneci that all wiis 

readings have a noise aror within tlns range of dues. As a check on Eq(3 -7) we ~ u m  aU 

voltage contriiutions except &om coils f 1 and #6 which should be zero: 

zva411 - Cv7 1,, = O-~~VPP 

Wh- we sEKwld theoretidy obtnin a sum ofzero, the error is near the hannonic 

noise leveis ofthe masurements- Coiis #2 and #IO contain fiu more harmonic noise than 

signal due to their distance fiom the sources- Ifwe aiso remove their contributions the sum 

amounts to 0.69Vpp, a di@ bprovemenf- W e  ran condude that the toroid-ampiifier system 

can detect a single dipole and resolve its position, orientation and relative magnitude. The 

greatest ünntation with the pieseat system would appear to be EMI pick up at 60 and l8OEIz 

rather than thermal noise, 



Figure 3.18: ampliaide response of amplific~horoid system 



Figure 3.20: sïgMufiom a rnonqplor soince at posifron S 
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CHAPTER 4 

FILTERING MAGNETIC ACTION FLUX RECORDINGS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This secrion deveiops a signal proctJsmg method for remverhg the magnetic action 

flux (MAF) ftom single records. The MAF is the magnetic flux density resulting nom the 

activation of a siagle musde are, and is the magnetic equivaient o f  the electnc action 

potentiai. It has been found to be biphasic in single a r e  recordings II]. The 

magnetomyogram W G )  is one wmponent of the time-varyhg magnetic field vector, 

where the fidd at th& point is due to cumnts genefated in siceletal muscle. An MMG record 

of whole muscle consists of many MAI%, whereas for single fibres the MMG and MAF are 

quivalent. 

The coapamd di$aI f ik ing  (CDF) method utilias up to four successive stages of 

signai processing, h m  fixai filtering to adaptive noise canceiiati~n~ The wmpound method 

ovemornes the Iiniitatiom of standard filtering techniques, whiie greatly increasing the speed 

of adaptive dgorithms. The four stages of digital signal processing are shown in Table 4.1, 

and a briefoutline of each one follows- 



Table 4.1: The role of individual processbg steps within the CDF method 

I Law pass filtering 

System identification 

Adaptive prediction 

I 1 forgetîhg &or & rderence 1 > signal s I 
Adaptive noir canailation 

The idea at every step of the CDF method is to use the filter at hand in wnjunction 

with ail of the opfion infiormation known at that tirne- We then extract only the type of 

information the filter can easily yield without wasting additional effort- This output now 

serves as a*& mformeton for the next stage, and so on, until the signai is recovered in the 

final stage. To produce the best UILdiSforted estimate o f h  signal in an efficient mamer, each 

stage operates on the raw unprocesd data. Results nom the previws stage act only as a 

guide for initial conditions or as a referace, dependhg on the current stage's requkernents. 

Wfi thk appro~ch in minci we can tnrc the ewohition of a signai estimate through the various 

stages of processing. 

ie: peaks & zero crossùigs 

- time consumuig to develop 

& d u a t e  mode1 structure 

- slow convergence & almys 

> dynamic mode1 H<I) 
- noise statistics 

> decorrelation dehy d 

- eadjr edmates 

same misadjustment 

- time c o d g  to finatune 

> tap weight w & signai s 

- final eshate 
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The 10- mta 8natly data above a certain cut-off fiequency, r d t i n g  

in an estimate of the band-limited signai. However, the removal of high Ee~uency content 

smears sharp ftrmms m the sigoal, thacby a b d y  afkhg the estimates of peaks and zero 

crossings. The si@ estimate helps in the seiect of an initial model order for system 

identification- 

The system idddon stage attempts to attrr'bute the signal and noise components 

of the data to separate process models. The signal mode1 must be determined fh t  More 

going on to the noise model, and that is the extent ofits utility. The noise process model on 

the other haad, serves two purposes. F i  it is usenil for detennining the wether the data 

record is statjonary, and to correct for non-stationsnty otherwisese Second, the noise samples 

may not nec- be dnrwn h m  a Gaussian process, in which case the adaptive prediction 

stage will requin a decorrelation delay to properly ninctioa 

Adaptive linear prediaion is a rather simple scheme for producing good signal and 

noise estimates, but at the expense of long convergence tirnes. Furthemore, wen for 

arbitrariiy long tirnes, there will always be some noise left in the signal estimate. Both the 

signal and noise estimates are mere by-products ofthe prediction nIter's convergence in this 

case. The tap weights however, sesee to uiitialize the adaptive noise canceller. 

The adaptive noise cance1Ier enjoys relatively fkst convergence but may requin 

considerable opaator interaction to function propaly. This is an especidy important issue 

when Biirialimig the algorithm with zero-valuecl tap weights. Employùig the finai tep weight 

vector nom the odeptm p#üctor causes the noise canceiier to begin its search for the signal 

near the bottom ofthe aror p a f o m  surfaceSurfaCe The signal estimate is then readily producd 



a f k  far fewer iterations than would othawiï be the case, and without any fine-twiLig and 

restarts- 

An additional bawnt ofCDF is its ab- to adequately proces cyclostationacy t h e  

series. The MM recordings are short sequeaces of 64 samples; thae is not enough data for 

training adaptative algorithms. To expose the algonthms to suf]ti:cient data, each original 

recordhg is presented to theiast two stages ofthe CDF method as a concatenaîed vector. In 

this fashion, a @en MAF recordhg is rrcycled through the dgonthms- An udortunate 

consequence of adaptative schemes howeva, is th& ability to train on the noise after 

wf5cient repetition The signal estimates are thaeby comipted as the algoriîbms corne out 

of convergence- This problem is avoided with the CDF mahod because the predictor does 

not have to go to convergence in onlcr to produce usefidi tap weight estimates, m d  the noise 

canceiler does not requin many data cycles when properly initialized with tap weights. 

It is anticipated that an will produce many data records of- Iength but 

of varying quiity. One wodd begin the signal processing by selecting a data record with a 

good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) relaîive to other records. Stepping through the entire chain 

of processing will therefore redt in a good signal estimate. In keeping with the essence of 

the CDF m*had, the final tap weight vector fmrn the adaptive noise canceIIer can now senn 

to iniîialize that same flter for subsequent data sets. mth these records we can jump to the 

last stage dsrcity, provideci the acperimnial wQditions uada which uiey were recorded have 

not changed m a t e .  For example, in a strmdus-response experiment, the statistics of the 

underlying processes will not change withui a certain dynamic range. Overail, the CDF 

method produces signai estimates with the q d t y  of aâaptive techniques and the cfficiency 
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offïxed mers- 

The CDF mthod has been evahiated with sùmuated signais, data recordeci nom the 

toroid and data fecorded h m  expcrimentd muscle preparations- Experinientd data wae 
- 

recordeci with a SQUID -hm the k g  &astn>cnemius 111. In these experiments 

each data record conesponds to a unique set ofexperimental conditions and consists ofoniy 

one MAF iasting a fèw milli.FurnrAw- The data are tkeibre not amenable to signa1 proceshg 

techniques requiring rnany data reabtions (ie ~ h e r e n t  averaging; signai subspace 

decomposition). 

4.1.1 Nectssaty rssumptions 

Three assumptions are cornmon to each stage of proassing: 

1) each recorded datum u,, is composed ofa signal comporient a and an additive noise texm 

v, such tht: 

2) the s i p i  and noise samjde vectors, t h g h  qamteiy unbtown, are uncorrelateci and theV 

expectation is zero: 

3) the underiyin& continuous-the, signai is essentialiy band-limited, while the noise is 

broadband. In general temis, the nonnalized spectmn ofsome pro- hction qt) is 0: 

where u is the man of F(ca))12- The foiiowing inequoüty between si@ and noise processes 
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is ahmys m e d  truc 

w* <wv (4-4) 

In practical tams, conditions 1) & 2) are satisfied when noise arises nom withh the 

recordhg electronics and is not generated by the mechanisms underiyiag the signal. Typical 

noise sources inciude thcmirl, sbot and flicker [2]. W e  may also inchide actanally generated 

electromagnetic intdèrcnce @Mi). S i m i M y ,  condition 3) has a practicai intapntation 

found in the ncordùig electronics. The sampling theormi dmiands that the samplùig 

fkquency be at least twïce the mai8mum expected fiequency above the chosea noise floor- 

A consespence ofEq(4.4) is that the required sampling fieqyency wül be dictated by the 

noise bandwidth since the signai is more locaüzed in fiequency space. Thadore the anti-alias 

filter M g  the analogdigital cornerter wül increase the SNR by band-Lunithg the noise 

without âffecting the signal vezy much 

4.1.2 Dïscntottime stochastic processes 

In this section, and those to foliow, we will be deoling with t h e  series arising fiom 

the samphg ofstochdc processes- A stochastic process is the time evolution of a -cal 

phenornenon according to probab'ilistic laws. A stochastic process is said to be stridy 

stationary ifail moments ofthe distribution are tirnainvhant. As a special case, the process 

is also Gaussian ifit can be fûiiy d e s c r i i  by its mean and its -ance, with higher moments 

king zero. A process is said to be waldy stationary, or stationary to the second orda, if only 

the mean and MMnce are constant Msny p d c a l  situations give rise to processes that may 

adequately approximated as weakiy stationary. As a final note, because the time series is 
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necessarily a wmdow in tirne, the statistics ofthe tnie u n d m g  distribution can neva  be 

known. This subject is fuiiy deveIoped by Box & Jenkins, and Ljung [3 1,141. A thorou@ 

discussion of lin- t h e - i n . . -  systems is to be iound in Raykin CS]. 

In aii that follows we wül be dealiag with discrete t h e  sampling, where the d o g  

process is sampIed at d o m  intavals T, The sampfing fieqyency is then oj(2x) = t; = T;'. 

R will often be convenient to n o m a h  the equati*ons to sampling hquency by setthg 

Ts= 1. This may be done without los ofgenerality when dealing with tirne s e ,  and not 

absolute times. 

The mapping of the d o g  fiequency s = jo to the digital domain is accomplished 

with the variable tmdbdon z = $: wbat z is m generai cornplex In the case of dipcnte- 

tirne sampling, no information is lost ifthe sampling rate satidies the Nyquist aiterion, that 

is, sampling at least twice the fiequency of the highest expected s igd  hquency. The 

relatiomhip bmeen the z-transfonn and the Iaplace traasform is well treated by Papoulis 

for wnverting analog systems to the digital do& [a. 

4.2 PRELIMRVARY SIGNAL INFORMATION 

The ideal lowpass filter frequency response is the so-ded brick wall, or square 

window, ninaion. In this ideaiidon, rll components below the cut-off firequeacy O, are 

passed without attenuation, and those above are completdy elllninated, with no tnnsition 

zone- Such fihers cannot ever be realized in either continuous tirne or discrete tirne. We will 

now briefly mriew the design of digital fihas W s  nsponse approximate the ideal brick wali 

filter. 
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4 . 1  Lin- fiittr modd 

The genalized hear fiha mode1 for the case ofarb'rtrary inputs {4r) is iiiustrated 

in Fig.(4.1). The following input-output relatïoiisbip applies [7J : 

Figure 4.1 : g a r a i  Znlearfilter madel 

where the operator H(z) is the system, or transfir, fimction. The set of coefficients (h} fonn 

the filter's impulse response- 

In the case oflowpass &ers, many topologies eirist for attemiating the hi@ fiequency 

portion of a spectrum, with each choice imparting some benefit at the expense of other 

performance Critaia The ideal lowpass flter's impulse respow is idnite; as such, it is non- 

causal and m o t  be implemented in hardware. In the fiequency domain, the ideal respome 

is a square window. Design methods can approximaîe this ideal brick wall transfer fimction 

at the expense of ringing in the transient response. Aitematively, one can design a proper 

impulse response and accept some fkquency distortion in the fonn of slow attenuation rate 

or rippIes in the passbaadd 

Thus, trade O& in mer selection involve a decision to presexve either the signal's 

transient detlils in the tirne domain or its amphude or phase respotlse in the fiequency 

domain. Design methods for resliPng a digital fïiter fiom an andog equaîion fàli hto twa 

broad categories: mniate impulse response fïiters @IR) and finite impulse response flters 
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(FIR), each with an uuortmeat ofbene6ts and drawbacks, as summuUed in Table 43. 

ofadvantap:es ofFIR and IIR designs 

-CM have exady hear phase r'esponse 

-cari approximate arb- âequency responses 

-aiwrys stable, all-zero tr;sosfir firnction 

-nmtestart-up transi- 

dcient  implementation in hardware 

-closed-form desjgns with no iteiations 

-classic fBer prototypes @utterworth, Chebyschev. .-) 

-cari achieve a given response with lower mode1 order 

Two of the disadvantages of W filters can be ovnwme ifdata are to be proassed 

off-line, that is, there is no reai-time requirements- ûther than the cIassical filters, arbinary 

responses can be approrrimated using YuleWalker equations [SI. The non-Iinear phase can 

be exadly compensated for by passing the data through the filta a second the, backwards, 

to undo the phase distortion. 

A finite impuise response filter resuits in a non-recursive model, the input-output 

relationship ofwhich can be Wntten as: 

y.' h&,+ hl& + ... + h M b  (4-6) 

More compactiy, the input and output values at any @en sample time n are related by the 

convolution sum: 

Y. = XCl& (4-7) 
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where M is the fiiter order- 

Modds of lowaordercan often be found ifa rational transfkr bction is employed. 

This results m a rrainive modef, descniihg a conesponding inhite impulse response filter. 

Definhg two polynomials, the system fùnction becomes: 

For eitha mter type, the squared magnitude hction is obtained fiom the modulus of the 

aansfer fiaction: 

m)12 = H(z*)H@) (4-9) 

where H(z*) is the fhdiar cornplex conjugate ofH(z). 

4.2.2 Butterworth fiter rndog prototype 

The Buttaworth filter's transfkr hction has the advantage of king rnairimally fiat 

in the passband and has a moderately nut attendon of 6dBloctave per order beyond the 

cut-off nepUencyency A steep rolloff U d c e d  in fkvour of o v d  monotonicity, ie no npple. 

Furthemore, at the cut-off fiequency the amplitude is dways 3dB d o m  nom the passband 

value, regardles of mer order- In the time domain, the impulse response displays a slight 

overshoot. The Buttaworth fiiter is collslllSldaed to be the appropriate choice for a good all 

arwndfiha.niissmiciunasOconfirs~pwcticpl~esindgfilts~tages. 

The amplitude response ofthe d o g  prototype lowp~ss Buttaworth füter of order M is: 
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for cut-offfkpnq o, The ampliaide nspoase ofan ideai 10- mter with o,=l, and its 

approximation by adog Buttenworth mers ofincreasiag order are show in Fig.(4.2). 

Figure 4.2: cornpanson of i&uZ IimpasflIter r e p m e  wifh Buffenuorfh 
filfers 

Butterworth filters have th& poles equaliy s p a d  around a circle a radius oc in the 

s-plane. A pole never lands on the h a g h r y  axk, and one will be on the r d  &s for odd 

ordered füters. A causal filter implementation restricts us to poles in the left hand plane, and 

these must be mapped onto the z-plane using one of a few available methods. 

4.2.3 Butterwortb fDter digitai design 

One such mapping begins with samples of a desired response in the tune domah, 
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waber inipllse, step or s<mie aratrriy w a d k m  The t m d i o ~ o n  to digital then attempts 

to presewe the desirrd hîures fiom the the  domain. Another choice of mapping irwoives 

sohg the fiiter equation with h i t e  differences- Perhaps the most g e n d y  usenil mapping 
- 

is the büinear transfodon where the 61ter equation is integrated and then approxïmated 

numericaily, giving rise to the Mnabk tnasformation 191: 

Such a mapping constitutes a conformal transformation where the pole pairs 4 are 

mepped to pnw z#,, in the z-plane. The imagùiary axis in the s-plane maps ùao a CircIe in 

the tplane of radius o, with the left hand s-plane mapping into the interior of the circle. 

Accordin& stable analog filters wiii aiways result in stable digital iïiters. The fiequency 

response of the digital filter will be distorted however, since the imagu>ary axis is infimte in 

extent and is thus mapped paiodically around the cïrcle. Consequentiy, the digitai n h d s  

response terminates & ~ p t l y  at - wMe the nsponse in the anaiog c a ~  approaches zero 

asymptotically. An expression for the warping ofthe d o g  nequency D into the digital 

frequency O can be obtained by substituting r =  into Eq(4.11): 

O = 2tantan1(OT.2) (4- 13) 

From this relation we can see that aii d o g  fiequemies approach the d u e  cim 

asymptotidy in the digital domain, thus cornpressing the response ofthe di* filter- When 

designhg a digital f l t a  with a rcquired c u t d o f o ,  the analog fiequency 0, must be pre- 
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warped in order for thc analog and digitai rrsponses to match a the desired cut-off a, Thus, 

we make use ofthe @rocal traasfonn ofEq.(4.13): 

nc = 2tan(0J2)/rS 

A plot of the aaaiog and digital cesponses is shown 

(4-14) 

in Fïg-(4-3)- Note how the 

respomes match at the desired cutaff fiequency ofZûûEh, 

beyond the passband thra must be tolerakd It is possible, 

other than the cut-off at which to match the responses. 

but there is st i i i  some distortion 

ifdesireci, to select a fiequency 

1 Analog to Oigital F i k  Design 

Figure 4.3 : companQon of d o g  mddr'@r;al ~~tferworthfifter repnses 
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4.3 PRELIMINARY NOISE INFORMATION 

Recordeci data m the fomi ofa thne saies cari be regardeci as the output of a process 

&en by an @ut. This is the standard bkck box view of stimulus-response relationships. In 

aIl practical situations, the output ofthe ideal procas is compteci by noise or disiUrbances 

wtiich rnay originate outside the process or fiom perturbances witbin. It is a great 

c o - e ~ . ~  i$ as depïcted hFig(4-4). the pro- model is considered to be time-meant, 

and the noise to be additive. The noise need not be pureiy random, and indeed we will 

consider it as arising fiom a noise process &en by white noise. 

The task of system identification is one of deriving parametric models of both the 

system and the noise procesJes. The model parameters are estimated f?om the input-output 

data and relate to the dynamics ofthe phpicaI system. Apriorï lmowldge ofthe dynamics 

pemh the choie ofappropriaîe d e l  prototypes fiom whkh parameter may be estimateci. 

A variety of tests are then perfiormed to determine the models' ability to account for the 

process response and the noise in the output. From this information the models are adjusted 

to correct any inadeqUBCies. The identification procedure continues in this iterative fàsbion 

to the satisfàcuton ofthe operator; the basic steps are iilustrated below. 



SYSTEM KNOWLEDGE 1 

ESTIMATE MODEL PARAMETERS I 
DIAGNOSTIC CHECKS I 

The simuitaneous ideaification of both i process dyaaniic model and a procus 

disturbance model aüows fbr scient use ofthe time series data In the sections tbat foiiow, 

we briefly develop the mathematical fom of these mode1 structures. A fidi and practical 

treatment is given by Box & Jenkins [10], and theoretically ngorous coverage is found in 

Ljung [ll]. 

4.3.1 Autorqgcrrive modd 

A stationery stocbastk pmcess may aloo be expressed in tams of a fhÏte sum of paot 

output values plus one mdom shock. In analogy with liaear regcession, the output is thus 

said to be regressed ont0 &If, Assurning a zero-mean proces for convenience (p*), M 

autoregresive model of order p, AR@) is describeci according to: 

vm= h v ~  + bk + --- + + 4, (4- 15) 

Defining the AR@) operator as: 

ab,(.> = 1 - +g' - *g2 - ..* - *p' (4- 16) 

we can express the mput-output relaiionship cornpady as: 
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@Z)Y.= 4, (4-17) 

In gened, an AR@) modd h.s (pt2) parameters thaî must be estimateci. The 

additionai 2 pacameters are the proces mean p and -ance (II It is ofim usenJ however, 

to precondition the data ôy s d i q  the time seriseries to unit-variance for c o n ~ e ~ e n c e ,  

4.3.2 Moving average modd 

A stationary stocbastic proass may also be expressed in tenns o f a  finite wimber of 

past random shocks. Asamhg again r mo-mean process, a moving average model oforder 

q, UA(@ is descn'bed according to: 

vn= 4- el%, - e~~ - ... - 0,- (4.18) 

Defining the MA(@ operator as: 

e&) = 1 - 0,z-1 - 9 8  - ... - Q* (4- 19) 

we c m  express the input-output relationship compectly as: 

vm= eq(aa, 
In general, an MA(@ model has (q+2) parameters that must be estimateci. 

4.33 Autortgrcssive moving mragt modd 

It is often possible to exploit both types of stocbastic models to reduce the total 

number of parameters to be estimiüed. Accordingly, an ARhW@,q) model is descriid as: 

@P(~)vi,= eq(z)% (4.2 1) 

which is more convenient in rational fonn: 



In generai, an ARMA(@,@ model has (p+q+2) puameters that must be estimated- 

4.3.4 Non-stationary modds 

Time arising fiom many pfzicticai siaiatioas are oRen non-stationary ùi the 

mean, and possiiby the trend The sequence can be detrended by integrathg over the t h e  

variable once, possiiiy twice. Opaationally, this is accomplished by placing one or two roots 

of the MA model on the unit circle- 

The result is an autoregressive integrated moving average model ARTMA@,ad) 

where d is u s d y  one or two. Definhg the backward dierence operator as: 

o" = (1 - tL)d (4.23) 

we can extract these poles h m  the ARMA modd and reg* it as an ARIMA@,q,d) model: 

4.3.5 Dynantic d d s  

Recall the generalized hear filter model of Fig.(4.1) in section 4-2.1 for the case of 

arbitrary inputs {+}- The fàmüiar input-output relationship was given by Eq.(4-5) and 

Eq(4.6): 

st H<zk (4-5) 

s= h&+ + S.. + b&# = (4-6) 

As for both the 10- filter and the ARMA modei, dynamic models of lower order 



am o&n be foimd ifa rational transfer nuiction is employed. Defining two polynomials, the 

input-output equation becomes: 

(1 - @@' - &Z2 - --- - = (yo - y# - --- - ~ ~ 2 %  (4.25) 

An input delay ofb sanipluig intervais is hchided to accommodate the possubi ofprocess 

dead tune. Expressing H(z) as a ratio ofthese two polynomiels we obtain: 

4.3.6 Combined dyormic-stochastic modds 

F i ,  we can combine the two ciasses ofmodd structures developed above into the 

geaeral parametrie structure to be Mted by system identification. Recaiiing the discnte fom 

of signal and noise d e s c n i  previously: 

%= s,+vm (4-27) 

Substituthg Eq(4.24) and Eq.(4-26) for the two right-hand tams we obtain: 

It will be convenient to also adopt the following short-hand notation for the dynamic and 

stochastic process models, with the obvious substitutions: 

4 = k + S % ,  

4.3.7 Structure identification 

Having mriewed the @ery of possible proces models, we now begin at the top of 

the system identification loop as depicteci eariier in Fig-(4.5)- In identifyiag candidate mode1 
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structures, we are interesteci m acwuntïng for the ûeha.our of the pro- in question 

Selecting the modd structures involves choosiag the model orda parameters (syr,b) and 

(q,p,d) for the g e n d  cornbined models ofEq(4.28). 

In the absence of any O priori Uiformation for either the dynamk or stochastic 

processes, we must hvoke no11-pararnetric mahods to obtain the first estimates of mode1 

order parameters. hcomect orda sdection wi.U be detected in the diagnostic checks and 

correcteci in the next iteraîïon of the system identification loop. Non-parametric techniques 

include both spectral and correlation methods. 

Systan identification of a wmbined general model normdy begùis with accountiag 

for the contriiution of the dyasmic proces. The model order parameters may be initially 

estimated by consuiting tables of fiequency responses for common low-orda models. 

AIteZIIStfiVelyy one mrry choose to operate m the time domain and apply wrrelaîion techniques 

to the input-oufput data Tables of impulse and step nsponses for well characterized models 

would then be w d t e d  for a likely match. This latter non-parametnc method is generally 

found to be more usefùl- 

Once satisfïed with the initial dynamic model structurey we must move on to a 

preliminary estllnate of the stochastic model order parameters- Substituting Eq(4.28) hto 

Eq(4.27) we can obtain an estimate ofthe noise canaiution to the recorded data. These so- 

d e d  residuals rrpsent an ofthe remaining system behaviour when the actual input-output 

data are used in conjunction with suspectecl dynamic model. Thus, we obtain: 
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We cm aow cornpute the gtDnatcd automIfelation fimcafimcaon ofthe set (O,) and compare thrt 

to the theoretical autocorrelation fimctious ofknown Iowotda ARJMA(p,q,d) modds. 

Ya aaotha iligldy vahiable toof t9r kbï@ng stocktic process models is the partiai 

correlation finiction da) .  This M o n  at hg k is *rsmiially the residuai comelation between 

points separateci by k lags, once the correlation effècts h m  l a .  1 to (k-1) have ban 

removed. Similar to othacone18fion metbob. the pratuls are plotted as a function of the leg 

and compared with the theoretical partial comlation fbctions of known models. As 

d e g a i  dsew&re. interesting relatlonships aOst between p.nid correlation hctiom and 

their counterparts. One mahoci may yield more information that the other depending on the 

dominance of  a parti*cular type of model structure. 

4.3.8 Parameter estimation 

With satisfactory estimates of the model ordas (r,s,b,p,q,d) in hana we move on to 

the second step in the system identification loop where we must now produce estimates of 

the moQL parameters themsekes. niae are M = (rh+p+q) parameters in the set {y,igr,B,+} 

to be estimated fiom N pairs of data points {KU}, where N>M Recall that one of the 

assumptions of stochastk process modelling is that the set (a) descn'be a white noise 

sequence with zero-mean and unit v~ance-  Also known as an innovation sequence for 

reasons that WU becorne clear in 4.4, the set (a} can be isolated f k n  Eq(4.29) as: 

a,, = (",, - &Js-l (4.3 1) 

Eq(4.3 1) an be apaded as a Merence equation whae at tirne n the value q, U expressed 
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as a fùnction ofpast d u e s  ofthe set {a,u,y) - Ih pfactice, one can recursively cornpute the 

noise sequence by setting the ikst p d u e s  of a, ... $ equd to thek m o n  oftao. 

1t bas ken shown by Box and Iaikms that the conditional Wcelihood funciion, 0. of 

the P- ~~*it,97do is - * I 

ba- 
. - .  

'on of the sum ofsquares of the set 

(a). Hence tbe importance of d g  Gaussian distniuted noise inputs (a), since the 

mazrimization of 9 is quivatent to the maximum likelîhood atimate of the parameters 

(YAW~: 

w ,~ ,W) = EYa:(:(Y,S,eAlisx) (4.3 2) 

Sohing the rdting system ofequations fiom Eq(4.32) is then equivaent to paforming a 

non-hear least squares ( N U S )  estimate on the set {a). Any NLLS routine can be applied 

to the task, such as Gauss-Newton or Marquardt-Levenberg- 

A cornmon theme dirougtiout the dedopent ofvarious mode1 structures in section 

4.3 was that a more parsimonious mode1 could be achieved using rational hctions. This 

emphssis on reduced modd cwplarity is importaut to help ensurr convergence ofthe chosen 

estimation routine. A system of infiateci orda in either of its two models can give rise to 

redundant fâctors *ch can advasely a&ct any estimation produre. Even ifcornergence 

is achieved, there will be problems with the estimates 

4.3.9 Diagnostic checks 

The third step in the system identifidon lwp d i s  for some means of verifyhg the 

qualityofthe estimation on the parameter set (y,v,8,+). Naturpny, ifthe mode1 is found to 

be inad- fw the tasic at band, we misr daaniine in what way it can be rsmedied. It must 
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be remaabacd that in most statjsticai modeIling enOrts, there is no single, tme mode1 to be 

sought. Indeed, a M y  o f e q d y  acceptable modds can g e n d y  be found to adequateiy 

represent the obsavcd data. On the other bd, ifthe criteria for adequacy are too striagent, 

then no model wüi k considered acceptable. W e  are really oniy concemed with detecthg 

major hadequacies and only tests sensitive to these mors should be used. 

Perhaps the most nanual technique for asseshg a rnodel's adeqyacy is to extend it 

to indude an additional parameter or two. We would then verify that theV estimates are not 

significantiy different Erom zero7 or that the 95% confidence intemal does not contain zero. 

We can aiso test the pnsumed miprovernent in the M to the data Ifthese conditions are not 

met, then the added wmplexity is not wpmmed. Note that Gare must be aacised when 

adding parameters to both the numerator and denominator ofeither mode4 for if conmon 

fàctors are produced, the NLLS routine wül become unstable due to redundant parameters. 

Even ifconvergence is achieved, the panmeters wiii be comlated as Mdenceâ by the large 

confidence intervals. 

One methd of estimating the appropriate number of parameters M to fit is to 

nnmniize the Akailce M o d o n  Criterion (AIC) [12]. ïhe AIC is m d y  a guide and should 

not be taken as anything more since a single number can hafdly be expaed to refiect al1 of 

the subtieties encompasseci bythe notion ofgoodness-of-fit. It is possible that a given model 

is preferred over anotha with a slightly smaller AIC. With that disclaimer in mind, the MC 

is computed with the n u m k  of observations N7 the choice of& and the nriduai variance 

estimate 6 

AIC =N- +BI (4.33) 
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Another test ofm apmded modd is to employcodaiion methods as a check of the o v d  

Iack of.&. We compute the finite sums ofthe auto- and cross-conelations of residuals and 

inputs accordhg to: 

Q = N',,?,&) (4.34) 

s =NCd&) (4-3 5)  

where L is chosen for a convenïent number ofcomlations, say L40, and N is the nvmba 

of residuals. The statistics Q and S bave Gp-q) and &+l-M) degees of fieedom, 

reSpecfNely. For an adequate modd tbese two Statistics wiil each be distri'buted approxhately 

as a Chi-squarrd a+) fiinction with the corresponding degrees offieedom 

An overaif lack of fit would be indicated by an iaaved d u e  for Q when cornpireci 

a g a h  $tables at appropriate percentage pointsy u d y  5%. Similady, a lack of fit for the 

dynamic model would be indicated by an idated value for S. 

A shortcornhg of the overfitting approadi is that we dont always know in whkh 

direction the model shouid be expanded. By acamining the residuals individualiy rather than 

as a whoie, we can gain idhnation suggating the exact nature of the modeis' hadequacies. 

Thus, in the absence of aiy additionai opnori knowiedge, the analysis of residuals can point 

to the ne% iteration in the system identification ioop. 

Assuniing the M is near-optimai, the estimides of<@), 93) and ofthe partïals p,(a) 

will be d i s t r i i d  n o d y  with zero mean and variance UN. Thedore, the significance of 

any indMduai correlation can be compareci to two standard error limits &N- On averagey 

we would expect only 1 in 20 (5%) to ex& these limits if the mode1 wae adequate. 

Particularly suspicious would be large vdues at low Iags. If one or more signifiant 
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correlations are found, they too can be modelled, and these parameters in turn need to be 

incorporated into the tested model. Two distinct ases arise- 

Ifthe - or stochastic, model is inadecpate there win be significant residual 

autocorrelations at low lags. The residuals can then be accounted for with a low order 

ARlMA model which would be bored  into the old ARlMA model- For subsequent 

parameter estimation, the fktors need to be fUy  expanded to msimrin the mathematical fom 

of an ARIMA modeI. As previously mentioned, an analysis of the partid correlations can 

often be of greater use, depending on wether an AR or MA behaviour dominates the 

residuals. 

The second case occurs when the disturbance model is correct but the dynamic, or 

transfer function, model is inadequate- This wilt give rise to sisnificant residual 

autocorrelations regardless of the disturbance model's adequacy- The accompanying cross- 

correlations - the inputs and the residuals caa be modeNed as additional fBctors to the 

original equation, and these fkctors expanded for subsequent parameter estimation. 

4.4 INTERMEDIATE SIGNAL ESTLMATE 

In this Section we develop the forward predictor built around a transversal filter 

structure whos tap weights are updated by the method of- Mean Squares W S )  [12]. 

An LMS predictor will later enable us to produce our first reliable estimate of the MAF fiom 

single tecords. The greatest bcaeMs of the LMS algorithm are its simplicity and the ease with 

which reasonable si@ estbnates can be produced. These advantages are offset however, by 

slow convergence rates when higher quality signal estimates are rquind. 
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4.4.1 Devdopment and paiormaoce of the pndictor 

A g m d  depiction ofthe transvefse fihm Plso biown as a tapped dday he, with 

adjustable weigûts is show11 in Fig(4.10). We now b r i e  introduce the saiient féaaires of an 

adaptive forward predictor; a more detaüed treatment can be found in Hkykin [13]. 

Providmg a desireci response input vector d diows the computation of an error 

estimate by wnvohring the Hta  weights with the input vector 

e(n) = d(n) - *(n)u(n) 

Fundamentai assumptions ofthe LMS aigorith may be stated as follows: 

i) the independence of u(n) on previous samples: 

E[uH(n)o(k)] = 0, k = O, 1727...,n-l (4-3 7) 

E[uH(n)d(k)] = O, k = O7 172> .. ,n-1 (43 8) 

ii) the sample d(n) is dependent on u(n) but statistically independent of ail previous samples 

of the desired response. 

iiii the input vector u(n) and desired response d(n) consist of mutuaiiy Gaussian distribuîed 

random vaRables for ail n- 

Iftwo GausSrin d i s t n i  processes are statistidy independent, then they are also 

uncorrelatd Whüe many practîcal signal proccssing problems involve non-ûaussiaa 

distiibuted samples, they can be deait with eff&eIy by inmashg the time of the first delay 

elernent in the transverse e. 

Ifthe input vector u(n) and the desïred response d(n) are joimly stationary, then the 

m e a n - s q d  error J(n) at t h e  n is a quadrotic function of the tap weight vector: 

J(n) = 02 - @(n)p - p%(n) + fin)Rw(n) (4.3 9) 



where ut is the variance ofthe desireci response d(n), p is the MiIaoss-correlation vector 

betweui the t.p input vector i(n) d the desirrd response, and R is the MiM correlation 

defined by J(n). Foifowing the taminology of W e h s  fiiter theory, the fika is said to k 

optimal, or matchcd when the minimum is reached [14]. The filter tap weight vector then 

takes on the optimum d u e  w, which is defineci by the nomial, or Weiaer7 equation: 

where U U the input data matrix, which in pre-windowed form has the fom: 

(4.43) 

Pre-multiplying both sides by the input vector, we can re-write Eq.(4.42) in a more usefiil 

form, explicitly invohring the correlation propaties nom above: 

Rw, = p (4-44) 

fiom which we can cornpute the minimum mean-squared error attainable: 

J, = CS: - p%, (4.45) 

A variety of gradient search algorithms have ban devised for reaching the minimum of the 

error performance surfàcesurfirce One such method is the Least Mean Square algorithni which 
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recufsively updates the tap weïght vector 

w(n+l) = w(n) + po(n)e(n) (4-46) 

where p k the adaptation step size and m e s  to sale the wmedon tem to the tap wei@t 

The initiai tap weight estimate is n o d y  taken as w(O)=O m the absence of any a 

priory information. The upâated tap wàght vector is then insaied back into Eq44.36) to 

produce an update ofthe estimation mor e(nc1). This process continues recursively untü the 

tap weights settle about stable values. Because the LMS algorithm utilites only M values of 

the input pro- at a the, we may also d&e the tap weight error, distinct nom the 

estimation error e(n), as follows: 

a(n) = w(n) - wo (4.47) 

A consequena ofthe noisy tap weight estimates is thaî, even a h  adaptation, the 

bottom ofthe aror pediomaxe surface is neva tnily reached as a single stable value. Hence 
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J(-) + J, and we may dehe an acess mean-squafe error, J- at t h e  n as: 

J(n) = Ji + r(n)Re(n) (4-48) 

--- J,(n) = @@)Re@) (4.49) 

The progress of the adaptation is tracked using the ensemble average of the mean- 

square enor over dl samples ofdr input data Henœ we compte the expectation of J(n) and 

plot the LMS 1-g cunre as EIJ(n)] agrllut n A comtenient measure of the cost of 

adaptMty is the misadji~stment M d&ed by the d o :  

Srnaif values of p correspond to the aigorithm possessiag a long mernory as a large 

amount ofthe data are used This fesults in slowa adaptation, less acess mean-square error 

and a lower misadjustment. The converse is also mie where a large step size p produces a 

fàster, though l e s  ecnirrte, estunate. Typically, larger step sizes approach convergence a f k  

only 1OM iterations and thïs degree ofacamcy rnay be acceptable for initial investigations 

d o  a prob1ean In orda to produce the best possible estimates the rate of convergence must 

be slowed, via an increase in p, and this rrmPins the single biggest drawback to the LMS 

algorithm. 

While the choice of step size is somewhat subjective, limits must be obsewed for 

convergence of the LMS algoritlni in the meanqmre. These limits may be expressed in two 

equivalent forms: 
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where r(0) is the zero hg term of the input correiatïon mstra R, d {Ai) are the M 

eigenvalues of R The pruduct M O )  also represents the total input signal powC The 

eigenvdue spread of R will influence the quaüty of the signal estimate; large spreads WU 

degrade the US' performance and thus necessitate a smaller vaiue for the adaptation 

parameter. 

4.4.2 Imp1ement.oon of the LMS aigorithm 

The LMS algodhm may be v i d  m the form of a signai flow diagram as iliustrated 

in Fig(4.7). In this representation the signal flowing through a node is a vector, and the 

traosrntiana of each branch is either a d a r  or a matrk For example, the block containhg 

the tem z-'1 represents the transmittance ma& ofa unit delay ofone iteration cycle- Note 

nom the tlow diagram the presence of feedback, indicating the algonthm's adaptation to 

changing inputs. 
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Converthg the procedure depicted in F1g.(4.7) into amputer code resuits in two 

quations that fidIy implemcnt the LMS aigorith in tems ofthe prtdiction aror rnd the tap 

weight vector. These two equations, dong wiih m j i p  conditions, are listed in Fig-(4.8). 

Givenr Cornbute: 

M = filter order e(n) = d(n) - ar<n)a(n) 
oc~cZ /Mr (o )  wnt1) = q n )  + pa(n.n) 
W(0) = O n = 0,1,2, --. 

Figure 4.8 : LMS dgorirhm ~urmncqy 

4.5 FINAL SIGNAL, ESTIMATE 

In this section we develop the Adaptive Noise Cancelfer (AN) built around a 

tnaisversai fjlter who's tap weïghts are updated by a Rarnsive Least S~uares algorithm @US) 

[lSJ. While more wmputationally demanding than the simple LMS, the RLS algorithm 

typicaily converges an order ofmagnitude merer A r d t  o f  the computationd complatity 

of the RLS idgorithm is tbat it cannot dways be used without operator intervention. In 

particular, the algorithm is quite sensitive to a criticai parameter hown as the forgetting 

factor which offen requires much fine tuning. 

4.5.1 Dcvdopment and ptdonnmct of the noise u n c d l a  

As depicted m Fig8(4.9), the ANC operates on the outputs of  two saison: a prllnary 

channe1 containhg the m e  si@ buried in noise, and a r e f i c e  channe1 conuiniag noise 

alone- It is assumed that: 



ï) the signai is uncorrekted with eaher noise process 

ïÏ) the two noise proccsseJ are correfated with one aaother 

Figure 4.9: izdpfnte mise camelurfron 

The ANC consists of an adaptive filter that opemtes on the reference smsor output 

to produce an estiiMte ofthe no* which is subtracted fkom the primary seasor output. The 

overall output ofthe ANC is used to control the adjustments applied to the tap weights. The 

ANC tends to minimize the mean-square d u e  of the overall output, causing the output to 

be the best estimate of the desued signal in the minimum-mean-square sense. 

The method of least squares itseif is quite old, and may be traced back to Gauss. 

However, its i t J e  tOrm O* data back to Plackett [lq. The RLS algorithm is such that, 

given the least-squares estimate of the tap weight vector of the nIta at time n-1, we may 

wmpute the updated estm>ate of this vector at tirne n upon the arriva1 ofnew data. Hence, 

these îikers en data-adaptive and a new &r results for each data set An outhe of the RLS 



algorÏthm is sketched out m the rcmainder ofthis The time updpte r d o n  of the 

tap weights is depicted in the signal flow graph of Fig.(4.10), d e  the exponentiaüy 

weighted RLS algorithm is summked in Fig.(4.11). 

W e  begin by definhg an error to be muumizcd, 
. *  * - that is, a @ormance crîtàon, 

reminiscent ofthe LMS algorithm in some respects. Consider a data quence n sarnples in 

length and a filter with M tap weights. At each instant in Qm i, an estimation em>r am be 

produced accordùig tor 

e(i) = dm - wW<n)u@ (4-53) 

Note that mt ail of the data are used to cornpute the aposterion' error at tirne i, but 

oniy M samples. At each new instant of time the data sequaice is shifted and thus al daîa 

eventually contribute to the adaptation. in order for the RLS aigorithm to be able to track 

non-stationary data however, the influence of past data on curremt estimates must be 

dowriplayed. In the scponentiaiiy weighted least squares, an exponential &or is employed 

to that end, and the index ofPaformance becorna: 

S(n) = C,Aml&)12 (4.54) 

The tenn 1/(1-A) is a measure of the algorithm's memoy The so-called forgetting 

fàaor A is nocrnaUy assigned a Mhie vay dose to unty (0.95-0.99); for the case k=1 we have 

the regular least-squares- 

Again in analogy with the LMS algorith, we can &te the nonnal equatiom for the optimal 

filter weights: 

@@Mn) = 8(n) (4.55) 

where: @(n) = ziA%(i)uH(i) (4.56) 



and 

In order to sohie for the tap-weights we wodd n o d y  find the inverse ofthe input 

correlation maha wn). However, as always, &dhg the h e r s e  of a matrix is best avoided, 

espeaanY if& mpirà is iIi-conditiond It is for this nason that we define an inverses rather 

t h a n c o m p u t e i t ~ , a n d t h e n g o a b o u t ~ i t ; h e n œ ,  definethematràùivaseP(n) 

such that: 

P(n) = W1(n) (4-58) 

This step wodd aot appear vay helpful were it not for the matrix inversion lemma 

(ML), &ch prrsaibes how to write the inverse of a maaix A, proMded that A itselfcan be 

written in tenns ofother positivedefinite matrices: 

A = B ~ + C ~ C ~  

According to the MIL the inverse of A may be h t t m  as: 

A-' = 6 - BC(D + cH~c)-lcH~ 

For our purposes thm the following matrices wili be assigned th& proper place in thïs 

expansion: 

A=@(n) B1=A@(n-l)C=u(n) D - l  (4-6 1) 

The estimate of the inverse conlation matrix is used to d e  the input data vector, and we 

define a gain vector such that: 

kW = p(n)a(n) (4.62) 

F i ,  the r d o n  produces an a*& estimstion emor at time n based on the tap weights 

at time n-1, also known as the innovation: 



Briefmention should be made of the three convergence properties ofthe elgorithm. 

To begin, we r@ that, as for the LMS, we con define an MjcM ensemble averaged 

correlation rmtrix R Assumiag the samples are taken f3om an ergodic process7 the ensemble 

averaging is weU approximaîed by a time average whm n is large: 

R(n) = K'~ilm@#(i) (4-64) 

R(n) = n"@(n), A=l (4-65) 

m .  * Lmtialization of the RLS algorithm r e e s  the use of a d positive constant 6. However7 

îhis introduces a bias in the estimate of  the tap weight vector according to: 

1t can be seen that a f k  a d c i e n t  number of iterations the bias is reduced to a negiigeable 

value- W e  say that the RLS algorîthm produces an asymptoticaüy unbiased estimate of the 

regression parameter vector w, and thaefon is convergent in the mean 

Tt is c o d e n t  to d e h e  a qupniay known as the weight m o r  vector a~ the dinerence 

between the estimate w(n) produced by the RLS algorithm ami the parameter vector IV,, of 

the multiple linear regremion model: 

For large n the expectation of th* qut i ty  turns out to be weU approximated by: 

where a: is the variance ofthe zero-mean, white noise processceSS 
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We may draw two gened conclusions nom this relation. Fust, the weight aror 

correlation matrix is magnified by the inverse ofthe srnaIlest eigenvaiue. Hence, to a first 

order of approximation, the sensitMty of the RLS algorithm to eigenvaiue spread is 

detennined initially in proportion to the imrerse of the d e s t  eigdue. Secondty, the 

weight error correlation matrà decays almost Iinearîy wïth tirne. Hence, the estimate w(n) 

produced by the= dgoriîhm for the tap weigbt vector converges to the parameter vector 

w, ahost linearly with the- 

Finally we consider the convergence ofthe RLS algorithm belfin the mean-square 

sense. W e  begm wÏth the apriai esthution e m r  a(n). Ifwe then t&e ifs mean-square value 

over time and average this for an ensemble of similar adaptive fiIters, we form the average 

mean-square innovation that is produced by the RLS algorithm: 

Evidently, for an M4ap nIter the aigorithm converges in the mean-square sense after 

about 2M iterations The RLS aigorithm is also essentialiy insensitive to the eigenvaiue 

spread. Furthemore, as the number of itefations approaches infinity, the average mean- 

squarrd innovation tends towds a: Since the mean-squared error dso q u a i s  a:, the RLS 

algorithmtheoreticaüy produces zero exces mean-squafe aor, or misadjustment. This last 

conclusion assumes the exponential weighting fâctor is set to uni@ so that the algorithm 

displays infinite memory. 



4.5.2 Iinplementation of the BCS aigorîthm 

The RLS aigorithm miy be convenientiy grasped fiom the paspeaive ofthe signal 

fiow diagram shown in Fig.(4- 10). 

Despite the simple appearance of the RLS signai flow diagram compared with the 

LMS, its complexity can be appreciated fiom the aigonttai's summary in Fig(4- 11). Unüke 

for the LMS, there are now two start-up parameters, 6 and A, resulting mon fiequent 

operator intemention when dealkg with new data sets. 



4.6 SlMIXA21ONRE;SULTS 

The compound digital f3teriag method was duated with a Senes of sirnulateci 

signais. The m e  signal was simulatecl with a model to produce a biphasic wavefionn of 64 

samples. The sequence begïns and ends near zero but is not zao-mean since the fkst phase 

is larger than the second. Coloured n o k  was added to produce signal-to-noise ratios (SM) 

of OdB and 1 sa* 

Recaiî the notation descci ig  the g e n d  form of a t h e  saies compted by aâditive 

noise O* k= g + v, The signal for the lSdB files was genefated by the foliowing transfQ 

fûnction: 

The leadhg zero fkditates the systern identification step and in no way interferes 

with, or increase the required model order for, other steps in the CDF method. 

The input x, is a series of 5 unit impulses et sample t h e s  1 to 5: 

+-&)=Ci 1 1  1 1 0 0 0  ... O] 

Coloured noise was generated with the foiiowkg -1) model: 

v .  = Cl -z-~]& (4-73) 

Random shoclcs {a,,) were drawn from a nonaal distniution. A moving average 

process was chosen to simulate a dritting badine, which is more Wrely than an AR 

disturbance in ira amplifier. Colourcd noise was d e d  to achieve the desired SNR 
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The si@ for the OdB files was generated by a simüar aaasfer fûnction to Eq(4.71) 

with the mmemtor d e d  down to [O 0S3t1]. Adding the identicai noise sapence as More 

provided an SNR of appmximately O&; the waveforms are ptotted in Fig.(4.12) and (4.13). 

4.6.1 Low pws filtering 

The goai ofthe nnt stage in CDF is to reveal mne of the more basic f m  of the 

signai. An W nIter was impiemented as a 4* order ButterWorth with a cutoff Eequency of 

0.05f As almys, the flter specifications were d e a e d  as a compromise between transient 

response and bequency response. Two tretics were employed to control the fiitds output 

Fm to consaain the output f h m  deviatiag si@cantLy i?om badine at the ends of the data 

record, the signai was padded on both sides Mth zeros. This &kt is felt throughout the 

wavdorm and sacrifices somewhat the acavacy of peak location and amphde, but o v d  

produces far better estimates. Second, der an initial p a s  through the filter, the output was 

sent backward through the mer to eliminate any phase distortion, as discud in Sedon 

4-2.1. The Butterworth filter transfer hction d c i e n t s  are: 
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The filtered simulation signrls are shown m cornparison with the true sipal in 

Fig.(4.14) and (4.15). As apcded, the lowpsss filta is betta suited to resolving slow 

rnoviog peaks such as the second p h  ofthe biphasic simulatiation signals. The fmt excursion 

in both records is steeper and is c o r r e s p o ~ g l y  smeared to a greater extent by the nIter. The 

lack of& expressed as the mean squared aror @BE), was 13. I8 for the high SNR signal 

and 0.7128 for the Iow SNR case. The high SNR record bas a greater MSE because ofthe 

larger signal swing or -*ance, and not because of the poor pedormance compared to the 

low SNR cese. These MSE d u e s  wiil later be compared to the adpative filter d s .  

OvefaIl, the h e d  filter was better able to disam both the peak locations and amplitudes in 

the signal with the higher SNR W e  can conclude îtom the output that both signais are t d y  

biphasic in nature, with the first negathe going phase iarger than the second positive 

excursion. We camiot howwer, draw any conclusions wncaning the possiile noise 

correlations at this tirne- 

4.6.2 System identfication 

In the second stage of the CDF method we are attempting to gain information 

concerning the possible coloration ofthe noise contriitïoa We wish to detemine whaher 

the noise is white or if an ARMA mode1 i required to explain the thne series disturbances. 

Based on the howledge gained in the fint stage we can begin the system identification by 

using a low order dynrmic model for the signrl and a low order ARMA model for the 

disturbance. Iterating through a -ety of m d s  and vàfying the residuals, we find 

acceptable stnictufes. The parameter estimates that gmerate the most acceptable signal and 



noise estimates are listed in Table 4.3 with theu standard deviations, 

Table 4.3: system identification pammeter estimates (hd) 

JTZ: denominator of  dynamic model (Eq.4.26) 
O,: numerator of noise modd (Eq.4.22) 

Y0 

4% 

\Ir, 

01 

Output signal estimates nom these models are plotted in Fig-(4.16) and (4.18); the 

mean-square em>r (MSE) deviation from the tme signal is also shown. Shown in Fig-(4.17) 

and (4.19) are the residual auto-correlations and theîr cross-correlations with the output 

signal esthates. The MSE m both cases W qUae small, k i n g  only siightly larger for low SNR 

data. As a check on the goodness of M for both dynamic and stochastic models, no large 

correlations can be detected in the residual auto- and cross-correlations. The systern 

identification has confinned the biphasic nature of the signal and correctly identifid the 

disturbance as a nnt order moving average process. 

ûverall, the system identification peifomd exceptionaliy well, which is to be 

expected considering the test sigaals were generaîed in thaî fom. It was nonetheless 

necessary to veri@ that the disturbance model could be estimateci and thus reveal that the 

noise is not white. 

y,: numerator ofdymmïc model (Eq.4.26) 
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4.6.3 Adrpüve preàietion 

In the third stage of CDF we attempt to produce esQnstes ofthe tap weight vector 

and the signai of the 15dB record for the purpose of imtiaü9rig the final stage. The LMS 

algorithm was coafigured as a l-step ahead forward predictor as described previously. The 

step-size was fmed at p = 6.3%-4 which W 1150 the crin'cai d u e  dictated by Eq.4.5 1. This 

choiœ necessitates more passes of the data but reailts in les  m i s a d i e n t  and thdore a 

better estimete. To ver@ its proper operation, the predictor was run with 100 passes and 

aiiowed to Wiy  converge. The MSE ofthe fit was 6.02, or 20.6% lower than the stage 1 

Butterworth filterd estimate. Since we are operating in a cydostatiomy environment the 

algorithm am rlso train on the rrairing mise c0ntn"butionsIIS The output was therefore filterd 

with a 4th order Butterworth response having a aitsff  fkequency of 0.15 which does not 

adversely affect the signal, The MSE ofthis fit was 5.33, or 29.7% lower than the stage 1 

Butterworth M estinisde. It is therefOre advantageous to overtrain the predictor and then 

to lowpass fiha the output. The lSdB signal estunates More and d e r  filtehg a r ~  shown 

in F1g.4.22. S H e d  with the opedon of the predktor, the algorithm was run again but not 

dowed to fulS converge- The d t i n g  estimate wili serve to initiaiize the reference channel 

of the adaptive noise canceiîer- 

For compfeteness, and to demonstrate limitations ofthe LMS, the predictor was run 

with the OdB record In reafïty of course, this low SNR record is ody processeci by the CDF 

method once a high SNR remrd has been prOCeSSBd. After repeated atternpts at fine-tuning 

the LMS the best estimite couid still not outperfonn the stage 1 filtering, even with pst- 

filtering- It wouid appear that convergence of the LMS aigorithm is seriously impaired by 



continual recxpoaae to big& noise lenls. This OdB rscord wdl thus be pocessed by the CDF 

method. 

One lart sttgtegy was mvOked in an aüanptto improve the estimates produced by the 

LMS prdctor. In keeping with the CDF approach of makmg the most of a priori 

inforrnaîion, the opQmzetion wrs constraind by forcing the fïrst and last LS semples to zero 

baseiine- Such a coaJtrPmt is dist ic since the data aqisitÏon was tnggered by the stimulus, 

not the response. The choice of number of samples to bIank out is not too critical since the 

LMS will smooth out the aansition Udortunateiy, this ruse did Little to improve the 

performance of the LMS. 

4.6.4 Adaptive noise crnctllrtion 

The fourth and nnal stage of CDF involves RLS adaptive noise canceilation The 

15dB record was run through the canceiler. The RLS algorithm initialized with tap weights 

and a reference signai fiom the LMS predictor More the latter nilly converpi. In this 

mamier, the RLS estimation begms near its optimum location without king restrkted by the 

LMS optimum, which is infaor- 'Ibe otha iatialintion values wae: 8' = 200, A = 1 and 30 

passes. The algorithm proved to be vay sensitive to the value of the forgetthg factor. The 

d i  channei sigoal was d e d  by 1/25. As withLMS, algorithm was ailowed to proceed 

to the point of estbathg some noise and post-filtering was used to great advantage- 

Furthemore, the zeroing of the data was in this instance very usefiil. 

nie r e d s  ofthe RLS ANC are shown m Fig.4.22. The MSE of the raw ANC output 

was 7.11 and dropped to 0.91 d e r  additional low p a s  fiitering, which is 6% ofthe MSE 
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obtahed with fkeâ filtering done. Byadisting the ùiitisluaton parameters it is possible to 

produce an impn>ved raw ANC eshate, but at the expense of the pst-filtering M; t h a d o n  

tbis was not done- 

The red d u e  ofthe CDF method lies in its a b i i  to quickly produce good estimates 

of poor SNR records. Accordingiy, we now imrestigate the results of processïng the OdB 

record by by-passnig the 6rst thme stages and moving hmdhdy to the last stage- The pst- 

filtered l S d B  signai esthate was retaMd as the Rténace for processing the OdB record. The 

other initialkation values were: 6-L = 100, A = 1 and 5 passes. The tap weight vector was 

initïaiized to zero, since the estimate was not improved by employing the previous weights. 

Once again, zeroing the end samples and pst-mering were successfûliy employd 

The results of the ûdB riras using only the RLS ANC stage are show in Fig-4.23. The 

MSE ofthe raw ANC output was 0.70 and dropped to 0.12 a f k  additional low pars filtering, 

which is 16.8% of the MSE obtained with nxed filtering done. As with the 1SdB nms, the 

uiitialuation panmeters codd be adjustecl to produce positive hprovements in the MSE of 

the raw ANC estimates, but only at the expense of the pst-filtering fit. 

It can be condudeci from the simulation experiments that the Compound Digital 

Filtering method demonstrates a marked improvement in the traditional effort-performance 

trade-offbawcai &ed mering and adaptive processing- The cyclostationary nature of the 

data proved to be troublesome to the adrptive routines since they are deriveci under the 

assumption ofat least wide-saise stationarity, though the RLS is capable of liniitted tracking 

behaviow. CoConswmed optiniizaton wu vay helpfbi for the RLS algorithm only, though the 

LMS was by fer mon robust to changes in initialkation parameters. Whm dealing with a 
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record ofhigh a good .stùMte could be produad with awide e e t y  oflnitialization 

parameter values Thk was not the case fa the low SNR record, where the CDF method wu 

required. 
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4.7 MAFPROCESSIlYG 

Satisfied with the CDF method's abilïty to process simulation duo of low S w  we 

now tum to real world data These data were collected nom fiog gastrocnemius with a 

SQUID detector- Two data records withniy dinaeiit SNR's wen considered for proceSSiag- 

To h i h i e  the process we will begin by taking a high SNR record (MAFIS 1) through the 

entire CDF signal proassiag chsia. The resulfjllg signal estimate will thai be applied to 

filtering a low SNR record @lAF4S 1)- 

4-7.1 Lonpass fütcring 

At tbis f b t  step within CDF, the only apnori mfomation available is the spectmm 

being essaaieny band-iimited to raighly 0-500 Hz [Il- There is evidence of a driftïng baseline 

due to the magnetometea's iespometo the srimihu aaifEct. The raw data are simpiy low-pass 

filtaed with a 4L order Butîenuarth respanse- As in the simulation expeziments, the MAFlS 1 

record is zero-padded on both sides and run through the filter once, and then again 

backwards, to eliminate any phase dUtodon- The resulting si@ estimate is plotted in 

Fig.4.24. 



Figure 4.24: dowpcrssfiZferritg high SNR W I S I  

4.7.2 System identification 

The second stage Performs system idedication on the data, fiîting than to separate 

signal and noise models. We biow h m  the previw stage that a seand order model should 

account for the long-lasting biphasc response. We also know that a low order MA model 

should take care ofmost noise- From these clues simple models can be built up in complaaty 

to reveal the statistical properries of the datp Refkcing to the notation from Eq.4.28, the 

parameter estimates (SD) are shown in Table 4.4: 



Table 4.4: system a parameter estimates (9 
m 

ys *,+ 4r2: d@c mode1 (Eq-4.26) 
O,,+,: noise model (Eq.422) 

The best estimates were produced with an input delay of 10 samples. The standard 

dewiation of the y, parmeter in the dynamic model is somewhat high, refiecting the 

cornpetion with the 8, panimeia in the dhdmce modd. This is a typicai trade-off in jointly 

estnnatàg both m d d s  1t U félt thpt the esrimstes are good enough to consider the signal and 

noise to have been sampled h m  uncorrelated proceye~ an important issue when contiguring 

the predictor and noise cancellor. 

4.7.3 Adaptive predictïon 

The third stage ernploys an adaptive predictor buïit arouad the LMS algorithm. The 

deiay in the refwence lead is chosen to dccomlate the noise fkom the prirnary input. The 

same data sequence is cycied tbraigb the Ma several tiws. This is a h  to re-initiaiizing the 

tap-weights with more accurate a *ori howledge evay tirne. Though the filter is not 

allowed to go to convergence, as evidenced by the large prediction mors, the predictor 

output is a m t h  signal estmiatc that displays the expected pulse widths. This laîter feature 

is crucial and not eady obtained h m  &ed filters. 



4.7.4 Adaptive noise uacdltioi 

F e ,  tbethe data are cyded through an achptive noise canceiier utiliPng the RLS 

algorith, with the LMS prdctor output as the r e f i c e e  The task of the ANC filter has 
- 

now been fedlJced to rrcsliqg one biphasic response imo another., which t r d y  does withh 

a few cycles. The nnal estimate ofthe MAFIS1 is shown in Fig.4.25 dong with the lowpass 

estimate nom Stage 1 for mmp~son. Both fiha types produce sm3ilar estimates of- 

and zero crossings in thïs high SNR record, but the ANC is better able to find the baseiine- 

Filtering of the noisiex data can now take place- In keeping with the theme of the 

method, this signai am be vay quickly estimated by making use of the previous signal 

estimate. The naal application of CDF will be to process a low SNR record @UF4S1) 

through the noise ca~~celler- As per the method, the reference chamel must be a ceasonable 

esthate ofthe signai, recordeci under s n i i l a r  -entai conditions. For thîs we choose an 

estimate of the high SN' record (MAFlS1) passeâ through the ANC, but not to niII 

convergence. 

The resuiting estimate ofMAF4S1 Pffa a fnu iterations is shown in Fig-4.26. As 

More, the lowpass filter estimate is superimposeci for cornparison only; Stage 1 processing 

was not necessary- For tlas low SNR record, we see how the bwline estimate ofthe ANC 

is far superïor to diat ofthe 10- füta. Consequently, the zero crossings and peaks values 

are correspondingiy more reiiable using the ANC. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

5.1 CONCLUSIONS 

5.1.1 Focal magnetic stimuiation 

This thesis has suceddiy demonstrateci the feaslibiiity of focal magnetic stimulation 

of a single neme, both ri> siimdo and in W. The simufation portion of the FMS projeet 

invohred a simple mode1 consis@ ofa pair of cylindrical magnodes and a straight section of 

nerve surrounded by musde. A computationally efficient sdieme resulted fiom exploithg 

eight-fold qmmetry, utiiising non-iffftiirahle magnodes and employùig a d o m  source field. 

RealiSmwas- 
. . by chwsing maîeriai constants appropriate to rnammalian tissue and 

represeming muscle as electridy anisotropic. 

As predicted by eleztromagmic theory, the induceâ stimulus was found to d e  

linearly with both source fiequency and amplitude over a wide range. As expected, the 

induced stimulus did not d e  Ioieady with magnode pameabiiity. An increase in permeability 

corn 1@ to 10' produced no apprecîable increase in induced quantifies at the nerve/rnwle 

interaiw. In reality, hi* permeaboi material wodd Wrely saturate at lowa field 

magnitudes, thereby offssaiiig any obsawd încreaseegSe 
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The stünuius was weli fOauscd in the XZ plane betwan the mgnodes, and exffemeiy 

weli fd in the Y direction. Due to the cylindrïcad shspe of the magnode~, the stimulus 

did not extend as far out dong the niagnodes' long mds. This e f f i  may be used to advantage 

to shield d e r n a v e  branches fimm the stimuius. For the present model, the exact shape of 

the focus in the plane is complicated by aaiÎacts arising fiom tissue geometry and 

conductMties, giving rise to miuced stmnihis ovaesimaton at model boundaxïes. We do not 

feel this detracts nom the usefûhess of the mode1 rit tbis stage; if more detailed predictive 

information is requlred, the model can be expanded. 

An early animal experiment involved a single rat and two large f&te flakes for 

magnodes. The outcorne was a visual index ofhindlimb contraction. While somewhat crude, 

this experiment danonstrated a 25% reduction in required stimulator powa to achieve 

comparable muscle activation, with the acess power available for repetitive stimulation. 

There was also clear and reproduable evidence of insensitivity to coi1 positioning. 

Furthemore, with the magnodes touchix~g on one side, the response to magnetic stimulation 

could be completely blocked. This shunting of the magnetic field was reversible and 

reproduaile. 

A more thorough physiologicd study involving the tibiaiis anterior in dogs was 

completed w*th interesting results. Smaii cylindrical rmignodes of various composition and 

size were investigated. A level of magnetic stimulation of 7û% of maximum power was 

chosen to keep the muscle's response within its linear range, as determinecl by electrical 

stimulation. We UUtially experienced difnculty in obtaining reproduciible obsewatioas and 

attri'buted this to the presence ofnon-coaductiag spaces around the nave as the buik of the 
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magnodes s e p d  it fiom the surtounding musde. W e  were finalIy able to implant 

rnagnodes with niimmal interfnnce in one dog and wdd repmduaily demonstrate an 

increased response to magnetic stimulation. The surge in force developed was g e n d y  at 

least three-foid* ïhe increase in respom when two magiiodes were in place was onty 17% 

greater than d e n  a singie magnode was useci. 

Surprisingly, this rise in response cauld be eliciteà using non-permeable magnodes. 

In ody some instances ans there clear &dence ofinsensitMty to coü position or reduction 

in adivation ttiresholci We conchided that the major conaibutor to the observeci increase was 

the slight deformaton of the membrane caused by the magnodes and not their permeab*ty. 

One d d  postulrie that a patch of-maakane near the -ode is being ddonned and 

the ion charnids rsetchd If sa, the efféct mi@ not persist should homeostasis re-establish 

original membrane conditions, 

Whereas the rat expairnent confirmeci our expectati0n.s of the importance of 

penneable magnodes, the dog experiment did not. Différences were observeci in tams of 

to cd p h m e n t  end threshoid but these remain anectodal in the dog experiments. 

A possible exphnation for the discrepancies could lie in the relative size and shape of 

magnodes compareci to the nerves. The rat rnagnodes were large and flat, iaroducing a 

si@cant amount ofpermeable space without causing much membrane distortion. The dog 

magnodes ho-, were cylmdricai md ofthe slane dkneter as the m e .  They did not offer 

as mucb pennede mas and yet produced a p a t e r  disphcement of the neme. These two 

effects may have been dedsdybrought out in what could be considered two vay diffaent 

experimental conditions. 



5.1.2 Recording the MAF 

A magnetometer system ans designed with the inteation of detecting the fields 

assochted with contraction ofthe human biaps. A toroid sensor was built and equipped wàh 

a partial magnetic shidd. Both the toroid con and sbield were constructeci fiom high 

permeabiiity amorphaus dos.  A niIl magnetic was designed but our plans were abandoned 

due to h d i n g  constraints. We were thus obligated to q l o y  current saurces of a greater 

magnitude (mA) than those associateci with the action currents (*). The toroid's coi1 

d o n s  consisted of 125 tums eacb; the impedances were R=3. lq L=l 1mH (IO. 1). 

The voitage induced m the toroids coi1 sections wes fed to a LT1028ACN low noise 

pre-amp with a gain of 10, a noise floor of 1.5mV and a corner fiequency below 10Hz 

Because the MAF spaxnun peaks near 20084 the pre-amp was equiped with a removable 

48.8pF capacitor across the input, allowing it to be tMed to 228& A second gain stage, dso 

designed around the LT1028, had a gain of 100. 

SaiSiivity of the mapetorneter is fimiteci by tais of millivolts EMI at 60 and 180Hz 

rather than by thermai noise. Pickup was nUnimized by rotPtmg the toroid assembly More 

measuements d d  be recordd The coi1 baiance was found to be excellent due to the very 

similar coi1 seaion impedances; imbalance was 1.1% of the induced voltage. 

The toroid magnetometa can detect a single dipole and redve its position, 

orientation and relative magnitude. The induced voltage due to a dipole source wuid be 

separated into positive and mgathe cuntn'b~tions~ These in tum did not sum e d y  to zero, 

but to witbin the d u e  of harmonie noise present. We have v d e d  the hypothesis that 

multipole leakage £lux can be resotved into a net quivalent dipole. 
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5.13 Filtering the MAF 

A signai proceshg chah was devised to d l e  signai estimation h m  individual 

magnetometer records without the need fbr ammghg The cwipound digital filtering method 
- 

employs increasingly sophïstïcated aigonthms to erdract apnori idormation for the mxt 

stage to use. The cyclosta!ionary nstlne ofthe data proved to be troublesome to the adaptive 

routines since they are derlved under the -on of at least wide-sense stationady- 

Mbhtion ofthe tap weights with prier nsults was very hdpnil for the RLS algorithm ody, 

though the LMS was by far mm robust to changes m iriitialization parameters. When dealing 

with a record of high SN& a good estimate could be produced with a wide variety of 

irntialization peramda vahies. This was not the case for the low SNR record, whae the CDF 

method was required. 

A data record of bigh SNR (1SdB) war nrst processed. The MSE of the low p a s  FIR 

nItered remrd was 13-18. The MSE of the ANC did indeed converge for this record and its 

&al value was 0.91, or 6.9% of the FIR due. The resuiting signal estimate then served to 

ïnitialize the RLS aigorithm to process the OdB record in as féw as 5 passes rather than the 

usuai 200. The MSE ofthe ANC agatin convergeci and its final d u e  was 16.8% of the d u e  

that wouid have been obtained fiom the low p a s  FIR. W e  can thus be assured ofadaptive 

convergence in the mean Jquaal saise, cvai m this cyclostationary environment, for records 

with SNRs as low as OdB, possibiy Iowa. niis guamnties that signai estimates f h n  the 

SQUID fi08 data wilî Jimilarly be optimai in the mean square sense- 

The CDF menod therefore produces eshates with the efüciency of a ked filter and 

the quaüty of an adaptive filtu- This represents a macked improvement in the traditional 



efEort-performance mdaoff between fixai and edoptive 6hing-  

5.2 FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

5.2.1 Rapid FMS 

CIeady* the relative importance of permeability and neme bendhg n a d  to be 

established- Both -ors must be assesseci for tbeir corrtn'bution to stimuius focus and 

amplitude. Such a problem win wt  likely be amenable to simulation studies due to the 

unknown nature of the kadmg e&ct. Thedore* it is beiieved that only in vitro experiments 

can lead to proper physiologid studies in this case. 

One o f  the main issues to be a d r d  in the design of in vivo experiments is the 

selection of biocompatible magnode matenal- Such a material would n a d  to co-exist with 

blood and not promote the formation of a Brous mass around itselfwhich could bmd the 

nerve, magnodes and other tissue togetha. As ceramics, t is possible that some ferrites, 

suitable for their electromagnetic charactmCstics, are also compatible with chronic 

implantation. However, ï t  is equally possible that due to their porosity, ferrites require an 

encapsulant- 

F e *  there is the need to develop a high fiequency stimulating unit Power supply 

design Win depend criticaily upon the stimulus requirernents and these parameters wiii need 

to be aauated with a specinc appiication in mind. The trade-off between stimulus amplitude 

and repetition rate will be a major design fiidor. 
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5.2.2 Recordhg system 

A proper shidd, as orjgkdy speciîied, would adequately duce  the harmonïc mise. 

The largest noise contribution wodd then be the pre-amplifier's thamal noise wkch muld 

be reduced somewhat with a thennocooler chip. This criticai noise source could aiso be 

reduced by l o d g  the pre-arnpys gain aad adcimg a third gain stage to the existing one. In 

the absence ofharmonic perilrJ the o v d  grin couid be safeb increased three orders of 

magnitude. Fiiriha naprOvemeat~ to the SNR would &se fiom additionai wlnding layes on 

the toroid since the induced voltage is a iinear fundon of the n u m k  of tunis- More thn 3 

additional layers however, wodd contribute excessive t h d  noise. 

5.2.3 Signrl pmcessing 

A naturai extension ofthis work would involve processing the entire data set kom 

MacHattieys fkog aperiments with the CDF method. Simüariy, the implementation of a 

complete shield would produce toroid recordings suitable for procesSiiig in this mamer- 

An interesting fùture development woulà be a hardware implementation of the U S  

algorithrn to proass data on-line as it is being ncorded. One couid dso explore the benefits 

ofwavelet theory as an efficient mahod of dealing with pulse type signais. 



COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

CTITNEM 
% Vary Ct value 
% 
clear; ck; 
R=3.1; % mil section resistance 
L = 0.01 1; % coi1 section inductance 
Cr = 17-56; % feedback cap (use?) 
Ct = 48 -86 ;  % tuning cap 
f = 1 : 1000; 
w = 2*pi*c 
s = j*w; 
% 
Zr = (R + S*L)./(S-~~*L.*C~ + s*R*Cr + 1); 
mZr = ab@); 
@kr = fiad(mZr-a(mZr)); 
% 
Zt = (R + s*L)J(s-~~*L.*C~ + s*R*Ct + 1); 
mZt = abs(Zt); 
fpkt = find(rnZ-(mzt)); 
Y0 
P W C ~ Z ~ , ~ ?  f ;~ t , ' r3  
XlabelCfiequency H2) 
~labevlzl? 
t=@Pkr?=wf)t2, i.=' n~str(fpW1) 
t-(fpk5mPidt)t2, F n~str(fpW1) 
grid 
fiwrr(1) 



PARALI2.M 
% refi R Yorke TK454-Y6 
% Resonance and impedance oftank 
clear; clc; 
R = 10; 
L = 0.01; 
C = 10e-6; 
wo = l/sqrt(L*C); 
fo = wo/(2*pi) 
Q = W O * ~  

Rd = R*Qn2; % dynamïc impedance @ resonance 
% 
wr = wo*(l- Q"(-2))"O.S; 
fk = wr/(2*pi) % nsonant fieq 
wm = wo*( (1 + 2/Q"2)"ûS - l/QI\Z )110-5; 
frii = wm/(2*pi) %fkqformaxW 
% 
am = wm/wo; 
num = R*(l + (dQT2) ;  
den = 1 + (am/Q - am*Q + amA3*Q)"2; 
Zmax = numlsqrt(den) 
Z = R*Q*sqrt(l + Q"2); % approx to Zmax 

NI:-N0IZ.M 
% Frequency dependence of LTlO28 pre-amp in 
% non-inverthg mode with & without input twiiag- 
% Source voltage is induced and 4. 
% Uses no feeàback cap. 
% k = 1.38e-23 ( J K )  
% 
cl-, clc; 
]Rf= 100; % feedback resistor 
RI = 10; % other gain detennining res. 
Ct = 48.8e-6; % input tuning c a p h r  @ 200Hz 
RI = 3.10; % coi1 resistance 
L = 0.01 1; % wil inductance 
en = I .Oe-9; % LT1028 noise voltage 
in = 1Se-12; % LT1028 noise m e n t  @ 2ûûHz 
u = le-6; % induced volîage constant 
K = 1.645e-20; % 4kT @ 2SC 



% 
f = 10:500; % (lX491), q191)=200 Hz 
w = 2*piy  
s =j+w; 
Xct = I./(s*Ct); 
zl = IU+s*L; % c d  impeb 
Zt = ZI.*Xct J ( Z +  Xct); % tankmiped. 
Zsd = Xct/(Xct + Zl); % source f i d e r  imped- 
Rf= Ie4; 
Req = WRlf@W+Rl); % pardiel gain resistors 
% 
% wmpute cornmon individual noise terms 
N1= eIlA2; 
N2 = K*W; 
N3 = K*Req; 
N4 = id'2*ReqA2; 
NN = @l+N2+N3+N4)*0nes(l,49 1); 
% cornpute spot noise rti without Ct 
No = W2-*ZLA2; 
ei2 = No + NN; 
%eio = sqrt(abs(ei2(19 l)))* 1 &; % spot noise voltage @ fo, (nv) 
vso = s*L-'u; 
SNRo = 1 0*log lO(abs(Vso ?2)./abs(ei2)); 
% 
% wmpute spot noise rti with Ct 
Nt = inA2,*Zt?2; 
ei2 =Nt +NN; 
eit = sqrt(abs(ei2(19 l)))* l&; % spot noise voltage @ fo, (nv) 
Vst = vso.*zsd; 
SNRt = 1 O*loglq&s(Vst̂ 2)./ab~ei2)); 
SNRp = max(SNRt); 
Vo = m~(ab~stst*(l+RDRl~rt(ab~ei2)))); 
% 
clg 
plot(c [SNRo' SNRt']); 
grid; 
title('Effect of Input Tuning on Preamp Performance'); 
ylabelCsigna1-tenoise ratio dB?; 
xiabel('fiequency Hi'); 
text(3 50,64,'1natched source') 
text(3 50,62,aoRs3 10B.r) 
figure(1); 
% 



% Big block to display d t s  
% 
~t rms = (sqrt([Nl N2 N3 N4 abs@o(lg 1)) abs(Nt(19 1))]'))* le9; 
m o t  = Bo; 4; 
signal = abs(~so(19 1); vst(19 1) ])*l&; 
snr = ISNRo(l9 1); SNRî(19 l)]; 
@ r i n a  Conmion Noise Terms (nV)\n3 
@pria en2 4 k m  4kTRp inZ*Rp2\n') 

PREAMP.M 
% caldate signal and noise for one toroid coi1 section and 
% a one stage pn-amp ushg a LT1028 in non-inverhg mode 
% with tunimg cap but no ovacomp cap. 
Y0 
cl-, clc; 
K = 1.38e-23; % Boltzman's const ( ,  
T = 295; % ambient temp 
Rc = 3.1; % coi1 resistance (ohm) 
L,c = 0-01; % coii inductance (EQ 
fo = 200; %MAFpakpowerfieq. 
wo = 2*pi*fo; 
Ct = l/abs(j*wo*Rc-woA22c); % input h g  cap 0 
%Ct = 62e-6; 
df= 1; 
f = [1:df:1W1; % calaifation b-w- 
N = length(f); 



% firequency band of interest 
% anguias ftequency 
% wmpkx fiequency 
% induced signal voltage (to maice vi=l) 
% noise voltage density (nV/.) 
% noise current d e n s e  @A//Efi) 

% feedback resistor 
% gain resïstor loop 
% parallel resistance 

fl = 50; 
92 = 500; 
BW = a-fi+i; 
w = 2*pi*c 
s = j*w, 

- vs = 1 .2O6Se09Y 
en = 0.9e-9; 
in = 10.18e42Jf"(0.336); 
%in = 2e-12; 
R1= le3; 
R2 = IO; 
Rp = R1. *R2./(Rl+R2); 
% 
% a i l  impedance 
Zc = Rc + s*Lc; 
% tuning reactance 
xc = 1 .f(s-*Ct); 
%tankimpedance 
zt = zc-*Xc./(Zc + Xc); 
% signal voltage rti 
vi = vs.*Xc./(Zc + Xc); 
vi = abs(vi); 
% total signai power in bandwidth 
vt2 = sum(Vi(fl:&)/"'); 
% noise voltage rti 
eni2 = enA2 + in.9 .*(ab~(Zt.~2) + Rp"2) + 4*K*T*(Rc + Rp); 
eni = (eni2).WS; 
% total RMS noise powa in bandwidth 
Eit2 = (eniZ(fl)/2 + &(f2)/2 + sum(eni2(fl+l:f2-1)) )*BW; 
% signal to noise ratio 
SNR = 20*10glû(vi./eni); 
SNRt = lO*Ioglo(vt2/Eit2) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
fp~@InRl=%.Zf R2=%.2f Ct=%.2fuF\n\n'yR1,R2,Ct*1ed) 
fprintflWonditions nt MAF peak power fiequnicy of 2~0Hzb') 
@rintflWoise is given as a spot value in a IHz binh') 
fprinqb Vi (UV) Ei (nv) SNR (dB)\* 
fprinw 9 
@ ~ t f ( I n  %.2f %2f %.2f\n'yvi(200)* 1 e6, eni(200) * l e9, SNR(200)) 
sNRmaX= max(SNR); 
Fmax = qfmd(SNR=SNRmax)); 
f p ~ w \ n S N R m a x  = %.2f dB at f = %.Zf&\n\n,SNRmaqFm8~); 
%fprinmVt = %.2f UV Eit = %.2fuV SNRt = %.ZfdB\n\d,Vt*le6,Eit*le6,SNRt) 



TOR-NA.M 
% SNR(£) for a quan coii toroid and non-inverthg op-amp. 
Y0 
clc; clpar; 
format short e 
j=qxt(-1); % reserve j as cornplex operator 
B=û,OSe12; % desireci B field sensitivity at 10 EZ2 
w2e4;  % relative permeabiity of core 
K=O-5; % form fâctor for each coii 
nl=l; % number oflayers oftums 
r~5.5*0,0254/2; % inner radius oftoroidai wre (m) 
h=ûS*O.0254; % height of core (m) 
w=0.375*0.0254; % width of core, r-out-r-h 
Rl=leS; R2=10; % op-amp gain resistors 
Rp=lel2; % op-amp Rin at (+)-GND 
Cin=le-12; % op-amp Cin at (+>GND 
Cit=le-12; % input tunïng apacitor 
Cip= 1 e-32; % wil parasitic intemindimg cap- 
Cp=Cin+Cit+Cip; % totd of al1 parallel cap- 
T=295; % coii temperatwes (Q 
k=1.38 le-23; % Boltmian's constant (J/R) 
%rb=1.60O2ew4; rd-0066e-4; % AWG28 
rb= 1 -27e-4; re=1.6764e4; % AWG30 bare & s . d k  enam. wire radu (m) 
% rb=0.8001e-4; r-1,1557e4; % AWG34 



m~1.703 e-8/@i*rb"2); % lineamesistance at rwm temp. (ohdm) 
%nn=O. 193 a8/@i*rb"2); % "  * n L N 2 "  
uHe-7*pi; % pemeabiiity of& space @VAA2) 
Vsup=8 -5; % "9V" (+) rail supply to op-amp, 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
% Burr-Brown OPA128 
% 
%in=û- l2e-15; 
%en(i : iO)=92e-9*0nes(IO, 1); 
%e12=1e-9*[92 78;78 20-30 151; 
Y0 
% OPAI1 1BM 
% 
%MAe-15; 
%en(l : 1 O)=3Oe&*ones(lO, 1); 
%e12=le-9*[3O 1 1; 1 1 7;7 q; 
% 
% Analog Devices AD645 
% 
%in=û.de 15; 
%en(l : 10)=20e-9*ones(lO, 1); 
%e12=1e-9*[2O 10; 10 9;9 81; 
Y0 
% AD743 
% 
%in=69e15; 
%en(l : 10)=5 .Je-9*0ne~(lO, 1); 
%e12=le-9*[5.5 3.6;3.6 3.2;3.2 2.91; 
% 
% Linear Technologies LT1028 (GBW=75 MEb) 
% 
in--le-12; 
en(1: lO)=le-9*ones(lO, 1); 
el2=le-9*[1 0.9;0.9 0.85;0.85 0.801; 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Y0 
fl2=[lel le2;1e2 2e3;2e3 1e4J; 
for s=1:3; % section ait. for piece-wise loglog(Qm) 



m(s)=iogio(e12(s, l~el2(s,2))/iogiû(fi2(s, l)/flZ(s,2)); 
M2(s, l):fl2(S,2); 
~(*12~%2)*(flflz(s2))-Ym(s)); 

end 
Y0 
fprin-., drinting system performance .-. 3; 
Y0 
na=l; % numba of opamps in p d e I  
dsqrt(na);-*sqrt(na); % rti noise d-ed for paralleling 
en2=enA2;in2=inA2; % rti noise squareci 
%nd<%i%re; % approx number ofdisks oftunu 
nd=125; 
ntd*nd; % numberoftunis 
len=2*re*nd; % length of mil 
th=2*re*nl; % tbickness of mil 
ID=200*(rt-th)-O.5; % k a  diameter ofboxed core (cm) 
OD=2OO*(rt+W+fh)+O.S; % outer " " " " 
Y0 
Rc=nt*2*(h+w). *rm; % approx coil resistance (ohm) 
In-log(rt/(rt+w)); % natual log constant 
Wuo*ntA2*W(2*pi)*&- % coi1 inductance (H) 
Lc=.O 1075; 
Rc=3-1; 
sYr*2*pi*nt*B*h*(rt+w)*lnc; % fceq. independent const. for signal 
l=j*2*pi*h; c=j *2*pieCp; % fiictors for impedance hct ion 
RgSR1 W(Rl+R2); % parde1 gain resîstance 
Req=Rg+Rc; % equivaient resistance for noise 
Av=l+RI/RZ; % voltage gain 
% 
H:2:2&; 
% coii impedance Zc=(Rc+Xi) 

Zc(f)=RN'f); 
% op-amp hont end paraiiel impedance Zp=CpflRp 

zp(f)=Rp*(i+~*PRp)~"(- 1); 
% equiv. series hpedance ofZc and Zp Zqs=Zc+Zp 

z¶s(r)=zc(wzP(f); 
% voltage divider impeûance at (+) input Zd=ZplZqs 
Zd(f)=Zpcf)-*(Z~~f))-̂ C- 1); 

% equiv- parailel impedDnce ofZc and Zp Zqp=Zc//ZptZc*Zd 
Zsp(f)=~c(O-*~(f); 

% induced si@ voltage 
vs(f)=s*e 

% magnitude of input signal d i  to (+) input w[rs*IZdl 



~(o=vio .*aw!!( f ) ) ;  
% total input noise voltage daad to (+) input 
ei(f)=(en2(f)eUi2*(abs(Z~f)+~))RsA2+4*PT*Req)Req)~OO5); 

% 
clip=O; 
for e1:2:2e3; 

ifAv*(vi(f)+ei(f))>Vsup; 
clip=l;break 

end 
end 
if cÜp=l;dispCWARNINGGGG rnipüfia saturated');else;dispCievels OR);ez& 
% 

:2:2e3; 
% magnitude of output signal vM*Av 

vo(rnO*Av; 
% total output noise voltage eo=ei*Av 

eo(f)--ei(f)*Av; 
% signal to noise ratio r-2Olog(vofen) 

snr(f)=2O*b 1 o(vo(f3 - *(=(O -Y- 1))); 
'Y0 
vom-==(vo);eom=max(eo); 
% 
~ ~ s P C  ? 

Lc Rc \n \n %g %2.2An\aW,Lc,Rc) 
@rint9: ID. cm in\n \n %g %g\n\n',ID,ID/2.54) 
disp(' snr(l1) snr(l0i) snr(1Oû1)') 
~ ~ s P C  -7 
fprinq %42f W.2f W.2f dB\n\n\a',snr(I, 1 l),sm(l, 10 l),snr(l, 1001)) 
% 

clg 
H l  :2: 1999; 
subplot(211) 
axis([14 -3 loglO(vsup) 1); 
lopiog(cvo(f),t-',S ea(f)I '-',S ~vo(f)+eo(f))~':') 
Mle('Perf0rmanc-e of Toroid and Non-Uivexting Amplifier') 
ylabel('0utput (V nns)') 
text(l2,2,'JAvl=le3') 
text(l2, .û,'signal-') 
text(l2,.3,'noise - - -9 
subpiot(2 12) 
axis; 
=do&fJ s@f)) 
grid 



SQTORM 
% voltage induad in a toroid of square 
% x-section with sides w and radius R 
% fiom a filamentary current source 1 
% ref section 8.2 Lorrain & Corson 
Y0 
clear; clc 
dispc COMPUTING PERFORMANCE OF SQUARE TORROID') 
~ S P C  9 
w=0-02; % sides of square mil (m) 
R 4 . 1 ;  % inner radius (m) 
q=0:.02:.09; % position ofsource dong radius (m) 
f-10; % fkquency ofsin wrrat (Hz) 
Z = l e 6 ;  % rmscalrrent(Arms) 
N=2; % number of turns pex degree 
ursLe4; % relative permeability ofcore 
uo=pi44e-7; % pam. ofair 
Ad=0:3 O; % range of angies in degrees 
Ar=Ad*pi/l 80; % range ofangies in fadians 
tw=3 O *(I+Ad)./Y-O. 5); % tums weighting firnction 
NH*N*length(Ad); % total no- of turns 
L=(ur*uo*wUtA2/(2*pi))*10g(I+w/R); % inductance (HJ 
Rc=0.338583 YNt*4*w, % c d  tesistance for 30AWG (ohm) 
f t 2 * p i * L ) ;  % mil cut-off fkequency @i) 
duo*N*I*frWw/(2*pi); % constant for voltage 
for kl :lm@(@; 

:)=R̂ 2+q(k).-A2-2*q(k)-*R*~s(~pV180); % distance sq. (1x12) 
r(lq :)--R(k, :)-"(OS); % distance (m) 
v(15 :)=-c. *log(r(k,:).* (r(lS:)+w)-7-1)); % induced volt, 

end 
disp(' Cumat source is sinusoiclal 10 I4') 
disp(' scale lineariy for other fiequencies') 
~ ~ S P C  9 
dispC Coi1 is wound with îOAWG, end a symmetric? 
dispC but non-iinear distriion, see He') 
dispc '1 
dispC w (-1 R(=) T O ui3 
disp([2, 10~30,1e3]*10) 



&PC 3 
dispc Lc@) Rc(ohm) fo @)') 
~ ~ ~ p c , f o l )  
&spC 9 
&spC Total Coi1 Voltage (UV)') 
di*(' r=O 2 4 6 8 (a)') 
disp(C-(v3* le611 

plot(Ad,v* le6) 
title('V0LTAGE INDUCED PER TURN ALONG COIL') 
xlabeI(Turn Position Along Coil (degrees)? 
ylabel(Tnduced Vohage (2X w)') 
text(2,0.016S,'umes are for ment source positions P(r,O)') 
text(2,0.015S,'coü is synmietnc about O deg.9 
text(2,O.ûû 13 ,'dl') 
text(7,0_006,'r=8 cm') 

SF-N0.M 
% shielding faor for spherical shells as a bction ofnumber 
% for a given: pemeability, thickness and spacing. 
Y0 
% cfRIKITAKE 
% 
c l ~ c l c  
u = les; % relative penneabiIity ur 
p = 7.8; % 2705M deaSiry @/cd) 
n= 1; % total no. of shells 
nl = 6-46; % no. oftape laminaiions per shell 
Rh = 15; % radius of shieided volume (cm) 
th = d*0.002032; % thickness of 0-8 mil tape (cm) 
%sp = 4/(n-1); % spacing (a) 
s@; 
for i = 1:n; % loop for boundaries index 

r(2.i-1) = (i-l)*sp+Rm; % choose b e r  radii 
nu(i) = r(2*i-1); % radius for weight caldation 
r(2*i) = r(2*iO1)+th; % choose outer radii 

end 
r = flipwr); % prepare r vector 

for j = 1:2*n; % loop for shieldhg rnatrix index 
v = u"((-l)"(j+l)); 
A(:,2*jgl:2*j) = [(v+2)/3 2*(l-vY(3 *r(i)"3); ... 



(1-v)*r(j)"3/3 (2'%+1)/3]; 
end 
S = 11 0; O Il; % initbke shielding matrà 
for j = 2*n:-23; 

S = A(:,2*j-3 :2*j-2)*A(:,2*j-l:2*j)*S; 
-- */2) = l/S(l, 1); 

shldr(i/2) = 
end 
Y0 
sf= 20*10g10(aiplf(sf)); 
shldn = 1 :n; 
shldr = Bipir(shldf); 
tot_th = shldr(n)-Rin; 
SM-wt = (4*pin)*((rw+th)!3-rw^3)*p; 
tot-wt = curnSum(shll-wt); 
Y0 
dispc MULTIPLE CONCENTRLC SPHERES') 
dspC 3 
f p m e l a t k e  permeabiiity of sheîls: %. le\nW7u) 
rprin-us of shielded volume: %g cm\nLi,Rïn) 
QrintqThickness of each shell: %g cmW,th) 

for p = l:n 
fprinw %d %.2f %.2f %.Zf %.2fW, .-. 

s~dn@h shtdr(p), sqp), sW-@),tot_wt@)) 
end 
Y0 
c k  
subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(shldn,sf) 
title('Shie1ding Factor vs Shell Number) 
xlabeIcsfielil numbei) 
ylabef('SF (dB)') 
subplot(2.1,2) 
plot(shldn, tot-wt) 
titie('Shield Weight vs S h d  Numbef) 
xlabel('shell numbef) 



SKINDM 
% Skui depth ofMeîglass 270% Mumetal, Aiuminum 
Y0 
clear; 
cic; 
pm = 1.366; @/O re&tMy (oh-m) 
pu = 0.55e-6; 
pa = 2.8e-8; 
ur = les; %relpam 
th = 0,0203; % 2705M foii thickness (mm) 
u0 = 4*pi* l d ;  
f = 10:lO: le3; 
Y0 
dm = le3 *sqrt(prn./@i*uO*uPf)); % skin depth (mm) 
du = 1 e3 *sqrt@uJ(pi*uOWf)); 
da = le3 *sqrt@oJ@i*uO*~); 
% 
fprimqlnskmd depth (mm) at l80HAn') 
@rintgIn 2705M mu-metal Aiuminum9 
@hm \a3 
fpm %2f %.2f %.2f\n, drn(I8), du(lS),da(l8)) 
fprllrtqln Number of2705M sion depths in foil= %.ZAnW,tb/dm(lS)) 
% 
loglog(S [dm' du' da' 1) 
titie('Skin Depth of Various Metals') 
daba'@equency ml3 
ylabel('skin depth (mm)9 
text(l00,O .22,'27OSM!) 
text(lO0,O -08,'mu-metal') 
text(lOO,lO,'Aiuniinum') 
%text(100,0~025,'foil thickness') 
grid 
figurew ************************************************************************ 

Q8-SYSM 
% Sewnd order quadriiaterd elernents, f h m  BicLford 
% Generates geomtry 



cl- clc 
N&-5 17; % # o f ~ o w n  nodal d u e s  
Nto-65; % total # ofnodes (48 Dirichlet) 
Ne=180; % # of Q8 elernents 
dr-0.02; % radial d e  fàctor 

% (enlarges toroid nom a prewious geometry) 
dkpV24; % 7.5 deg. angle inam, haIfside (rad) 
th I=[O :2*&2*pi-2*&]'; % commient ranges 
th2=[0:4*&2*pi4*dkJ'; 
thD=[O:dk:2*pi-&]'; 

% 
%%%%%%%% cornpute nodal coordinates %%%%%%%%% 
Y0 
disp('.. . computing nodal coordinates') 
% 
% radii, out to in for outer 5 rings 
R+[3-75 3.375 3 2.75 2 5  2.25 2 1-75 L.5 1.3 125 1,1251; 
% npol & nrec are nodal polar and rectangular coordinates 
for r-1:2:9; % select radius by node# dong t h 4  
k: 15:345+t; % wmpute node# 
npoI(k :)=[R(r+i)*ones(24,1) thl]; 

end 
for d : 2 :  10; 
k r  lS:345+r; 
npol(lr,:)=[R(r+l)* ones(24,l) thl]; 

end 
for FI 1~15; 
kr 15:345+r, 
npol(k,:)=~2*(r-lO)+l)*ones(24,1) ( t h l + a ;  

end 
% 
npol(5 18:Ntot, :)=[R(l)*ones(48,1) thD 1; % Dirichlet nodes 
% 
=pal(:, 1). *cos(npol(:,2)); % convert to cectangular 
y-apoI(:, 1). *sin(npoi(:,2)); 
n==b YI; 
Y0 
% remaining interior nodes 
'Y0 
% 1st quadrant x positions, d e d  fiom AUTOSKETCH 
% d8 is radius ofinner circle 
d m ;  d8=l. 125; d2=d8* cos(lO*dk); 



d4=d8 *cos@ *&); d6=(d4+dû)/2; 
dl=d2/2; d3=(d2+d4)/2; dSdS=(+d+d6; 
d7=(dH8)/2; dlû=d8*cos(2*&); 
dl2=d8*cos(4*dk); d14=d8*cos(6*&); 
d9=(d4+dlO)/2; dl  l=(d4+d12)/2; dl3=l/sqt(2); 
% do bottom triangular part 
nnc(361y:)=[(dl l+dlZ)n d4]; 1~ec(362,:)=[(d9+d10)/2 d2]; 
nrec(3 63 ,:)=cd7 O 1; mec(366,:)=[(di3+dM)/2 (d13+d14)/2]; 
nrec(3 67, :)=[dl 3 dlî]; nrec(368,:)=[(dl l+dl3 y2 (dl 3+d4)/2 1; 
nrec(3 69, :)=[dl 1 d4 1; mec(3 7O,:)=[(dl l+d9)/2 d3 1; 
arec(371y:)=[d9 da; mec(372,:)=[(d6+d9)/2 di]; 
nrec(373,:)=[d6 O]; nrec(382, +[(dl l+d4)/2 d4]; 
nrec(3 83, :)=C<d4+dsyz d2]; mec(3 84, :)=Cd5 O]; 
nrec(3 9 l,:)=[d4 dd]; nrec(392,:)=[d4 d3 1; 
nrec(3 93, :)=cd4 a]; mec(394,:}=[d4 dl]; 
nrec(3 95,:)=[d4 O]; mec(405, :)=[cl3 a]; 
nrec(406, :)=[a 0 1; mec(4 fl,:)=[d2 d2]; 
nrec(4 16,:)=[d2 d 11; mec(417,:)=[d2 O]; 
mec(428,:)=~10 1; mec(439, :)=[O O]; 
% reflect into upper tr. part 
nrec(3 8 1, :)=flipir(mec(3 68,:)); nrec(3 88, :)=tiipir(nrec(3 6 1, :)); 
fmc(3 89, :)=fiipir(~ec(3 69, :)); nrec(39OY :)=fiipir(nrec(3 82, :)); 
nrec(403, :ppir(nrec(3 70 , :)); nrec(404, :)=fiipir(mec(3 92, :)); 
nrec(4 1 O, :Mpw~M362,:)); nrec(4 1 1, :mpir(mec(3 7 1, :)); 
mec(4 i2,:mpif(~ec(3 83, :)); mec@ 13, :)=fiipir(nrec(3 93 , :)); 
nrec(4 14, :wp~nrH40Sy :)); nrec(425, :)=fiipir(nrec(3 72, :)); 
nre~(426,:~pir(nrec(3 94,:)); nrec(427, :)=f'hpir(nrec(4l6, :)); 
nrec(432, :mpwnrH363, :)); nrec(43 3,:)=4lipir(nrec(3 73, :)); 
IUeC(43 4, :>--flipir(~ec(3 84, :)); IWec(43 5, :>--flipir(meC(3 95,:)); 
nrec(43 6, :mpir(nrec(406y:)); -43 7, :)=flïpir(nrec(4 17,:)); 
m ~ ( 4 3  8, :-pir(~M428, :)); 
% reflect 1st quadrant hto 3rd by columns 
11~~(364:365, :)=[1~6362:-1:361,1) onnc(362:-1:361,2)]; 
mW(3 74:3 80, :)=[1lfec(3 72:-l:366,l) -iu@372:-1:3 66.2) 1; 
11~~(38S:387,:)=[rrc(383 Ar38 1,l) -Mc(383 :-1:38 1,2)]; 
nre396:402,:)=[~@394:-1:388,1) -1uec(394:-i:388,2) 1; 
~~(407:409,:)=[~ec(405:-1:403,1) me~(405:- 1 :403,2)]; 
nrec(418:424,:)=[nrec(416:-1:410, 1) -1~6416:-1:410,2)]; 
nre429:43 lY:)=[nrec(427:-1 :425,1) -nre!c(427:-1 :42Sy2)]; 
~=(440:446, :)=[-43 8:-1:432, 1) -1~ec(43 8:-1 :432,2) 1; 
% reflect RH plane into LH plane by coIumns 
t~t~(447:4S3,:)=[-mec( 42543 1,l) nrec( 425:43 1.2) 1; 
11rec(454:468,:)+nrec( 41 O:424,l) mec( 4 lO:424,2) 1; 



nrec<469:475,:).;[-mec( 403:409,1) 403 :409,2) 1; 
nrec(476:490,:)=[-nrec( 388:402,1) mec( 3 88 :4O2,2) 1; 
nrec(49 1 :497. :)=CC- 38 1 :3 87,l) mec( 3 8 1 :387,2) 1; 
nrec(498:S 12,:)=[-mec( 366:380,1) nrsc( 366:380,2) 1; 
nrec(513:517,:)=[-nrec( 361:365,1) 361:365,2)]; 
% d e  with proper dr 
~~361:517,:)=dr'~@361:Sl7,:); 
% 
%%%%%%%% assign node numbers to elements %%%%%%%%% 
% 
disp Ca.. assiping node nimbers to elements') 
% Q are the 8-pt qiiadrilatd elements 
% number the elements in the outer 5 ~ g s  
% 
nl-516; n7=-14; % initiai& node wunters 
for i=1:23; % select rngular position 

nl=n1+2; n7=n7+15; % node# 1 & 7 of outer element 
rn=S*(Î-l)+l; 
Q(m,:)=[al nl+2 n7+16 n7+1 nl+l n7+15 n7+10 n7]; 
for j=l:4; 

kn7+2*j-1; % node# 1 ofthe next element 
Q(-,:)=F k+i 5 k+17 k+2 k+lû-j Hl6 k+l 1-j k+l]; 

end 
end 
% % match nodes at last position 
md=p65 3 56:360]; 
for j=l:5; 

QU W,:)=CQ(l W,2)  Q61) W,4) QU 1 W J )  md0) QW) md(jt1) QU IW,61J; 
end 
% 
% number the inner-most elements 
% 
eû=127; n0=365; 
for i=1:6; 

n1=22*(i-l)+nO; ni=8*@l)+eû; 
for j=l:6; 

nl=n1+2; 
Q(m?j,:)=[nl nl+22 n1+24 n1+2 n1+14 nl+23 nl+lS nl+l]; 

end 
end 
% 
% number the transition elements 
Q(121,:)=[55 367 369 40 366 368 361 451; 



Q(122,:)=[40 369 371 25 361 370 362 301; 
Q(123,:)=M 371 373 10 362 372 363 151; 
Q(124,:)=[10 373 375 355 363 374 364 360]; 
Q(125,:);;[355 375 377 340 364 376 365 3451; 
Q(126,:)=l340 377 379 325 365 378 380 3301; 
Q(127,:)=[55 70 389 367 60 388 381 366J; 
Q(134,:)=[379 401 310 325 387 402 315 3801; 
Q(135,:)=[70 85 411 389 75 410 403 3881; 
Q(142,:x401423 295 3 10 409 424 300 4021; 
Q(143,:)=[85 100 433 411 90 432 425 4101; 
Q(lSO,1)=[423 445 280 295 43 1 446 285 4241; 
Q(lSl,:)=[lûO 115 455 433 105 454 447 4321; 
Q(158,:)=[445 467 265 280 453 468 255 446J; 
Q(159, :Hl i 5 130 477 455 120 476 469 4541; 
Q(166,:H476 489 250 265 475 490 255 4681; 
Q(l67, :)=Cl30 145 499 477 135 498 491 4761; 
Q(174,:)=[487 511 235 250 497 512 240 4901; 
Q(175,:)=[499 145 160 501 498 150 513 5001; 
Q(176,:)=[501 160 175 503 513 165 5 14 5021; 
Q(177,:)==[503 175 190 505 514 180 5 15 5041; 
Q(178,:)=[505 190 205 507 515 195 516 5061; 
Q(179,:HS07 205 220 509 516 210 517 5081; 
Q(i80,:)=[509 220 235 511 517 225 512 5101; 
Y0 
Save q8sys Ntot Nunk Ne mec Q 

QS-S0LVE.M 
cl- clc 
% Js is wnnt density, with Jac the Jacobian 
% JJ & DEL those fiuusr but usefiil matrices 
load q8sys 
Ioad cindst 
Y0 
uo=pi*4e-7; % vacuum permeabii 
u=lOO*uo*ones(Ne, 1); % set dedkdt matmaterial constant 
%rlOO; % constant relative pmn. in toroid 
%u(l:5:1 16)ur*u(l:5:116); 
Y0 



Jsizeros(8~e); % set ainent densitics in source elements 
for b5:5: 120; 

J&,k)=[O O O O O 1 O 1]'/2Q; 
end 
Y0 
% initialize global systern 
P-owunk); qG=zeros@i 1); phi=zeros@rto& 1); 
% 
for m=1 Ne; % seIect element, 

f@rinW-- Qahg ',m) 
~ = ( m ,  3; % find element nodes, 
x*-nrec(v, 1); y-v,2); % and th& xy coord's 
L-m=zeros(8,8); L8v-zeros(8,8); % assemble Id system 
for k1:9; 

Jac[xe'*DNDS(:,k) ye'*DNDS(:,k); xeV*DNDT(,k) ye19NDTc,k) J; 
dJ=det(Jac); J i m a c ) ;  
n=n(i, :~*JI(I, :p~r(2, :y*n(2, :); 
DEL=[pNDS(:, k) DNDTC, k)]; 
L-m=LLm+WW@)*DELtn*DEL'; % sum double ùnegration 
L-FL-v+WW&)U(:,k)*N(:, k)'*dJ-, 



Q8-SLV-AM 
% Non-isotropie medium 
clear, c k  
% Js is current density, with Jac the Jacobian 
% JJ & DEL those fimny but usenil matrices 
load qgsys 
load dndst 
% 
% constnict nIuctMty products vl  1, v22, vl2. 
vo= l/(@i*4eW7); % vacuum reludvity 
V=vo*ones(Ne,3); % defkulî medium 
vl-O* le-2; % ~ 1 0 0  in prefened âirection 
v2=vo* 1 e- 1; % p l 0  in orthogonal direction 
dkpi124; % haif side angle inaement (7.5 deg) 
*pi/2+[dk:2*&:2*pi-dk]; % vl angles wrt x for toroid elements 
nn=l:5:116; 
for i=1:24; 

V(rm(ï), l)=vl * eo~(th(i))~2+~2*sin(th(ï))~2; 
V(rm@, 2)=v2*cos(th(i)~2+v 1 * sin(th(ï)~2; 
V(m(ï),3)=(vl-v2)* sin(tho)*ws(th(i)); 

end 
O !  

J-eros(8,Ne); % set current densities in source elements 
Ji:, 19)=[0 O O O 1 1 1 11: 
Js(:,29)=[0 O O O 1 1 1 111'; 
Y0 
% initiaike global system 
PG=zeros(Nd); qû=zeros(Ni& 1); phi=zefos(Ntot, 1); 
% 
for m= I :Ne; % select element, 

Qrintg,.. Q?hg ',m) 
e ( m  1); % ~d elemeat nodes, 
x-ec(v, 1); yemrec(v,2); % and their xy mord's 
L-m--zeros(8,8); L-~~ros(8,8); % assemble l d  system 
far &1:9; 

Iac=[xel*DNDS(:,k) yel*DNDS(:,k); xel*DNDT(:,k) yel*DNDT(:,k)]; 
dJ=d*(Jac); JI=imr(Jac); 
JJ=V(~~)*JT(~ ,  :y*n(i, pv(n i)*n(z, :y*n(2, :)-2*v(m3)*~1(2, :y*n(i, :); 



DEL=@NDS<:, k) DNDT(:, k)); 
L-rn=LLm+WW(k)*DEC*n*DEL8; % surn double ïntegration 
L-FL-~~WW&)U(:,~)*N(,~~*~J; 

end 
q=L9=L_v*Jso;v*k(:,m); 
P=L-m; 
for r-1:8; % place into global system 

ifv(r&=N& 
~~~vCfmG@O))+m 
for c=1:8; 

Zv(c)<=Nb& 
Pciv<r)7,v<c))==w.)Y v(c))fW,c); 

else; 
q~(V(rD=qGCv(r)))-P(rY c)*pWv(c)); 

end % 
end % c  

end YO 
end %r 

end %rn 
% 
f p ~ q I n \ n  solving systern of equations\n') 
U=PG\qG; % solve by Gauss. e h .  
U=U-mean@J); % use for dipoles only ! ! ! 
U=U*le19; 
U(5 18 Ntot)=zeros(48,i); % append Dirichiet bc's, 
AZ=w mec]; % and xy coord's 
plot(W:, 1)) 
Save -8 AZ /ascii 

JACTSTM 
function dJt=JACTST(eut, 4t); 
% test Jacobian of some elements 
clc 
ioad q8sys 
% 
-WJtY 1); % nodes 
xt=nrec(vî, 1); yt-mec(vt,2); % global rectauguiar coord's 
DNDSt'[(l-t)*(2*~+t)/4; (1-t)* (2*~-t)M; (l+t)*(2*s+t)/4; 

(l+t)*(2*s-ty4; s yt-1); (1-tA2)/2; -sf (t+l); (tA2- 1)/2 1; 
DNDTt=[(l-s)*(2%+s)/4; (l+s)*(2*t-s)/4; (l+s)*(2*t+s)14; 

(1-~)*(2%~)/4; (~''2-l)/2; *(lh); (l-S"2)/2; -t*(l-S) J; 



J~Cxt'*DrnSt yt'*DNDSt; XtW*DNDTt yt'*DNDTt]; 
d JtdetCJt); 
@ r i n w  daaminant for Q%g at (s,t)=(%g%g) is \n',eut,s,t) 
clear eut vt DNDSt DNDTt 

SORT-A.M 
% sort potentA values: Aa is in air, Ai is in iron 
% exclude nodes in sources- 
% 
clear; clc 
fp-... loading data.. 
load AZ, % asciifle 
Y0 
nl=1:15:346; n2=11: 15:356; % u d Û i  iron indices 
N-iron=[nl nl+l nl+2 n1+3 a2 n2+1]; % nodes in iron, not incl Dirichlet 
Ii=lengh@-iron); 
Ai=AZ(lpJJron 440:481], 1 :3); % select all iron nodes for Ai 
Y0 
trnptmp_a=AZo;a=AZ(:, :); % temp. Aa 
tmp-aNJron, 1 :3 FLCI~OS@, 3); % zero the iron nodes 
nAind(tmpPa(l:432. 1)); 
Aa=AZ(nz, 1 :3); 
save Ai Ai /ascii 
save Aa Aa /ascii 

BCURIAM 
% compute the curl of Az 
clear; clc 
f p ~ t f T 1 1 i  loadiag data files. .. \a') 
Ioad Q8SYS 
load DNDST 
Ioad GZ- 
%load Ak 
%load AI, 
% 
clear DNDS DNST WW 
% s,t=[-1,1] 
% evaluate at 8 nodal points 
% dnds, dndt, del contain 8 (8x1) column vectors, 



% each vector evaIuated at a diffirent local Cs$)- 
Y0 
1s-Il -1 -1 1 O -1 O 11; l e I l  1 -1 -1 1 O 4 O]; 
clc 
fPw Cornputhg local directional derivativesin') 
for i=1:8; 

FIS@; HtO; 
DNDS(: , ip [ ( l - t ) (24  (1-t)*(2*s-tY4; (l+t)*(2*sct)/4; 

(l+t)*(2*s-ty4; s*(t-1); (1-tA2Y2; 4*(t+l); (tA2-l)l2]; 
DNDT(:,i?.[(l -s)*(~W-S)M; (l*) *(Z*t-s)M; (l+s)*(29+~)/4; 

(i-~)*(pt-sys; (sn2-~y2; -tyl+o); (1-ezy2; -tyi-s)]; 
end 
Y0 
% locate B components on the 8 nodes 
% store as 2 (Ne X 3) matrices 
Y0 
@-fm Cornputmg B field components\a\a') 
for m=l :Ne; % select an elernent, 
Orin@. .%g',m) 

3; % and its nodes, 
x-ec(v, 1); yem~ec(v,2); % node global coord's 
ue=AZ(v, 1); %nodalAz 
for k1:8; 

J=[xel*DNDS(:, k) ye9*DNDS(:, k); xel*DNDT(:, k) ye'*DNDT(:, k)]; 
JI=inv(r); Jl=TI(1, :); J2=Ji(2, :); 
DEL=pNDS(:, k) DNDT(:, k)]; 
Bx(v@))=J2*DEL'*ue; By(v(k))=-Jl *DEL'*ue; 

end 
end 
WntgkW 
Bm==@~.~2+By.~2).̂ (0.5); Bm=pml mec]; 
save Bm Bm Iascii 

lMAFsIM.M 
% MAFSIMIM 
% Gaieraîe a SiniuIated magnetic action flux (MAF). 
% with the model: y = @/f)u + (dd)e 
% A fiie narned d M - m a t  has an SNR of 4 
% They have same noise var but diffsignai strength- 
% 
cleaqclc; 



%randn@eed',sum(ioo*clodc)) 
rmdnCseed',6410534) 
M = 64; 
vara = 33; 
e = randn(m 11); 

%new.cewi 
% same seed 
%dataien&& 
% hi noise var 15dB 

% &mean 1-var white noise 

% parameters 60m pnor work 
% 
Nb=[-2.7 4.6 -6.1 -7-5.2-3.1 O O O O 5.1 5.7 4.0 2-51; 
%f = [l -1 .W78 0.73; 
%b = [O -0-7 -3 -6 -5-5 -3 1.5 3.51; % Sig. t f ~ l ~ m ,  
%f = 11 -1 -89 0.911; % sig- tfdenom..old one 
% 
% use these parametrs m s t d  
% 
%b = [O -33; % l5dB 
b = [O -0.53 3; % OdB 
f= [l -1-89 0.9031; 
c = [1 -11; 
%c = [l]; 
d = [l]; 
% 
Nd = 5; 
u = zero- 1); 
u(l :Nd) = ones(Nd, 1); 
% 
ths = mktheta(l,b,c,d,f;O); 
sgnl = idsim(iu,ths); 

= &eta( 1, U,c,& 0); 
noiz = idsim(e,thn); 
van = sum(nokA2)w 

% input pulses 

% clean signai 

% coloured noise 

noiz = noiz*sqrt(vam/varz); 
ms = sgd+ noiz; 
y = [sgnl no& m l ;  
vars = sum((~gnl-rnean(sgni))~~2~ 
SNR = lO*loglqvars/varn) 
Y0 
refû = zero- 1); 
k= 1:M; 
~ 4 %  
%subplot(2,1,I) 



ploylgsg4'f, 44% krrfD,W) 
%axis([l 64 -90 401) 
is([l 64 -25 151) 
title('Simulated MM') 
xlabel@ample iaunbd) 

ylabel('amp1itude') 
text(8, I2,rSNR - ml) 
figure(1) 
%subplot(2,1,2) 
%plot([e*sqrt(vam) noid) 
%save ma&hOmat sgni noiz ms u b c d f vam SNR 

FIRMs.M 
% FIRMSM 
% Program to mer mDtOim with FIR lowpass 
Y0 
ciear, cl& 
M = 64; % filter Iength 
r = l W  <1 

load mafh0.mat; % low SNR simuiated MAF 
% O-padding yi = [zero@, 1); ms; zero- 1) J; 

b+- l(63,O. 1); % create filter 
ydtfiIt@I 1 ,Yi); % appiy filta nont 8~ back 
var1 = sum~((s@-yo(r+M))-~2)/M % wiance of signai estimate 
Y0 
rem = zero@& 1); 
plot(r,sgd,'f, r,rns,'M7 r,yo(r+M),'g', r,refl),'w') 
%axis([l M -90 403) 
axh([l M -25 151) 
title('Compound Digitai Filtering: Stage 1') 
xiabeI('samp1e numbef) 
yiabel('simu1ated MAF OdB9 
text(5,12,Digital Lowpass FIR Fier') 
text(5,9,'64lap. fc = 0-05fs') 
figure(?) 



SYSIDM 
% SYSIDM 
% Non-recwsive identification o f m g  data 
% according to B.1 mode1 ofthe form: 
% Y(~)-(b/f)u(t-kH Jd)e(t) 
% th=bj(~~der,to1,lim,maxSize,T) 
% nn=[nb nc nd nf nk] 
% 
cl-, clc; dg; 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Iod simulation hfio He 

% provides: sgnl nois rns u b c d f SNR 
Y0 
%load mafsimO.rnat 
'Y0 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Ioad mal data iafo file 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%Yo%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
load maflslmat; 
ms = rnafisl/lOO; 
M = 64; % data length 
d = 10; % delay 
u = Ca~es(d, 0; =ros(M-d, 111; % input 
Y0 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%0/0%%%%%%%%%%%% ID a mode1 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%Yo%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
z = [ms u]; 
thi0 = bj(z,[l O O 2 91); 
th0 = bj(qthi0); 
thil = bj(z,[l 1 1 2 101); 
thil(3, lWO(3, 1); 
thi 1(3,4)==th0(3,2); 
thi1(3,5)-%hO(3,3); 
th 1 = bj(~thi1); 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% test the mode1 
%%%%%%%%%'%O%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Y0 
M = 64; 
YS = idsim(u,thl); 
%MSE = surn((sgnl-y~).~2)h& 



Y0 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% display results 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
refD = zeros(M, 1); 

--Sn = 1% 
% 
t=  1; 
cig; 
pIot(s5ys, mrefd,W) 
O/~*s([I 64 3 0  201) 
xlabel('samp1e numbei) 
ylabel('amplitude') 
titie('Compound Digital Filtering: Stage 2') 
text(5, 12y'Systmi identification model') 
%teXt(5,9, pmE = ' ndstr(MSE)]) 
figure(1) 
% 
To = clock; 
whiîe etime(clock,To)<l 
end 
'Y0 

E,R] = resid(z,thl,25); 
title('Compound Digaal Filtering: Stage 29 
y ~ a b e ~ ~ c r o s s - c o ~ e ~ a t i o ~ ~ ~ ~  
xlabelflag number') 
f i g u r a  
'Y0 

clc 
present(th 1) 

LMSPDX 
% LMSPDM 
% Program to adaptively separate nurow-band fiom 
% broad-band signais using an LMS Iinear predidor 
% Uses wiinitialized tap weights .. use for fÙst pass LMS 
% Plots filterd sîgnai, wmlations and speani 
% 
cleaq c1c; 
M = 64; % filter length 
dl = 64; % data laigth 



np = 40; % # ofpasses 
nmx = dl*max(np); 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% d e  input data vector 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
DB = O; % seiect mafkim file dB 
ifDB = 15 
ymin = -90; 
p a x  = 40; 
ytxt = 30; 

elseifDB = O 
ymlli = -30; 
ymax = 20; 
ybrt = 12; 

end 
%evai(['load ' rrn&hn' num2sa@B) J 1) %sgdnoumsubcdfvaniSNR 
load mafl s 1 mat; 
ms = mafls1/100; 
u = zeros(nmx, 1); 
u(1 :dl) = ms; 
d = 15; 
u(1 :d) = zerogd, 1); 
u(d.1-d+l :dl) = zeros(4 1); 
vars = s~m(u(l:di).~2)/(dl-l); 
stdv = sqrt(vars); 
u(1 :dl) = u(l:di)/stdv; 
for i = 2:nptl; 

j = di*(i-1); 
uÿ+l $+dl) = u(1:d); 

end 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% determine step sùe 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Y@ 
% 
%yc = 2/sum(u(l rM)?2); % criticai value 
y = 52-4; 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Yo%%%% malce trp-waght vector 



%w=WLms; 
%Ioad rlsmsl5-mat 
%w = Wrls; 
wu = zeros(nmx, 1); 
Oh 

ti,rintqlnInitiaiïzation complete ... begin iteratioash') 
Y0 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%LMSalgonthm 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%O/o%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% 
for k = M+l:nrmr; 
wu@) = d'u(k-1:-1 :k-M); % fihaoutput 
eWk) = ~ ( k )  - wu@); % prediaion error 
w = w + y*eta(k)*u(k-1 :-1:k-M); % tap weigbts 

msew(k) = cov(wm- 
end 
% 
for i = 1 :np; % est- ofvarn 

j = dl*(i-l)+l :dlfi; 
Pe(i) = wv(eta(i))%rs; 

end 
%refl = varn*ones(np, 1); 
Y0 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Display nItered signai 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Y0 
j = nmxdl+I:nrmr; 
Sn = 1 :dl; 
rem = zeros(d, 1); 
load lsl-lp-mat; 
%eval([load ' riinas' num2str@B)]]); 
%mseiir = surn(@1ns0-sgnl)-~2~ 
%mseims = sum((wu(j)*stdv-sgnl) -A2)lh& 
%Fit = 100*(mseür-mseIms)/rnseiir 
%@rintt'C\nmean-square erroh') 
%Brin- of W = %.4fh1,mSeür) 
%Qrin$C\n of LMS = %.4f y = %.2e np = %iInùi',mselmqy,np) 
a3 
%subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(sn,ms, sn,wu(j)* stdv,'ml, sn, 1p lsl,'r', ssqreff),W) 
f i ~ ( l l  M -30 201) 
%titl~Compound Digital Fitering: Stage 3') 
%text(5,ytxt,WS predictof) 



%ylabel(rsimuiated ' num2str@B) 'dB IWWJ) 
%subpIot(2,1,2) 
%plot(w) 
%text(S,O- 15,rstep size = ' numZstr@)]) 
%text((45,O- lS,[nUmSstr(np) ' passes']) 
xlabeI('samp1e numbef) 
ylabel('tap weights') 
%a>g~([l M -0-1 0.21) 
%i=2:np; 
%pIot(i,Pe@,'g', i,refi(i),'d) 
%yIabeI('MsE within pass') 
%xlabeI('pass number') 
%suris([l np O max(Pe)]) 
f i g u r a  

RLSANCM 
% RLSANCM 
% Program to do adaptive noise cancelling ushg RLS implemented as a transversal filter. 
% REFERENCE is an LMS signal estimate .. we are estuaating the noise in PRIMARY 
% Requires a priori tap weights fiom LMS .. not for fint pas. 
% Avoid more than a few passes (np) to prevent training on cyclostatio~ noise. 
% Stage 4 of CDF 
Y0 
cl-, clc; 
lambda = 0.995; % forgetting fkctor 
delta = 500; % initinit cons for P 
M = 64; % filter leagth 
dl = 64; % data 1eagth 
np = 15; % number of passes 
nmx = np*dl; 
sf= 100; % s a l e  factor 
% 
dispC 3 
dispC.., formîthg input vectors ..-9 
%%0/0a/00/00/0%%%%%%%0/0%%0/0%%%0/0%0/0%%0/0%%%%0/0~0% 

% 
Ioad maf4s 1 .mat; 
load 1 s 1-nc-mat; 
load 4s 1-lp.mac 
% 
pnn = zeros(nmx, 1); % primary chauinel: s+n 



prm(1 :dl) = d 4 s l / e  
d = 15; 
prm(L:d)=zeros(d, 1); 
prrn(dId+l :dl)=zeros(d, 1); 
stdv = std@na(l:dï)); 
ref = zeros(nmq 1); 
reql :dl) = W / 1  O; 
for i=2:np; 

j = dl*(ï-1); 
prm(i+l :j+dl) = pm(L:dl); 
r a t 1  :j+ai) = refÏ1:di); 

end 
% 
~ ~ s P C  3 
disp ('... initiaüzing aigorithm 2) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Y0 
1 = eye(M); 
P = Udelta; % init. in.. corr, matrix 
%w = zeroiM, 1); 
w=W; % a prion tap weights 
x = zero@, 1); 
wu = zeros(nmx, 1); 
eta = zeros(nmx, 1); 
% 
~ ~ s P C  7 
di Spc... begin adaptation ...9 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
for n=M+l:nmx; 

j = n-1:-1:n-w 
x = lambdada*(P8reqj)); 
k = x./(l+re@)'+x); 
wu@) = w'*ref(j); 
eta(n) = pnn(n) - wu(n); 
w = w + eta(n)-*k 
P = lambda*P-Px'; 

end 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%TB%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Y0 
j = nmx-2 *dl+l :nmx-dl; 



i = 1 :dl; 
rem = zeros(dl, 1); 
miir = sum((sgnI-flR)!"'ydl 
%E2anc = sum((sgn1-wu@ *sf) ."2)/di 
Wit = 1W*(E2iïE2anc)/E2iir 
clg 
% % smooth with iir Iowpass 
[4B] = butta(4,O. 15); 
Yom = f l ~ t ( q B . c = o a  l),wuo;zeroa QI); 
yout = yout(6S: 128); 
%E2y = sum((sgnl-y0ut).~2)/dl 
% E i i  = 100*@2iIr-E2y)/E2ik 
% 
%subplot(2,1,1) 
plot(i,maf4sl/~Y7 ï,wu(j),'ml, id, W, jlp4s1,'r') 
axis([l dl -15 101) 
title0U.S M C ' )  
ylabel('ampiitude') 
xihl('sample number") 
%text(5,3 5,'Y: tnie signal') 
%text(5,25,'M: ANC estimate') 
%text(S, 15,C W estimate') 
fiww 
%subplot(2,1,2) 
%plot(wu) 
% 
%keyboard 
%disp(' 3 
%disp(L. cornputhg comlations .. -3 



%titlWormalized Comlations') 
%yiabelC'input auto-corf) 
%figUfe(l) 
%subplot(2,1,2) 
%vye2 = 2-* (ci31/2)); 
%pIot&rye, i,vye2,1-, i+y&,'--t, i.,o,%u') 
%xiabei('iag numbei) 
%ylabel~isut crosscon') 
%figure( 1) 
% 
%keyboard 
% 
%disp(' 3 
%disp('..- cornputhg spectra 2) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% 
%j = nmxnmx-127:nmx-64; 
%nI= 251; 
%n2 = 314; 
%m = 512; 
%z = zeros(rn,l); 
%z(n i :n2) = yout; 
%pf5 = spectnun(z,m); 
%z(nl :n2) = wu@*@ 
%pwu = spectrum(z,rn); 
%z(ni :n2) = pmo; 
% P P ~  = s p W 5 m ) ;  
%dnl :n2) = sg& 
%psp = spectnun('m); 
%dg 
%~om(([pp~(:, 1) psp(:. 
%sernilogy(lpsgn(:, 1) pu(:, 1) pfi:, l)]) 
0 / & ~ ( [ 0  256 IO"(-5) 10h31) 
%grid 
%title('Spectra of RLS ANC) 
%xiabel('fiequency EW) 
%ylabe('power dB') 
%figure(L) 


